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PREFACE iii

This study was initially to be an examination of the

idea of history in the social gospel in Canada. The

paucity of material was prohibitive, however" and led to

an attempt to remove that obstacle to some degree. Further,

a survey of English-Canadian historiography revealed that

while there has been much acknowledgement of the involve

ment of religion in Canadian social and political develop

ment, there has been, especially for the twentieth century,

almost no study of the religious dimension of social and

political movements. Canadian historiography seems to have

heard only the echoes of the great discussion of the

dialectic of religion and culture which after the turn of

the century cast up such names as Weber, Troeltsch, Tawney,

the Niebuhrs and Dawson. Such efforts as have been under-

taken seem to have taken their starting points in the

"frontier theory" and the early tentative statements of

Weber and H. R. Niebuhr.

Probably the most significant formative movement in

this field in twentieth century Canada has been the social

gospel. Although its name is little known, and although

it could never claim the allegiance of a majority of

Canadian protestants, it exercised an increasing influence

from the turn of the century on. It became the unofficial
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religious expression of the Grain Grower's Associations;

it gave the original impetus to the development of social

welfare programs; it provided a major, if not the paramount,

element in the ideology of the CCF; and it has been a strong

influence in the formation of a public opinion hospitable

to the development of a social welfare state and a mixed

economy. These are large claims, and the greater part of

the story has yet to be told. This thesis is but a chapter

in it.

Perhaps it needs to be stressed that, to say, for

example, that the Canadian welfare state had its origin in

the social gospel, is not to say that it did not originate

in the distressing conditions of modern urban life, or in

the discrepancies between Canadian regional groupings or

economic classes. Social "causes" are never single in

origin or simple in effect.

The social gospel in its turn was not an autonomous

development. It was a compound at the religious level of

influence from many of the primary developments -- economic,

political, social, philosophical and religious -- of the

latter half of the nineteenth century in Europe and North

America. It took shape in the lllinds of men, who, in their

quest for a Christian society, faced the challenges of a

rapidly developing industrial order. In confronting these

challenges and charting their course, they drew heavily on
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the experience of their hnerican counter~oarts, who brought

the social gospel to its apogee, on British, German and

French Christian social thought, on German theological and

Biblical scholarship, on American, British and Russian

littgrateurs, and on the inspiration of European social

and national movements. No ideological movement could more

clearly illustrate the thesis that is becoming prevalent

~n the interpretation of Canadian history than does the social

gospel, that, if Canada has been a frontier society, it

has at the Sffine time been the frontier of modern Western

Civilization.

This study is not, strictly speaking, a biography,

but an examination ,ift) the life of one man of the emergence

of the dialectic between Christianity and the radical

tradition in Canada in the twentieth century. Its subject,

Dr. Salem Goldsworth Bland, a product of mid-nineteenth

century Methodism, became the philosopher-theologian of the

social gospel in the first phase of its development in

Canada. His ministry ranged through the Ottawa<and St.

Lavvrence valley. It carried him to vVinnipeg and finally to

Toronto. His involvement in public affairs began in Kingston.

under the inspiration of Principal Grant of Queen's

University, reached its height in the 1vl est, but continued

throughout the twenties and thirties in Ontari~ At Wesley

College,Winnipeg, he lectured in Church History and New

TBstament to almost a generation of Methodist, and later

Presbyterian, theological student;} 'v-rho v,Jent out to man the
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churches of the West. His largest audiences were those

who read his columns, first in the Grain Grovler t s Guide,

and later in Canada's largest newspaper, The Toronto Daily

Star, during its more radical years. A skilful public

speaker and controversialist, yet essentially a gentle

person, he was to Canada what Walter Rauschenbusch and

George D. Herron were to the United States.
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PART ONE

THE PREPARATION



CHAPTI:JR 1. BACKGROUND

1.

The social gospel as a variant of Christianity is

difficult to define, so many were its different expressions.

Its bold outlines, hov.Jever, are reasonably clear. lti:

believed in a God of Love who was active in history in

movements for social justice, peace, co-operation and

democracy. Consequently it espoused an organic view of

human society and a progressive interpretation of history.

It believed that Jesus Christ was the Son of God, but as an

historical person who gave himself fully to the v'1ill of

God. Salvation, therefore, was not a matter of plucking

individuals from society, but of engaging in those causes

\'1hich embodied the quest for the Kingdom of God on Earth

as taught and exemplified in the life of Christ.

The ttgood news", therefore, was more than personal and

religious -- in the sense of inwardness. It was ethical

and social, and had radical implications for the structure

,and spirit of society. It dffiu&nded the acquisition of new

skills and methods and the hard work of applying them, and

so the new frontiers of the Christian enterprise became

social welfare agencies, co-operative and farmers' move

ments, government departments, labour unions, and church

forms developed to work with slum, immigrant and labour

populations, but the essentially lay character -- which

)
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does not distinguish it from the church -- is evident in

the number of ministers who left clerical work to become

more directly involved in the "reconstruction of society."

The Qo cial qo spel had three v.,rings. On the right,

vthe emphasis was on the personal-ethical side, and on

attacks on obvious social vice, which occasionally led it

into the political arena. On the left, the radical social

side found no way out of the ambi~uity of social reform

other than to advocate the complete and immediate replace-

ment of the social order. Between these two was a broad,

progressive centre ftpartytt trying to hold the tension

between the positions to left and right. l

2.

Salem Bland, who was to play so large a role in the

emergence of the Social Gospel in Canada, was born in 1859

into the family of a recently immigrated Methodist minister.

Two books published in that year symbolize the two clusters

of problems engaging the minds of Western men, Charles

Darwin's Origin of Species and John Stuart Mill's On Liberty.

The controversy that raged around the first was primarily

intellectual and religious; the concern which motivated the

second was that of human freedom in liberal, industrial

society. Both authors were used for the defence of, and the

1. For a good account of the relationship of these wings
of the social gospel in the United States, see P. A.
Carter, The Decline and Revival.sll the Social Gospel,
Chapter I.
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attack upon capitcilist industrialism.

Industrialism was first used in the 1830's as a term

denoting the creation of anew system of life. 2 The same

decade also saw the first significant attacks upon the new

system. The reaction was not simply to the ravages of

industrialism, but also to the theories that justified its

organization on a liberal-capitalist basis. The utopian

tradition, beginning on the continent in the last yearsof

the eighteenth century, sometimes Christian in motivation,

provided an emotional, if not an intellectual base to the

criticism of capitalism throughout the subsequent century.

The term Christian Socialism was probably first used by

De Lamennais in the 1830's, who, with Le Play and others,

fathered social Catholicism in their demand that the church

assmne in the modern age the role she played in the thir

teenth century. 3 More democratic was Louis Blanc, who

expressed the ideals of the revolution of 1848 in his

"Socialist Catechism":

What is Socialism? It fs the Gospel in action.
How so? Socialism has as its goal to realize among
men the four fundamental maxims of the Gospel: Love
one another; Do~Unto others what you would not have
that they should do unto you; the first among ye shall
be the servant of the rest: Peace to all men of good
will. 4

~_ Raymond Williams, Culture and Society, 1780-1950, p. 13.

3. See Harry W. Laidler, Social Economic Movements, p. 719;
Q].so Side and BiEit, A History of Economic Doctrines,
pp. 508-14, for cor@lent on French Catholic and Protestant
Social Christianity.

:4. John H. Randall, Jr., The I~laking of the Modern IVlind, p. 454.
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The year of the revolutions and of the eommunist

Manifesto, was also a year of economic crisis and the climax

of the Chartist movement among British workers. It was

-also the year of the inception of British Christian Socialism•

•Ludlow, Ma~rice and Kingsley, impressed with the growth of

socialism and believing it to represent high and worthy

instincts in man, dedicated themselves to its Christian

ization and to the cause of the workingman, Calling them

selves "Christian Socialiststt because "that is the only name

which will define our object and will commit us at once to

the conflict we must engage in sooner or later with the

unsocial Christians and the un-Christian Socialists," 5

they wrote tracts, pUblished papers and books, encouraged

the development of workers' educational associations and

producers' co-operatives. By the end of the century their

views had significantly impregnated the ideology of British

Socialism.

As on the continent and in Britain, industrialism

brought \:vi th it the seeds of conflict to the United States.

The Civil War, instigated in part by the forces of industri

alism, became the anvil upon which a victorious industrial

system was fashioned. The subsequent period has variously

been called "the summit of complacency,tt "the Great Barbecue tt ,

.':5. Laidler, op.cit., p. 725
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and "The ,:Gilded Age." The effects of unchecked individualism

sanctioned by laissez-faire economics in the market place

and liberal optimism in the pulpit, were only slightly

ameliorated by humanitarian and evangelical reform efforts.

In captivity themselves to individualistic theories of

social regeneration, humanitarians and evangelicals of the

day were bound by the devil they fought, and limited to
6palliation.

Behind the scenes, however, and considerably influenced

by British Christian Socialists and European experimentation,

the American Social Gospel was beginning to take shape. Il\\
1he year 1875, Washington Gladden published his sermons

on "Working rilen and their Employers, ff and Joseph Cook

began his widely publicized "Boston IVlonday Lectures" deal

ing with ethical and religious aspects of current issues.

~In the same decade, Jesse Henry Jones wrote a curious

anticipation of Henry George, "The Bible Plan for the

Abolition of Poverty", and founded the Christian Labour

Union. The gro,~h of the Knights of Labour, depression ana

the strikes of 1877 focussed attention on the Labour question.

"Gnthe on'. hand, Terence Powderley, leader of the Knights,

in accusing religious people of insincerity in simultaneously

~. See Timothy L. Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform in
Mid-Nineteenth Century America, for a good sympathetic
account of evangelicalism and reform.
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praying for the coming of the Kingdom of God and opposing the

the program of the Knights, betrayed an identification

of his and probably many workers' objectives with a society

he considered Christianity l':cei,p<iJrl sible for realizing. 7

On the other hand, impressed with Labour's ethical and

collective character in its struggle for social justice,

leading individuals such as Richard T. Ely, Professor of

Economics at John,Hopkins University, were beginning to

speak of Labour as second only to the Church in promoting

human brotherhood. 8

In the decade of the 1880's widespread discussion of

the issues of industrialism already raisedw(l;$: lit by the

,blazing trail of Henry George, whose economic theories

placed labour rather than capital at the crux of the

industrial complex. Viewing land rent as the core of the

economic malaise, his theories became of great significance

in the American and Canadian agrarian revolts. He believedJ

contrary to the wages fund theory which made the capitalist

the primer of the economic pwnp, that, through a complex

system, labourers support each other in their productivity,

and that this is what creates the value of capital itself.

Profit he broke down into several categories, one of which

was payment of rent. It was here that George found the

1.

s.

Charles H. Hopkins, The Rise of thE~ Social Gospel in
American Protestantism, I8b5-l9l5, p. 83.
Ibid., p. 94.



root of economic malaise and of the inequitable distribution

which caused widespread poverty amid wealth. Rent was

based, not on productiv~ty, but on scarcity created by

social pressure and therefore was an ftunearned increment."

The logical conclusion was that land was public property -
Q.n

- an')opiY\ion which provided the basis of as radica1.A attack

on the existing order as that of Karl Marx. As a way around

the drastic alternative of socialization of land, George

~proposed the »single tax" on land values as a means of

availing society at large of the "unearned increment."

The ramifications of this throughout the economy would,

he felt, remedy the major economic ills of modern society.

George's place in the annals of the social gospel is

important. He was as severe a critic as formal Christianity

in the United States has had to encounter. But not only did

he decisively reject the unethical character of other-worldly

religion, he also Lsaw"in true Christianity that attacks

vested wrong [the] power to regenerate the world'" 9 This

provided the basis of the eloquence and popularity of his

v work, Progress and Poverty. His Anti-Poverty Leagues

were widespread throughout the land, and the whole English

speaking world watched his race for the mayoralty of New

York in 1887. Among his many platforms in the 1880's and

9,. Ibii., p. 60.
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1890's were many significant church conferences. His

influence upon the later leaders of North American Social

Christianity was profound.

The organization and popularization of the social

gospel took place extensively in the 1890's. Themost

notable Church institution was the Episcopal Christian

JSocialUnion, modeled in 1891 on its English counterpart.

In 1889 W. D. P. Bliss founded the Society of Christian

Socialists. Its monthly publication, "The Dawn," declared

that:

In man's relation to God, Jesus Christ preached an
individual gospel; accordingly, in their relations
to God. Christ's disciples must be individualists.
In manfsrelation to man, Jesus Christ preached a
social gospel; accordingly in these relations his
disciples must be socialists. 10

"The Dawn" offered Edward Bellamy's book, Looking

Backward as a subscription premium. It was but one of

many Christian utopian and social problem novels read by

millions of Americans and Canadians. Muckraking preachers
4

drew attention to their gospel by sensational rtexposes tt

of city administrations. In 1892, C. H. Parkhurst's

charges led to a general investigation of the New York city

administration, the election of a reform government and to

a whole era of city reform. 11 Summer Schools and the
tA.

programs of the nationally popular Ch~tauqual movement

10. • Ibid., p. 11Zit.

11: • Ibid., p. 159, see also pp. 146-7.
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covered and promoted all aspects of the social gospel in

the course of the decade. Institutions inspired by the

social gospel applied Christianity in a dozen different

ways to the depressed areas of American cities.

\.ivhile the last decade of the century was preparing

Walter Rauschenbusch for his pre-eminence in the social

gospel of the twentieth century, the star of George D.

"Herron was high over the nation. A national figure with

eminent~ appeal, he preached a God at work redeeming an

organic society, destined to become progressively the

Kingdom of God on earth. This was to be the political

appearing of Christ, by which he meant the mind of Christ

becoming the political sense of the nation. Radical

beyond all the prophets of the social gospel, he stated

that "the worst charge that can be made against a Christian

12is that he attempts to justify the existing order."

He believed in common ownership of the earth and in indust-

rial demo cracy as the only ground upon 'tllJhich personal

property and liberty could be built. He recognized that

achieving this goal meant sacrifice of the self to the social

good. This he called men to do as part of the universal

sacrifice of God revealed in Jesus Christ. He was not

averse to short steps toward his goal, however, and campaigned

for the Socialist Party in 1900 as the only, though imperfect.

1~ George D. Herron, The New Redemption, p. 143, quoted
in Hopkins, op.cit., p. 189.
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expression of the "new religion."

The official incorporation of the social gospel in

Church structures began in 1903, and the founding of the

IFederal Council of Churches in 1908 marked the triumph of

its forces in official American Protestantism. The over-

whelJning popule.rity of the social service aspect of the IVIen

and Religion Forvlard Il'Iovement in 1912 indic~:,ted the degree

of orthodoxy the social gospel had attained. The years

1907, 1912, and 1917 are the dates of the publication of

the classic expression of the social gospel in the hands

of Walter Rauschenbusch, ~wse views can be recounted later

as they bear directly upon this study.

The Civil War, in which American industry came of age,

gLv:e birth to Canadian industriali sm. Combined v'lith the

economic boom created by the Crimean War (1854-1856), and

sustained by the Franco-Prussian ViaI' (1870-1871) it provided

a kind of natural protection to developing Canadian industry

in the place of recently lost preferences on the British

market and of Reciprocity with the United States. Thus

Canada was brought to the verge of political and economic

nationalism, the completion of which process required the

efforts of a generation and whose creation posed problems

and elicited responses not unlike some of those sketched

above. 13

~~. D. G. Creighton, "Economic Nationalism and Confederation ,"
Canadian Historical A,ss(~e.-~~ti(?l~, +94.1/,. p. 44.
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In the 1870's Washington Gladden wrote a book entitled

Ruling Ideas of the Day in which it was clear that the

social gospel had felt the impact of one of the most

influential and controversial books penned by man: The

Origin of Species. Its argument was not new. Buffon's

Natural Historx in 1749 had laid out a scheme of natural

development culminating in man. Although he assumed the

process to be divine, he made no recourse to supernatural

explanation. Darwin provided an adequate inductive state-

ment of the theory, giving thereby a more solid foundation

for an attitude of mind already prevalent. In 1780 Lessing

had applied Buffon's concept to the primary Christian

doctrine it seemed to challenge -- that of revelation.

The idea of progressive reN'elation which emerged became,
"the

in one or another form,~stock-in-tradeof the liberal

theologians and the social gospel. a,dV'OCCLt e..s &

Ideas of grov~h, development and organization increas

ingly predominated in Western thought and action throughout

the nineteenth century. They dominated the three most

popular mental constructions of the century. In Spencer's

hands they became the rationalization of the

role of the business enterpreneur and the laissez-faire

state; in Comte they were eJ(:pressed through a despotism of

the old order based on the rule of the social scientist in
1'ne ·'r'lt.eres t of (l

tnott' ethical order; and in IvIarx they proclaim a process of

history moving toward the socialist victory of the prole

tariat. In the complex of its unsystematic thought, the
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Social ~ospel only rejected in its entirety the first of

these ideologies. It,too, was caught up by and expressed

the sweep of uniformitarian ideas which ruled rationalist

and romanticist alike. In their dialectic with traditional

Christian doctrine there emerged the new interpretations of

God and man, of Christ, sin and salvation sketched at the

beginning of this chapter.

The religious background out of which the social gospel

emerged was primarily evangelicalism and pietism t In the

Church of England the High Church party developed a social

Christianity based upon its paternalistic catholic past~ How

ever, in the modern revolt against external authority in

which the social gospel liberally participated, it was

primarily served by the evangelical emphasis upon the inner

authority of religious experience. This was a reaction,

not only against state and church authority, but also

against rationalistic theology, "'lhether Calvinist or Deist.

The God who was at the cOlmnand of the revivalist preacher

was equally immanent in the conscience and the action of the

radical preacher or layman serving his cause. The "religious

experience" of the converts of both established them in a

Kingdom above and beyond the state. Thertg~r~u. ethical

requirements of the nineteenth century evangelicals, especially

in America,l~ore by accident than design)brought them

material access to the middle class and hence established

them in the earthly kingdom as well. lli~. mQ.0'1 of their



contemporaries their common oounsel to the poor and unemploy

ed was the virtue· ot thrift, honesty and industry. The degree

to which this tradition buttressed economic liberalism is only

too clear at the present time in some ot the prominent indivi

duals of North American Protestantism. On the other hand, the

place wh'ch some of the radicals ot a generation ago have found

in the social order of Canada today is partly an indication of

the rigorous ethical demands the social gospel made upon its

proponents, and ot its impact, along with other torees, upon

the structure of Canadian society.l4

14. See Vissertt Hoort, The Background ot the Social GOSgel
in America (Haarlem, Holland: H. D. Tjeenk und Zoon, 192 ),
tor an excellent discussion ot the intellectual background
ot the social gospel and ot its theology.
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The Bland family had been in Canada only five years

15

when the youngest of their three children, all sons, was

born. Henry F. Bland had responded, like so Dlany since, to

the call to man the grov'ling IVlethodist Church in the colony

that was clearly on her way to independence. He was a proud,

as well as a dedicated man, for he kept a regular journal in

l,"lhich he pasted nevvspaper clippings of his services and of

events relating to the family. 15 These were the trophies of

the life of. "One v"ho has 'the love of God shed abroad in his

heart by the Holy Ghost given unto him'; one who 'loves the

Lord vIith all hi s heart, with all hi s soul and Nith all hi s

mind and with all his strength • •1' one who "does good to all

men'; ••• and that, every possible kind; not only to their

bodies -but much more does he labour to do good to their

souls • •• f 16 If II/Iethodists vfere exhorted "to wear no needless

ornaments, such as rings,eCl~rings, necklaces, lace ruffles fT

and "to use no needless self-indulgence •• ," 17 at least

these worldly newspaper trophies were not inconsistent

with the letter of the Methodist code.

A sense both of frugality and of the finer things in life

must have been a mark of the Bland home, for of the three boys,

two became professors of Ineological colleges, and one, a well-

known landscape artist in the Ottawa valley. Nevertheless, the

family must also have reflected its share of what Bland described

15. Bland Papers, Victoria University Archives, Toronto.
16. John Wesley, Works, Vol. VIII, p. 3Lr, quoted in Mov.

Reyce, "Methodism and Social Welfare in Canada" (unpUblished
1',laster's thesis, University of !J.'oronto," Toronto, 1943)
p. 4-5.

17. Ibid., p. 273; directions to band societies.
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later as "the Methodist fear of the uorld •••as the great

peril to the Christian •• , "for he later recalled frequent
, ,., . 18warnings aoout novel-reaalng ana theatre-golng. His

account of an exchange between another father and son, in

which the father protested against his son's indulgence in

the novel may have contained echoes of similar arguments in

the Bland home. "'V"Ihy shouldn't I?" protested the son.

"Because it's not true!" said the father. "Is Pilgrim's

Progress true?" -- "Campbell, it's time for bed."

Many such pyrrhic victories marked the march of the

Methodist ethic through the nineteenth century. By the ti~

he VIas fifteen, entering his last year of high school in

~~ . . t h" .., 1 . • tt· ,. 1 l' ,.. t 1rKlngs on, t e OJ..Cl grey Clty ln vrIllcn IllS Ialller vIas nov'!
(l~ hew r"ot e (o..:tu,

a minister, Salem had become'Ao"dreamy and romantic ••• in a way

rather peculiar to me, who lived during those years in many

respects, in a solitary way, not mingling much vTith young

people of my Ovnl age and feeding with passion on books of

imagination. n 19 If this condition VIere a danger to the

severe Methodist ethic VJhich enabled Methodism to grapple

with the North American frontier and emerge as a prosperous

and nestablished tf church, it vle.S not unlike Ivlethodist member-

ship in another world whose leverage on this one could pro-

duee, as well as prosperity, an ardent radicalism dissatisfied

18. The Observer, nGan a Catholic l'frite a Novel," The Toronto
Daily StE',r, March 24, and 29, 1933.

19. S. G. Bland, "The.Deeper Life", The Grain Grovvers'
Guide, (October 16, 1918), 38.

,
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with any social order "'Thich did not approximate the Kingdom

of God in its justice, if not its mercy.

Bland's account of his emotional reaction to reading

Carlyle's Sartor Resa?rtus reminds one of nothing more than

certain aspects of conversion experience in the revivalist

tradition.

I remember when I discovered Carlyle and struggled
through the first part of Sartor Res~rtus~ and after
:passing through the gloom and sadness of the Everlast
lng No and the Center of Indifference, came at last to
the sunlit heights of the Everlasting Yea, unable to
cont~in myself I threw d?v~ th20book and rolled on my
bed ln an ecstasy of dellght.

More than Bland's emotions tied Methodismwlththe post-Kantian

romanticism of which Carlyle was a representative. Both were

born of reaction to the rationalism of the enlightenment;

they shared a common emphasis upon emotion and intuition as

the media of life-giving truth; they tended to refer to a

particular history as authoritative; the one had its saints

and the other its heroes; and both looked upon this world

as the. veil, or trappings, of another. In the nineteenth

century oracles of Protestant theology, these two streams

increasingly converged and mixed. The light of the arc

spanning the poles of romantic idealism and German pietism in

the theological ffsy~thesisff of Schleiermacher, was reflected

in the theology on both sides of the Atlantic. Salem Bland

had probably never read either Kant OY' Schleiermacher, but he

20. Ibid., (August 6, 1919), 38.
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bathed liberally in the streams of their influence.

Although he was later to espouse it with all his being,

democracy was probably a term to be accepted with difficulty

in the home of Salem's youth. A penchant for Carlyle would

hardly disabuse him of the Tory paternalism and suspicion

of democracy which Wesley had instilled in the British

Wesleyan Methodist Church. This church, which had sent the

elder Bland to Canada, had tolerated nei~,her in Britain nor

Canada lay representation in its Conferences. It had looked

upon the Church of England as the established church of all

the British colonies, .21 and had fought against Egerton

Ryerson's policy regarding the rtcle!,gy reserves." The tension

that had long existed between British and American Methodists

in both Upper and Lower Canada was largely a cultural conflict

of British institutions versus "American democracy.tt By 1874

however, the tensions had been contained in the Methodist Church

of Canada. At the insistence of the New Connexion Methodists,
•
provision was made for lay representation at Conferences, and

for the election of a president for the United Conference,

rather than a Bishop or a General Superintendent. The issue

of democracy in the church had thus been settled by the time

Salem entered the ministry in 1880. Four years later this

decision was confirmed in the wider union, including maong

others, the Methodist Episcopal Church of Canada, which, being

21. H. H. Walsh, op.cit., p. 215.
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American in origin, had formed a separate conference over

the issues of the 1830' in Upper Canada.

The same union included the Primitive Methodists who

had broken in 1$10 with the British Wesleyans over the camp

meeting issue. The mid-century departure of the camp meeting

from Canadian Methodism was therefore not likely mourned in

the Bland household, although they apparently attended

"protracted meetings," an indoor variety of the same thing

(and hence more tractable), which were then in vogue in

Canada and the United States.

The man who was::~,primarily responsible for these m.etgers

was a man 1r!hom Bland later referred to as one of three

"epoch-making saints in Iny life." William Morley Punshon,

a man of ttdeep scholarship and moving eloquence" carne in

-186$ from England to lead both the Eastern and Western

Canadian Conferences. 22 It was not as a reformer, or

prophet or teacher that Funshon appealed to Bland, but

as the only speaker he had ever encountered who could make

thrills run up and down his spine. 23 Undoubtedly Punshon's

vision of "one mighty IViethodist organization with its

voice of praise and prayer ••• reaching from the shores of the

Atlantic to the Pacific Ocean n 24 fed what was to become,
for Bland a preoccupation with the destiny of both

and the Canadian people.

22. Ibid., p. 216.
23. Bland Papers, Victoria University Archives, Toronto.
24. Minutes of the Forty-eighth Annual Conference, Wesleyan

Methodist Church in Canada (Toronto, 1871), p. 117, quoted
in llalsh, £E. • cit., p. 216.
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The Methodism which consolidated itself in 1884, and \illhich

now numbered Salem Goldsworth Bland muong its younger clergy,

was the largest Protestant body in Canada, numbering 861,666

persons, or 17.$% of the population according to the 1891

census. Presbyterianism was second, with 770,119 persons, or

15.9% and Anglicanism third, with a membership, young and old,

of 661,608 or 13.7%. Roman Catholicism, as a single church

was far in advance with 1,814,055 or 41.9% of the Canadian

1 . 25popu atlon.

These figures spell out one of the most significant

social revolutions in Canadian History. The largest Protestant

denomination was one which the first bishop of the Canadas,

Jacob Mountain, looked upon as Ita set of ignorant Enthusiasts,

whose preaching is calculated only to perplex the understand

ing and corrupt morals, to relax the nerves of industry, and

dissolve the bands of social society." 26 The second denomin-

ation, the Presbyterian Church, was the one which had driven

the wedge bet"t.,reen the Church of England and Establishment itf

Canada, Establishment, although ambiguously implied in the

Constitutional Act of 1791, had been the object of successive

governors and bishops until the Durham Report. The Church

that had been intended "to protect the new citizens flocking

into Western provinces from the leveling ideas associated with

25. H. H. Walsh, op.cit., pp. 216-17.
26. T. R. Millman, Jacob Mountain, First Lord Bishop of Quebec,

(Toronto, 1941) p. 57; quoted in H. H. Walsh, Ope cit.,
p. 137.
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sectarian Protestantism," 27 was now third innmabers, and

had taken on some of the character of non-conformit~-voluntary

support and synodical government. The results of the con-

flicts which marked the course of these developments was

the emergence of a new type of relationship between church

and state which was a compromise between the Establishment

in England and the constitutional separation in the United

States.

5.

The political stance of the churches was, with the

exception of the Methodists, largely set by the end of the

century. Anglicanism seems never to have overcome its

nostalgia for Establishment, and in true colonial fashion,

has been more conservative than the Church in England itself.

Neither the Christian Socialism of Maurice and Kingsley, nor

that of the High Church Party later in the nineteenth century,

·nor of William Temple in the twentieth, made any great impact

upon Canadian Anglicanism prior to World War I. Presbyterian

political attitudes were largely molded in Canada by George

Brown's mid-Victorian liberalism. After 'its battles with

the Church of England and Roman Catholicism, Presbyterianism
28

settled down to a policy of prudential moderation.

The political attitude of British Wesleyan Methodism

has already been noted. Its social and political paternalism

27. H. H. Walsh, £R.cit., p. 135.
28. E. A. Christie, "The Presbyterian: Church in Canada

and its Official Attitude Toward Public Affairs o.i\d
Social Problems, 1875-1925. n (Unpublif3hed Master's thesis,
University of Toronto, 1955), p. 17.
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remained a constant strain in Canadian Methodism, exemplified

in later days by R. B. Bennett, vnlose hero was Lord Shaftes-

bury. However, there were many strands in the Methodist

cloth. or all the major Canadian denominations, it owed

,rnost to the revivalism of the aV,Jakening~-)., ~he last of vthich

swept the United States in the pre-Civil War period, and

1/lhi ch generated a number of significant reform movements in

the mid-century. These, however, remained paternalistic

in character. Individual regeneration remained their

objective in spite of the mass character of revivalist

methods. Their social hODe lav ultimately in "the comi
~ ~ .. w

of the Lord," or millenarianism. Depending on the degree

of optimism, the Lord vlould come before, or after the

establishment of the Millenium. These revivals broke the

bac.lc of:prede2,tinarian Calvinism in the United States

and in part paved the way for the emergence of the social
_ 29

gospel. A significant but lesser influence in Canada, the

.New Connexion and Primitive Methodists, together with the

American Episcopal IVlethodists brought a more democratic

spirit into the Methodist Church in Canada.

But vlhatever their polity, none of the churches could

assent to the proposition th2t underlay laissez-faire economic

theory, that the natural man, left to himself, worked in such

a way as to provide the greatest good for the greatest

29. Timothy L. Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform in Mid
Nineteenth-Century America, (New York, AbingdonPress,
1957),pp. 148-62; 225-37.
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number. On the other hand, such was the sway of the

Protestant ethic of individualism that, on the occasion

of the printers' strikes in Toronto in 1872, all of these

three churches th6uqht that those institutions presently

existing, were unquestionably best for the restraining of

this action whi ch

strikes at the very root of their personal indepen
dence and perpetuates their social demoralization as
a class; that is, the old world notion of servility .•••
The whole tendency of strikes is to harden class dis
tinction, to justify class disabilities, and to create
class hatreds •••

No man ever rose above a lowly condition who
thought more of his class than his individuality. In
this ne,,,, country, where every man who strives ma.y ad
vance in social power and rank, to teach men subordi
nation to class movements, is to deprive them of those
noble opportunities for personal advancement which 30
are the peculiar glory and advantage of this continent.

The Church Herald of the Church of England looked upon

it as the usurpation of the right of employers to control

industry, and saw in it, "the insidious whimperings of a

foreign-born League ••• tt 31 The IVlethodist Christian Guardian,

though critical, was almost sympathetic by comparison:

While we have a profound sympathy withe all honest working
men, and a sincere desire for their comfort and improve
ment, we seriously question the wisdom and advantage
of this movement-esQ~cially the strikes to which it
is likely to lead. ) .

Thus, by and large, as Canada was experiencing the

30. The Witness, Halifax, April 20, 1872; quoted in Crysdale,
The Industrial Struggle and Protestant Ethics in Canada,
~yerson Press, Toronto, 1961), p. 18.

31. The Church Herald, Ivlarch 28, 1872; quoted in Crysdale,
.2.E..cit., p. 18.

32. The Christian Guardian, March 27, 1872; quoted in Crysdale,
~. ci t .. , p.. 18
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birth-pangs of the industrial order, the major Protestant

.denominations stood as buttresses to the cathedral of the

'status quo.' Methodism, historically the latest to emerge

and largest in numbers, was still in a more fluid state

than the other two. But the interpretation of Christianity

which few or their members seriously questioned, was the

personal creed of the self-conscious middle-class in which

God is dynamic force and sovereign will, who cr~ates and

jUdges; in which sin is a deed or characteristic of the

individual; in which ri~lteousness in a matter of right

actions in obedience to divine commandments; in which the

prime responsibility of religion is to establish a code of

right conduct; in which salvation is deliverance from bad

habits and evil desires; in which social salvation is but a

multiplication of the salvation of discrete selves; and

in which the great hope is not, as in the churches of the

disinherited, the Kingdom come on earth, but a heaven of

individual felicity. 33.

33. H. R. Niebuhr, The Social Sources of Denominationalism
(NewYo ...k: H~nr'iHolt (l~ COW\fo.V\y,'9:19),ChAfter IV.



CHAPTER II. NEW HORIZONS, 1880-1903

The last two decades of the nineteenth century in

Canada witnessed political and racial strife which threatened

the very existence of the nation. Political morality had

sunk to appalling depths. Economic depression engulfed the

nation, lifting only at the end of the period. As the

century closed, such problems at home and influences

from abroad began to stimulate a new social outlook.

Intellectual currents in the western world provoked debate

in Canadian universities and intense doctrinal strife in

the churches.

In facing such a period of change, lVlethodists had a major

asset in the breadth of opinion on doctrinal matter's toler-

ated within the church. Wesley himself had laid the founda-

tion, writing in 1742 that 'tthe distinguishing marks of a

Methodist are not his opinions of any sort ••••We believe,

indeed that all scripture is'given by the inspiration of God,

and we believe Christ to be the eternal, supreme God ••••

But as to all opinions that do not strike at the root of

Christianity, think and let think. ft 1
In general, thewe

"rope" was drawm a little tighter than this, and usages and

beliefs not essential were often treated as such.

1. John Wesley, Works, Vol. VIII, p. 34; quoted inM.V. Royce,
"The Methodist Church and Social Welfare in Canada"
(unpublished Master's thesis, University of Toronto,
Toronto, 1940), pp. 4-5.
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The first of many charges of heresy Salem Bland faced in

his long life was made at the Kingston District Meeting called

to examine his fitness for the ministry. He believed that all

little children werennsavingly related to Christ," a view

uncommon in Methodism and betraying an unusually positive

view of human nature. 2 This was a position recently adopted

by his father, perhaps under the influence of Horace Bushnellts

epoch making book, Christian Nurture, published in 1846 and

re-written in 1861. A further obstacle to his acceptance

was a disability, the paralysis of his leg as a result of a

head injury incurred in childhood. Faced with the

possibility of rejection, he pondered the possibility of

entering the Anglican or Congregational churches. Presbyterianism

was out of the question to his Arminian mind. It was With

immense relief that he ledrned of his conditional appointment

as assistant on the nearby Cataraqui circuit. Wesley had been

upheld!

In preparation for the ministry he had attended McGill

University, graduating in 1877 at the age of eighteen. His

application to enter the ministry was made in 1880. It may

be that in the intervening years he had attended the Wesleyan

Theological College in Montreal. From 1880 to 1882 he proved

himself on the Cataraqui circuit, and moved to Perth. In

l884 he was back in Kingston, first as Assistant Minister at

Princess Street Methodist Church and the Depot, and later in

the same capacity at Queen Street.

2. Salem G. Bland, Jat18S Henderson, l2.:..-J}. (Toronto: HcClnlland
and Stewart Limited, 192b), p. 26.
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When he entered the ministry, apart froIn the dev1at.ion

noted, a fundamentalist would have recognized him as a

brother. 3 Soon, however, a vague discontent arose within

him that would not be stilled, and for several years he

suffered from a despondency with regard to the conception

of Christianity in which he had been brought up. His

message about salvation see!ned to boil do~m to fear of death

and safety first -- as unheroic as taking out an endownment

policy or making a savings bank deposit.

The problem hindered hiE sleep many a night after difficult

and depressing meetings. His reading at such times, for

example, Kingsley's Westward Ho!, was by contrast a ttglorious

record of adventure and daring and devotioIl. n4 "r wanted

something that would give Christianity its old trumpet note." 5

He was tempted to desert to the Salvation Army. Tolstoy

allured him "with the promise of the revelation of a
()Christian faith vivid and passionate and revolutionary,"

but 'Vlhat he felt to be Tolstoy's unscientific exegesis, his

one-sided interpretations of the teaching of Jesus .and his

ascetic tendencies, prevented him from becoming a disciple.

TvVhile he could still assent to vJesley' 5 minimal statement. of

doctrine, he was becoming more and more unhappy with the

3.

It- •
5.
6.

Salem G. Bland, ffFifty-Years in the l\Iini stry, n The (Toronto)
Star 1deekly, June 21, 1930.
Bland Papers,Victoria University Archives.
Ibid., MS, article on Tolstoy, 1910.
Ibid.
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literalistic Biblicism endemic in evangelicalism, and with the

negativism of the common expression of the Methodist ethic.7

His desire was tor an ethic that would engage the modern world

in a positive way, and mystics such as Tolstoy, however much

they might feed his criticism ot the social order, were not

to be as influential in his development as men less impressive

in unworldliness and selt-devotion.

2.

The Methodist theological colleges were hardly a source

of help in Bland's quest. Modern biblical research had been

slow in reaching Canada and its arrival in Methodist colleges

was effectively delayed by theological conservatives such as

7. In 1744 Wesley wrote in directions to band societies:
"You are supposed to have the fa! th that 'overcometh the
World'. To you, therefore, it is not grlevous,-

I. Carefully to abstain from doing evil; inparticular,-
1. Neither to buy nor sell anything at all on the Lord's Day.
2. To taste nospiritous liquor, no dram of any kind, un-

less prescribed by a physician.
3. To be at a word both in buying and selling.
4. To pawn nothing, no, not to save life.
S. Not to mention the faults of anybehlnd his back and to

stop short those that do.
6. To wear no needless ornaments, such as rings, earrings,

necklaces, lace rUffles.
7. To use no needless self-indulgence, such as taking snuff

or tObacco, unless prescribed by a physician.
II. Zealously to maintain good works, in particular, -

1. _To give alms of such things as you possess and that
to your utmost power.

2. To reprove all that sin your sight and that in love
and meekness of wisdom.

3. To be patterns of diligence and frugality, of self-denial,
and taking up the cross daily." Wesley, Works, Vol. VIII,
p. 273; quoted in M. V. Royce, .2l2.- ..ill-, pp. 6-7-
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Dr. Albert Carman, head of the united Methodist Church, 'the

last of the old circui t riders" ~Jnen it reached Victoria

University in-,~the late nineties in the person of Dr. George

Workman , it was exor'ci sed in his forced retirement in 1899.

VVhen the more liberal vvesleyan College in Ivlontreal hired

him, he was again dismissed in 1907 due to pressure from

Carman. If Bland had had any contact with the Congregational

College in Montreal he might have encountered the new

scholarship, being introduced there by Principal Stevenson

(1878-86). 8 However , it was at Queen's in Kin2~ston in the

course of his pastorate there that he received his second

theological education and what he called his "third birth." 9

R. E. Knowles of the Toronto Star, on the occasion

of Blands retirement in 1930 described Bland as Ita Queen's
)\

man. Not actually enrolled •••but ••• enlisted and enmeshed

and engaged in all her life and ferment. Few faces were more

familiar about her halls. ft 10 Here, under the influence of

Principal Dr. G. M. Grant and the Queen's Alum~i Conferences,

he experienced "a tingling sense of freedom and spaciousness of

thouvtthat seemed strange or even questionable ••• butexhilar
11

ting." In return, Bland contributed greatly to the College

8.

9.

10.
11.

H. H. Walsh, The Christian Church in Canada (Toronto: The
Ryerson Press:-I956), pp. 290-92. --
Salem Gl Bland, "Memories of Old Kingston," The Toronto
Daily Star, July 30, August 2, August 4, 1935:
Article in the Toronto Daily Star, June 24, 1930.
Salem G. Bland, "l"-lemories ,of Old Kingston, n The Toronto
Daily Star, August 4, 1938.
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not only in his enthusiastic participation in her life and

in the presentation of thoughtful papers at her theological

conferences, but also in the inspiration of the students

of the college. Apparently he was a favorite among both

Methodists and Presbyterians -- especially Presbyterian

students. Knowles records that they "loved him dearly and sat

at his feet with joy, within the limited but cheerful con

fines of Queen St. IVlethodist Church.tt 12

Queen~ and the Church of Scotland in Canada were very much

in eclipse when in 1861 Grant returned from education in

Scotland to become a hinister in Nova Scotia, Principal of

Queen's and eventually the most influential of Canadian

Churchmen of his day. Since the great disruption of the

Church in Scotland in 1843, the Free Church had marched from

victory unto victory in Canada, had disrupted Queen's College

and established the Free Church College of Knox at Toronto, and,

for the purest of the pure, the Presbyterian College at Montreal.

Grant was a man of unusually broad sympathies and vision.

He was considerablyinfluenced by John ~aird, the famous Scottish

TtIdealist tT philosopher. Later, on his staff at Queens he had

the brilliant young philo sopher, John 1dat son. With Grant's

tactful support, Watson, facing the issue~ raised by modern

12. Article in the Toronto Dailv §tar, June 24, 1930.
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biblical research, pioneered in Canada the atteffipt to bridge

the gulf between science and religion on the basis of Kantian-

H 1 . "1· 13 G f d . t' , ,'~ege lan loea l sm. rant was an opponent 0 .enOffilna lonaw.L

rivalry, and with 1l1en of similar. views. such as D. J. lVlacdonnell

of Toronto, and D. 1\11. Gordon of 'Winnipeg, helped to bring

about the re-union of the Presbyterian Church in Canada in

1875. His friendship ~dth Archbishop Connolly of Halifax

"gave great offence." Like Egerton Ryerson, be supported

the Roman Catholic demand for separa,te schools, and was

optimistic enough to hope that tfthe Head of the Church 'will

find a ~vay to unite the two great historic Confessions of

Christianity, that have so long stood face to face as enemies,

in a Church of the future grander than any existing Church. n14

-Connolly and Grant were both prophets of Confederation and

active participants in the first federal election, of whom

anti-confederates said, "Those are the men of the future, and

they are all against us." ·Grant's enthusiasm for Canada

caused him to accompany Sandford Fleming's survey party to the

Pacific Coast, a journey which led to the book, Ocean to

Ocean ;i, whi ch concluded:

••• the destiny of a country does not depend on its material
resources. It depends on the character of its people. [And
he was confident in this because] We come of a race that
never counted the number of its foes, nor the nurnber of
its friends, when freedom, loyalty, or God was concerned. 15

13.
14.

15.

H. H. Walsh, ££.cit., pp. 212, 219.
Johni,.:Ouley, Men of the Day, pp. 89-90; quoted by H. H.
Walsh, 2.ll.cit.,p. 239.
H. H. WaTsh, 2Q.cit., p. 229.
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Under his leadership Queen's moved from a small, disorganized

theological college to a liberal arts university second to

none in Canada.

All of these emphases and much of the spirit of Grant

can be seen in Bland in the years that followed: a penchant

for idealis~ philosophy, a modern critical approach to

scriptures, a concern for Church union, insistance on applying

biblical and theological insights to contemporary social and

political conditions. 3-

It was typical of Methodist concern with ethics above

doctrine that Bland's first expression of his enlarged views

should have been in the political realm. February of 1887

was an election month in Canada. The Canadian custom of

purchasing votes was proceeding apace in the constituency of

Kingston. The Conservatives had pulled a gerrymander following

thel8S1 census, ~nd Macdonald's supporters gloated over the

"hiving of the Grits." the Riel issue still agitated the

nation. Four of the six provincial premiers were "plotting"

against the power of the federal govermuent. Never had the

Canadian tide receded so far, nor exposed so much of the

debris and rocks of party, faction, provincialism, bigotry

and corruption. (although the last was not to come to

full light until the 4·expos~s·1following the next election :in

1(91) • Lower cormnents that uso far had partizanship been

carried 'that many a man would have dissolved the Dominion
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to gain a party end.ff 10

It was against such a backdrop that Salem Bland took

his first public political stand. Stirred by reports of what

had been going on in the election campaign, he reports:

••• itseemedto me that the voice of the Church should
be heard, and it seemed to me that Principal Grant
could give that voice as no other. So I engaged the
city hall for 8:30 P.M. on the Sunday February 20
just preceding the election, secured the Principal's
consent to give an election address, found a suitable
chairman, and did a little advertising which I think
the two newspapers vlere good enough todogratis, and
we had the hall jammed. I broke the ice for the
Principal and he made a slashing and masterly attack
upon partisanship. 17

Bland's own address is worth some attention, not alone

for the easy flow and forceful language which evinced his

growing power as a public speaker. 18

If there be a good man acquainted with the condition
of party politics in our city, I have not met him. I do
not believe in his existence. On the contrary, I believe
there exists widespread dis'satisfaction among good men of
both parties and of all religious beliefs. And increasing
ground for such d.'ssatisfaction. A very slight enquiry
confirms the remark of a prominent politician that Kingston
is a rotten constituency, or of another not so prominent
politician that politics is generally gone over to the
devil. In the seething pot of party strife there are
a good many ingre~~nts not from 'above.' To intensify
however slightl~~issatisfactionis the object of the
present meeting, and in pursuit of this objective I
believe we have the sympathy of all good men, Reformed
and Conservative, Catholic and Protestant.

So let us sink political and religious distinctions
to~ight and meet together on the comrnon platfornl of our
belief in the supreLle obligation of righteousness,
confessing whatwe·a11 know perfectly Vlel.i, that neither
party is as black as it is painted; that there are good
men in both, tho' unfortunately far too few and far too

16.

17.

18.

A. R. f.'I. LOvier, Colonr to Nation, A Hi stor; of Canada
(Toronto: Longmans, Green and Company, 194~), p. 387 •

. Salem G. Bland, tlMemories of Old Kingston," The Toronto
Daily Star, August 4, 1938.
Bland Papers.
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easy going, that it is not an easy thing to keep clean hands
actively engaged in politics, that nevertheless God and
the constitution of things illperatively demand politi cal
righteousness.

Dissatisfaction in a democracy, he pointed out, must be. vented

primarily upon the electorate. ,?rfhe tree must be made good

that the fruit be good. tr He proposed to try "by the law..: of

righteousness'? certain types of electors that needed to be

reformed: men swayed by petty motives; men who have an axe

to grind; and men who buy and sell votes. His strongest

criticism he reserved for men who are mere partisans. Of

the merely partisan it could be said that he was "born a man~

but died a Grit or Tory.ft tT ••• Al1 good effects of free institu-

tions are neutralized by party spirit ••• which is injurious

to the country; and even more destructive to the individual.

'Truth, justice, candour, fair dealing, sound jUdgment, self

control, and kind affections are its natural and perpetual

prey. ' Partisans boasted, "'fe can put a (Conservative) do.g'1D

this riding if we like. (5. Lanark). In such a situation, "All

honour to the bolters and independent men." They alone were

being responsible to their manhood in insisting on voting

according to the evidence. "Few things are more envigorating

to the intellectual life of a communitytf than this. Only so

could "politics in a democratic country become the people's

university." It may be difficult to refrain from being

partisan, but "don't be forced into trickery, sophistry

bribery, double-dealing, however loud the cry, 'You must or

you will fail.' Faill That is not so grievous ••• Better
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far failure with honour unstained, for the world has been

saved by failure." He concluded with Lowell's lines:

~areless seems the great Avenger;
History's pages but record
One death-grapple in the darkness
'Twist old systems and the word;
Truth forever on the scaffold,
Wrong forever on the throne -
Yet that scaffold sways the future,
And, behind the dim unknown,
Standeth God within the shadow,
Keeping watch above his ownJ

It was essentially the speech of a mid-Victorian liberal

in its atomistic view of society and its consequent approach

to political reform via personal ethics. It assumed the

ability of the individual to rise above his situation. Yet

he used organic metaphors to describe the relation of the

representative to the electorate. And it was no simple

optimism that called men to failure in the continuing struggle

with wrong "forever on the throne, n and yet to win by failing.

However, there was no alternative set of propositions about

man, no alternative platform that justified any third party.

According to Bland that would merely produce "a third set of

partisans. What help is there in another and independent

party unless we have independent men • • • ." There was a

question in Bland's mind whether parties were in fact necessary,

but he did not elaborate the thought. He did not seem to question

democracy itself. He looked upon the right of franchise as

nan ennobling digni ty • • • a crown of manhood. n This, of course,

was ~plied it independence were essential to man's fulfillment.

The franchise was to be exercised in the interest of honesty
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~~d integrity in public life, with a view ef the national

welfare in mind. Perhaps nothing was more relevant in

Canada in 1887.

Although Bland tenaed at this time to be liberal in out

look, be long remained a Don-partisan. In this he was

representative of a significant body of Canadians who, refusing

allegiance to any party, were open to and often did espouse

causes which intruded upon the political arena, but which,

because they either underlay the political life itself or

cut across party lines were a disruptive force in party

politics. Such people may have done much to pa~the way

for the eventual emergence of a third party. In any case,

at this point, Bland's non-partisanism was not a challenge to

,f the "system", but an attempt to make it work. He was not

yet a radical, but he had embarked upon the stormy seas of

political action.

1+.

His growing interest in American affairs acquainted

him with the fact that Canada was not alone in her woes.

He noted in his speech that "Men are awakening••• in the

neighbouring republic where all seeds of good and evil have

ripened faster than with us." He probably had been aware

of this for some time through his general reading. Since

the Pullman Strike of 1877, the United States had been

agitated by labour problems, and was rife with exaggerated

fears about "socialism" and "~narchismn. ~th the Haymarket

'bombing of 1886 such fears seemed justified.
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The American churches, under the impact of brute facts

and fifteen years of pioneering by individuals like Washington

Gladden, were beginning to awaken to the fact that "time

makes ancient good uncouth." At Baptist and IVlethodist

conferences in 1882 and 1884 respectively, the social note

repeatedly was struck. In 1886, at the American Congress

of Churches, speakers like Gladden and George, a representative

of Labour, and leaders of modified forms of urban church

"Nork, were featured. In 1885, Josiah Strong sprang into

~prominence with the publication of Our Country. He called

an interdenominational congress for December of that year

on social problems, and in 1886, as Secretary of the almost

moribund Evangelical Alliance, directed the three most

significant conferences ever held in the United States

in the interests Of social Christianity.

The first conference was held in lS87. The 1,500

~delegates were bombarded by the details of the problems of

Maerican city life. Delegates to the 1889 and 1893 confer

ences represented at least sixteen denominations and half

of the states of the Union. Their programs moved progressively

toward the social mission of the Church, and the role

of the Church in a changing social order. Strong stressed

the need of a practical approach with scientific techniques

and trained workers. He foresaw a coming Christian

renaissance with the application of salvation to the body
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as to the soul, to society as to the individual. 19

There must have been Canadian representation at these

conferences, because Nontreal \"las named as the site of one

of the local folloYl-up conferences subsequent to the 1887

conference. If Bland was unconscious of some of these

developments, he could hardly have been unaware of them all.

In any case, their significance was driven home by Henry

George's Progress and Poverty, pUblished in 1879. Bland

later marked George's Ylriting as the single, most determinative

lIinfluence in his thinking during these years. 20 Although

his time-reference is vague, he did not include it in his

reading lists, which are complete from 1898 to 1928. His

insatiable appeti te for books undoubtedly led hira to George

when Progress and Poverty was first a best-seller, or at

least by the time George's contest for the mayoralty of

New York on a Labour ticket in 1887 was attracting the

attention of the English-speaking world. It could be that

George's early skirmishes were as much an influence in

bringing Bland to the brink of his first public engagement in

politics as Grant and the state of Canadian politics were

upon ·the content of his action.

In general, George was not well-rece~ved by Canadian

Methodism. The criticism Methodists were 9rone to make,

19. C. H. Hopkins, The Ri;Je of the Social .9ospe~ in AJ~!.o~Ii.gar}

Protestantism, Itrb5-~915-,-(NewHaven: Yale University
Press, ·1940), pp:-rl~;rr5.

20. 1\11. V. Royce, £E.. cit. , p. 206.
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viere not, of course, those thEtt academic economists of later

years put forth, although both might be'.open to the charge

that they brushed him aside too lightly. 21 Canada, for

some years, had been experiencing a prolonged depression,

Vvhich eased for aVJhile in 1[587 - 1888 and then set in

again. Bland and his brethren could hardly ignore the

seriousness of the situation. The Christian Guardian

represented the main body of them in its comments on

George's approach to the problem of poverty, June 29, 1887:

We have no faith in the abolition of poverty by any
lavvs that can be made by legislators ••• The best anti
poverty society is an association of men who would
adopt as their governing principles ~~ life, industry,
sobriety, economy and intelligence.

Although in 1884 the Guardian had defended the British

Wesleyan Methodist, Hugh'Price Hughes, in his argument for

Christian socialism at a Loudon meeting, 23 it continued

to speak in the terms quoted above. Ho1tvever, men like Hughes

had ,their effect on Canadian Methodism. They were quoted

in the Guardian and their speeches "vere printed in full in

the Methodist Magazine. 24 vVhen in 18$9 the British Wesleyans

served free daily breakfasts to 1,000 striking London dockers, 25

the example was not lost ,to their Canadian co-religionists.

21.

22.
23.

George Soule, Ideas of the Great Economists, (Ne\"f York:
I-Ientor Books, 1952), pp:-B"1-86./
Quoted by M. V. Royce, QE.cit., pp. 20~-7.

Editorial in the Christian Guardian, April 20, 1884; quoted
in M. V. Royce, £R.cit., p. 206.
For exarnple, Hugh Price Hughes, tlJesus Christ and the
IJIasses, tf The lVlethodist IVlagazine, (Toronto: IVlethodist
Publishing House), ]CeXV, p. 556.
M. V. Royce, £R.cit., p. 207.
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Caught up 1n this 'first major attempt to formulate a new

policy for a new era was the Canadian experience of distres

sing economic conditions, the thinking and action of British

and American churchmen, and the impassioned appeal of

reformers like Henry George. As yet, however, there was

no significant glimmer of a new appreciation of the organic

nature of human society which was a primary mark of the social,

gospel.

26. Journal of Conference, General Conference of the
Methodist Church in Canada, 1894, p. 300; quoted in
M. V. Royce, .2ll.cit., pp. 208-9.
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Unfortunately, we have no evidence of Bland's participation

in the new awakening of his church. The only fragment

related to the issue is a set of short notes on a conversation

on the "Labour (~uestionn with a contractor from Milles

Roches, a train companidn, January 20, 1$93. The contractor

listed his complaints about labour and its demands: the

decline in efficiency, re~~3tlessness, taking advantage of

familiarity, unfairness in strikes, unwarranted demand for

equal pay, and made it clear th&t he had no toleration for

unions. There is no hint of Bland's opinion, and from the

conversation we can only conclude that he was concerned

about the question. 27 His sympathies vlere probably not vlith

the contractor, for nis mother, at least, had early developed

his sensitiveness for the less well-to-do. 28 It is therefore

difficult to imagine that he refrained from the deb&te
f\0

which developed in his church. However, Bland left"evidence

of owning a neVI social outlook until the Winnipeg period.

5.

If Salem Bland had any avarice, it was for books. They

were meat and drink to his acti~e mind. His reading for

any year was very wide, amounting to an average offifty books

per year,' cOMering six or seven major fielo.5. 29 In 1893-4

27. Bland Paperfu
28. Salem G. Bland, -tfMemories of Old Kingston, UTile Toronto

Daily Star', July 30, 1938.
29. Methodist Discipline required of probationers for the

ministry a list of books read each year for the examination
of the District Meeting. Bland seems to have kept up
the habit. 'B(Gtt\d, ~(l..p~r':i.
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for instance, he read fourteen novels, seven substantial

biogr~phical works, twenty works on science and scientific

subjects, ten religious books, one on art, and much of

five poets. His pattern of reading was to exhaust a

sUbject. In 1898 he turned extensively to Canadian history

and noted twenty-five entries for the subject. In 1893-4,

however, the major interest was obviously man ctnd nature

in the light of the impact of Dar'\t'lin. Secondary interests

were the rugged romantic democrat, Whitma4 Longfellow, the

transcendentalist and poet and essayist, Emerson, the

versatile Lowell and Channing-the last three being variations

on a Unitarian theme. Avarice was not the only "vicetfthat.
ir"h·some were prolle to see.A ~s reading. A rather high proportio.h

of it consisted of books which generally tfwere esche,~ed or

read 1rvith jealous and critical eye and cocksure readiness,to

pounce upon unevangelical sentiment." 30

In the same year, pursuing the meaning of the Darwin~an

revolution he read two volumes on Darwin's life, The Origin

of Species, The Descent of Man, Darwinism, Man's Place in

Nature, Mind and Body, Physi cs and Politi cs, !VIoral Teachings

of Nature, The Ascent of Man, Evolution at Large, God and

Disease, and others. The evidence was in .Vvnat could a true

30. Salem G. Bland, James Henderson, D. D. p. 34.
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believer say? Did God create, or was the Universe self-

generating? If He did, how? Was God present in Nature, or

outside it? Did the natural order preclude miracles?

What were miracles, and did faith depend on them? Was man

in, or above nature, or both? What did "survival of the

fittest" mean in terms of personal and social ethics? If

progressive evolution were true, what did this say of the

canons of authority of the church? How could Biblical

revelation and progressive evolution be reconciled? Should

the church accommodate its teaching to the results of

scientific investigation? lrfuat was the relation of Christian

belief and scientific truth? ~fuat was human destiny?

Issues that had seemed clear in theological college became

blurred. Old arguments lost their cutting edge; new ones

became razor-sharp, and before long it WC:tS clear to him

that some doctrinal restatement was necessary. At the sub-

sequent conference of the church he could not contain his

problem, and "under the constraint of my conscience, but

greatly fearing, I dared to give expression to such a

conviction." 31 Some members of Conference were probably

concerned for his eternal welfare, but, like J. S. Woodsworth

seven years later, he found there were wise men in the

church who knew that new thought had to be considered, and

also that doctrine could not be altered with every difficulty

31. Salem G. Bland, "Fifty Years in the Ministry," The
Toronto Daily Star, June 21, 1930.
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encountered. With encouragement from some, and cautious

approval from others, he pursued his quest.

Caird encouraged him' to look to the essential and ignore

the technical aspects of Christianity, and to consider

thought in its universal form as the true reality. Idealism

had its practical application, and about this Bland read as

well in DeWitt Hyde's Practical Idealism ~~g Social 'Theology.

In Emerson he learned to seek the Divine wi thin himself,

and in Channing, to look upon such doctrines as the Trinity

as not applying as much to God as to a three-fold capacity

for apprehension inman. James Freeman Clarke, another

Unitarian, added the broadening influence of his studies

of the religions of the world. Henry Drummond's popular

book, Natural 1!! iB the Spiritual World, seemed to effect

a helpful synthesis of the scientific and religious trends

of the day. Mathew Arnold's Literature and DOgma and Culture

and Anarchy added their weight to the foregoing. The great

follower of Schle1ermacher, Albert Ritschl, was considered

in .TI!! Ritschlian Theology. This 1s of more thanuusual sig

nificance,for at the 'same time Ritschl was exerting a potent

influence upon the thought of Walter Rauschenbusch in the

United States. Ritachl counselled an agnostlciam as to the

possibility of human knowledge of God in Himself; we could

only know Him through our experience. Religion was hence a

practical, not a theoretical endeavor. Man was part of the world,

but his essential problem and task was to conquer and remake the

wurld. In this he needed to merge himself with a higher

torce. Since the highest existence we know 1s personal, we

~i" an ~ha~OA~A~i~A th;Q ~n~~A_ ThA ~e1iaious man submits
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himself consciously to this moral purpose. This, Christ

supremely exemplified, so that in making his will our will,

we engage in realizing his objective, the Kingdom of God

~mong men on earth, and in our turn becoming sons of God.

But was there heresy lurking here? The ancient contro-

versy over the Person of Christ was mounting with fresh vigor.

Renan's Jesus had made him, like himself,a romantic

naturalist, whose end, if beautiful to contemplate, was

really quite hopeless. 32 The quest for the historical

Jesus was on. Bland turned .first to an examination of the

Arian controversy, and then behind it to the Biblical

sources themselves, to the prophets as examined by the

historical critics, among them the controversial Workman

at Victoria University. He studied St. Paul afresh and

read the scholars Weiszacker and McGiffert on the Apostolic

Age. Again, as with the encounter with Henry George and the

emergence of the new social outlook of Methodism, we have no

indication ~ither of Bland's role in the theological contro-

versy at the turn of the century, or of the conclusions he

had reached. It is certain, however, that he did not reject

either the new scholarship or the new theology. The trend

of the nineties persisted in his reading, and became the

basis of the theological and historical emphasis he was to

32. Edmund -Vvilson, To ffhe Finland Station. (Gloucester, Ivlass.,
Peter Smith Publishers, 1959). Po.ytt 'j C'k£lptev--vl.
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make throughout his teaching years in Winnipeg. It was

not until twenty ye~rs later, however, that he left a

distillate of his fluid thinking of the last years of the

century in an extensive body of literature.

6.

With the turn of the century Bland moved from Smith

Falls to Ottawa to take up the responsibility of pastor of

Eastern Methodist Church, just off Rideau Street, midway

between the Canal and Rideau River. He had become much

in demand as a pUblic speaker, and his call to the nation's

capital not only bespoke a growing prominence, but also

symbolized the recurrent theme of his addresses. The

popular themes were rather a change from the issues just

raised, although the religious question usually found some

place in all his speeches. The people he spoke to wished

to hear about themselves-(a not unusual human trait}-the

Canadian people: "The Development of National Life and

Character," "The Canadian Outlook," Canada poised between

"Annexation and Imperial Federation."

This was a period of resurgent imperialism in the West-

ern world, one aspect of which was the desire for a re-con-

solidation of empire through the assumption of responsibility

by the Dominion for Imperial decisions - and costs. Althouo'h..q

until the first World Illar, English Canadians tended to think

of themselves first as British, Canadian nationalism had

steadily grown since Confederation. Vmere sentiment and
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economics clashed, the latter prevailed, and under Macdonald's

National Policy Britain had to face a Canadian tariff wall

as high as that encountered by any nation: the irony of the

1891 election slogan, "The Old Man, The Old Flag, The Old

Policy! If Cane,dian participation in in ernationa1 affairs

grew apace from Macdonald's conditional membership in the

British delegation negotiating the Treaty of Washington

in 1871 to equal status with Britain in further fisheries

negotiations in 1888. Through pressure from Tupper and

Galt as Canadian High Commissioners in London, Canada dealt

more and more directly uith nations vIith whom she engaged

in trade. ~'vhile the government still HiGhed the strength

of the Empire behind her, she refused to accept automatic

involvement in Imperial struggles. In 1885 Macdonald had

refused to support Britain with troops in the Sudan affair.

With the outbreak of the Boer , both imperialist feeling

and the issue were greater, and Laurier \"las not permitted

to follow suit. In his successive battles at the Imperial

Conferences, however, it was Laurier's insistent but adroit

nationalism that became nthe nemesis of the Imperiali;.~ts.tt 33

Lovler has cornmented that there ,,"lere perhaps fevlfields in

which Canadian statesmen were less representative of the

people. 34 Fe,,'! sat down to consider the "Canadian Question Tt

33.

34.

A. G. Dewey, ffThe Canadian Contribution to the Britannic
Questiontf , Canadian Historical Review, Vol. VIII, p. 284.
A. R. M. Lower, QE.cit., p. 443.
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as such. How a geographic unit of such diversity, sparsely
d

populated, culturally divided, and existing as narrow band
""

along the border of a vigorous, expansive state could continue

to exist, let alone discover a destiny, was the concern of

thoughtful persons and statesmen.

In 1898 Bland's reading list shows twenty-two entries

in the area of Canadian History. His list for 1897, not

extant, must have had a substantial entry as well, for

early in the new year of 1898, he presented a paper at the

Queen's Alumni Conference on the ttDevelopment of National

Life and Character," a lecture he repeated at Waterloo,

P. Q., in November of that year, in stouffville in May 1899,

in Smith's Falls in February, 1900, and in Ottawa to the

Literary Society in 1902.35 In 1898 he presented a paper

on "The Outlook of Religion in Canada" to the Montreal

Conference of the Methodist Church, of which he was Secretary.36

The final address, for which we have complete notes, is a

second paper to the Queen's Alumni Conference in 1899, "The

Canadian Outlook,n in a sense a sequel to his lecture of the

previous ye8I'.37 This last paper probably best summarizes

his views, although the opening remarks of the first address

35. Bland Papers.
36. Ibid.
37. Ibid.
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hold much significance. Canadian character was yet in a

nascent state, but Professor Shortt the previous year in

speaking on the develppment of the national life and

character of the United States had laid upon Canadians

"the ~ecessity and obligation of a national self-coDsciousness."

The most persistent problem of Canadian history, that

of the relationship of French and English, Catholic and

Protestant, received little attention in the address.

Although it acknow"ledged the contributions the fFrenbhGanadians

brought to the Canadian nation, the address contained several

indications of an attitude that was typically English and

Protestant. The tension bet"\lveen the tV-TO races was expected

to be eliminated by time and English predominance.

In Canadian relations ,,'Jith Great Britain, he expected

the Imperial government to be ever more careful of Canadian

interests and "more disposed, if it were possible, to give

Canada and the other colonies ••• a free hand in all that

concerns themselves." The present rela-tion required, for

Canada's self respect, n some fundamental revision in vvhich

Canada would operate on equal terms with Britain. This might

be through the evolution of some form of ILlperial Federation

of Parliament, but there were no signs of a practicable *
scheme forthcomiIlg. Hovrever, as a mark of maturity, Canada

should "cease to play the baby and ••• contribute to the strength

of the Empire by increasing the efficiency of her militia, by

standing ready to assist in the defence of any part of the Empire. n
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the establishment of a common citizerH3hip among English-

,f speaking peoples. The ne!;! friendliness bet'ween Britain and

the United Ste.tes seemed to offer hope for this. Together

they could "impose peace on half of the continents and all

the seas of the world." The reunion of.the English-speak

ing peoples was an object Canada might well undertake as

a peculiar mission.

Less obvious than the foregoing, and more relevant to

the emergence of the social gospel, was the future of t-V\fO

conflicting ideals in Canadian society and political life -

- those of aristocracy and democracy. The contrast between

the two could be seen in Montreal and Toronto respectively,

but even more clearly between Canada and the United States.

"The interesting question is whether American brotherliness

or English caste is destined to dominate the social life of

our Canadian cities." Bland's sympathies were divided. Not

rnany years before, after a trip to England, his entire

fe(~ling wa~) for things English, but now he expected something

better from the new' world than a copy of the old. This trend

Ii'las confirmed '",hen, after a second trip to Englc:..nd in 1900,

he found himself reacting against English ways and institutions.

In the acid.ress he expressed tIle hope "that in Canada and

t118 United States •••not only comfort and pklysical iRell-being,

but education, refinemen'c, and enjoyment of beauty, may, in

a rightly organized community, be within the reach·of all,
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and that the labouring classes (so-called) are meant by

their creator to be something other than a mere pedestal

for the favoured .few?" There Was no hint as to the nature

of this "rightly-organized community. tt However, 1 t wa.s a

not8:ble advance in Bland's outlook that he believed equality

of opportunity could be achieved only by social reorganization

and not merely by the efforts of individuals.

However, Bland still recognized flour need of the higher

social and intellectual culture of the older peopies l

especially of England, but we seek :f.br it not as a badge

of superioritYI but as part of the natural and universal

human life. 1t In pUblic life there was no doubt that

1t aristocratic government was stronger than the democratic.

It is the government of men accustomed and trained to command.
,

It is less solieitous of popularity-that grave of principle. ,t

But the great question was whether aristocratic ideals in

government and in the administration of justice could be

maintained in a democratic society.

In the religious life of the countrYI the most notable

fa.ct was the growing prominence in public life of men from

evangelical traditions, a development which had not occurred

on any large scale outside North America. He took hope

in that Canadian conditions seemed to be especially favour

able to the growth of Christian un1ty--a trend notable

throughout the Western world, but he pointed out that new
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religious divisions were developing within denominations

rather than betirveen theIn, on such is\;ues as Arminianism

and Calvinism, Eva.ngelica.lism and the HiglJer Crit:iCJ.Slil.

Finally, Bland noted two issues for the Canadian out-

l~)ok vvhich he could hardly realize\i.Jould bulk so large

as to fill much of the horizon of his own future life.

UIn Canada as in all :h-speakinc countries social

quef3tions are engaging :Lncrec;t~3ing attention. Christianity

is be ;.30 ciclogical, '.Jhich is a :'ood de
~j

better • .!"'
ll. 1y eccl~siastical

or even theolo or even .. . l' . There hi n no e ends. Is

it pos Ie tb.ird e ct,ive ;/'lould be U evangel:L cal?if

In clo to the second issue, that of the

North

a:j its

st, Cll 1JD.[3 de:3tined to become Inure influential

tion increased. Unfortunately, he did not

note \'\Jhat he considered the nprobIem of the North 1tlest tt to

be.

The years from 1$$0 to 1903 contained two signif cant

developments ~n Bland's l~fe. First, he taken several

steps away from the traditional Methodist ethic and e

Christian

de ctI'j.Ji.t=; • 28W positions in e~e 2reas were not

entirely crystalliz , le"3ov jU" ~ , but in each case they bore

a L10I'2 sitive correlation life and history.

;3t sthi CELl ...:JrovoL:ed into an attc~ck upon

Cl..LITe:nt politiccLl moralit"\.i.
.; J

;:-; continued interf~~;t, in
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public welfare had brought him to realize that social condi

tions played a considerable part in the formation of character,

that all men were due an equal opportunity, and that some

re-ordering of society was necessary for the good life.

He seemed to be aware of a wholesomeness in the new

~nseciQlogical Christianityn whose doctrines in part were

recoveries of early Christian positions, and reflected

both the new biological emphasis on the organic and the

evolutionary, and the growing concern of the modern world

for the social problems of industrialism. Bland himself,

however, had not yet developed an interest in the latter.

The Biblical criticism which he embraced both underscored and

reflected these cracks in the partitions between the secular

and the sacred, for in it the Biblical record was subject

to the accepted canons of historical investigation, and

Biblical authority was subject to the concept of progressive

revelation. In these developments Bland sensed the possibili-

J ties of a Christianity that could become an adventurous

way and a dynamic force, fully engaged with the issues of

life in the modern world.

The second notable. development was the expansion of the

horizons of Bland's social and political world. His concern

about a Methodism from sea to sea had grown into a deep

interest in the G~adian nation and its role in Imperial

affairs, and the affairs of the English-speaking world. His

interest in such m.atters was spurred on by his belief 'tha't
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something unprecedented might happen in social and political

history with the involvement of evangelicals in public life

in an influential way. His political position was non

partisan as befitted an independent-principled person in a

liberal democracy. His sympathies had been English and

aristocratic but were being eroded by the "brotherliness"

of American democracy. This trend was undoubtedly influenced

by various forms of idealist philosophy and theology which

stressed the goodness of life rather than its natural

depravity, and the equality of all men at the point of

moral decision and action.

His mind was yet to awaken fully to some aspects of the

modern world, but the beginnings of the social gospel are

clear in the religious and political developmeatt"wM.ch

Bland underwent between 18$0 and 1903.

On March 11, 1902, George Munro Grant, who more than any

other had been the catalyst in these developments, died.

On the occasion of Grant's death, Bland declared in Ottawa

"that as a result of his work, Queen's was now second to

none in the spirituality of its aims, the intellectual

enthusiasm it awakened amongr;,its students, and the freedom,

disinterestedness and loyalty of its search for truth." 38

The following year the university in its turn honoured

the young Methodist minister who had found a new life within

her precine~s, awarding him an honorary Doctorate of Divinity.

38. Canadian Annual Review, 1902, p. 423.
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Shortly thereafter, Bland's appointment to the stafr of

Wesley College, Winnipeg, as Professor of Church History

and New Testament, was announced. The first action cro\vued

forty-four years of life in the oldest and most established

region of the Dominion. The second heralded an even more

distinguished, if more controversial, career an Canada's

newest frontier.



PART TWO

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL IN THE MID-WEST



CHAPTER ill. '1'HE WEST RECEIVES A PROPHET

Xueh of lite is made of dreams. The utopias, tneKnowheres", in

terms of which men live their days and toward which they direct their

enterprises m.qbesubtle or superficial, may be of short or long range,

mq reflect individu.a1 self-seeking or public welfare, or more cosonl.1',

.a com.bination of m.a.ny such elements. Probably no era of Canadian

history and no section of Ganada was more blessed or afflicted with

dreams than the Canadian West in the first two decades of the twentieth

century.

The conditions were ripe for exaggerated dreaming. The West which,
re-1Q..t'~ely

when"Slpty in 1896, se_eel to testify to the failure of the political

unification of the northern halt of the continent, thereafter became the

nope ot the nation. Immigrants poured into Manitoba and the ,*,rth Vest.

Manitoban population expand.edfro1'll·152,506 in 1891 to 255,211 in 1901

and reached. 461,392 in 1911. From 1896 \01914, prairie population grew

froll? to 20% of the Canadian population. Rapid population increase

plus a "good. year" combined to produce a bumper crop of 60,000,000

bushels in 1901, twice any previous harvest. Bu.t if such a c~p fed

national hope, it turned into sectional disaster due to the unreadiness

of ra:Uways to cope with it. A.t angry protest meetings, fed by tradi-

tional east-west antagoniBlll, tw..r;:t;cett"'G.~b..ijl:ti(r..,.t,,~"'9:. shouted: BIt's too

late for organisation, it's bullets we want". 1 Organization prevailed 1

1. S. M. Lipset,Mrarian Socialism, The C,C,'. in Saskatchewan.

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1950), p.39.



however, and the first permanent agrarian organization in Canada, The

Territorial Grain Growers Association, was formed. in Indian Head, S&sk.

atehewa.n, December 18, 1901. In 1902, when the railways again proved

unable to transport the crop" .';, 'ehe Association brought a suit agaiDst the

C. p. R. for preterential assignment of cars to private elevator compan-

ies contrary to recent government legislation, and won. 'fDe bumper

crops attracted further immigration. and encouraged a boom. ofrailwq

building. Between 1901 and. 1914, railway mUeage on the prairies grew

from. 18,l4O to .30,795. 2 Real estate speculation was 6 uch a temptation

that Bland commented that even a few ministers developed sore throatsl

Farm. iJapl_ent manufacturing in central Canada, protected by the

Canadian tariff wall, grew apace with every additional western field

brought under cultivation.

'rhe gateway through which all activity and excllangetpassed and where

BlUeh of the wealth aeeUllUlated. as a result, was Wilmipeg, political

centre of Manitoba and cOIIIlercial, industrial, transportation and ed.uc&

tional centre of the prairie. If' arfT city seemed to beat with the pulse

of Canadian national. destiny, this was it. Yet its character was not a

llapw prefiguring of the Canada of the future. Its ostentation of new

wealth la7 side by side with extensive sllmlS, the JJJ.a.D1' 'tU'lUs1milated

foreign-born who JUde up at least a quarter of the city's populai;ion, .3

and the "contained" area where the "illicit" life might be lived in all

'2. Kenneth :HcNaught, A Prophet in Politics (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1959), P.2.3.

3. Ibid.
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its cheap and. t.pting variety. To the famers of the west, no 1ess

than distant Toronto and Hontreal, was it the i.m&ge of the corruption

of cODnercial1sm, subsidized ra.i.lvays and protected "infantd industries.

2

B.1.and brought to Winnipeg in 190.3 a sense of national destiJq', a

view of the cu1tural opportunity of the church, and a conviction a'bout

Christian political responsibility which was bound to clash with power

hlinterests in t11e c1ty, the more so as he came in contact with and

increasingly espoused the cause of the Grain Growers. His inaugural

add.ress at Wesley College in 190.3 was substant1all.y the same as the last

one in central Canada, of which we have a record. Enti\1ed, uThe Caaad-

ian Outlook", it noted. among other things, the significance of the fact

that for the first time in the history of Christianity, churches whose

ideal is int8l'18el1' and exc1usively spiritual~calledto furnish the

wealthy, aristocratic and governing classes in a nation. He was refer-

ring to the contrast between the ·Roun dichotOlQ" between t11e saint and

the:man of the world. and. the evangelical. unity of the saint in the wor1d

- an intra-worlc:il;y' asceticism. A question 1ay at the end of tIds

comment: Will the official wor1d show a new and. Christian use of wealth

and social position' Or will it, like those of the past, find the world

too strong for it? This dis not the least vital of the questions that

have yet to be answered in the future of the Dominion? ,1+ It was a good

question with which to begin life in the metropolis of the west 1n1903.

Tne answer he was not long in receiving exorcised both thee1ements of

4. Bland. papers, Victoria Universi ty Arcllives, Toronto.
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political conservatism and individuallstic ethics which still l.iJlgered

in his approach to social questions.

In no section of Canada were'ehe Evangelica1 and Reformed. churches

more prominent than in the mid-west. The degree of Methodist and Pres-

byterian involvement in the leadership of public affairs was such that

Bland's question about the nature of the spirit that would overtake

affairs in their hands was uniquely applicable.

By contrast with these churches, Anglicanism had never found. the

West congenial. Prior to lS'7, it.,; had shown little interest in western

missions. After that date, it reorganized itself on a diocesan basis,

linked first to the British Church, but later to eastern Canadian

Anglicanism. 5 Althou.gh Anglican forces on the prairie were predominantl1'

of the evangelical wing of the church - a factor which hindered earlier

and closer relations with the Canadian churdl - its experience in the

west to the turn of the century could be Sl..UDDled. up in the words of a

pioneer western missionary of twenty years' experience:

It seems almost impossible for church ideas to take root and
thrive in our colonies. The people have no historic sense.
There is nothing in which it can grow. Their notions are of
toda;y or at most yesterday; their hopes and thoughts are in
the future; their dreams are of coming times, so the Church
ot England is at. a disadvantage. Her ideas and methods are
not new; they r-e ancient; what therefore have they to do with
young Alaerica?

This persistent problem should not obscure the fact that in 1911,

Anglicanism was the second largest denom:i.nation in the west.

5. N. H. Walsh, The Christian Church in Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press,
1'5'), p.270.

,. F. A. Peake, "Anglican BegiImings In and Around Edmonton" (unpub-
lished Masterts thesis, Universit,. of Alberta, 1.953), quoted in
H. H. walsh, op.cit., p.272.
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It was not, however, by r egress ion to earlier sectarian methods

that Presbyterianism and Methodism won the west. In spite of the fact

that other forms of evangelism had served them well on the other earlier

frontiers, they turned to a relatively sophisticated. presentation of the

Gospel" Walsh, in The Christian Church in Canada,

has wondered why this should be so.7 The question is of significance

for Canadians because pioneer conditions would. seem to call for a

significant degree of personal and social reorganization. The work of

S. D. Clark in this field suggests that the sect rather than the church

type of organization and ethos accomplishes this more effectively. Due

to a comp1ex of factors, this was not the case. In the first place,

climate and. geography made itinerancy inetfective, and the alternative

of a settled ministry accorded more closely with the developing church

concept of Methodism. The minister as pastor, the Church as a culture-

moulding, even nation-bu.ildi.ng, institution, were concepts calling for

an educated and liberal ministry. There were traditionalists who chal-

lenged. such a concept and maintained that the eonditions of the \lest

called for itinerant evangelists. An attempt to pass this work on to

laymen, as Wesley had done, tended to encourage sectarian development

and was terminated. Not only had Methodism. as a whole moved far trom

its beginnings, but the whole world of ideology and protestant theolog

had shifted drastically, The waves of ideology radiated. from the centre

of the metropolitan area more rapidly than did those of technology. Hence,

on the last "technological frontier", there occurred. an ideological tele-

sooping, making possible sophisticated approaches to problems as they

7. H. H. 'Walsh, op.cit., p.271; also J. H. Riddell, Methodism in the
KiddIe West (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1946), pp.337-8.
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emerged. A combination, then, of geography, the developing ethos of

the church as a whole, general culturf.\l progress, and ideological

telescoping all worked in the one direction, namely toward an abandon

ment of more primitive methods of evangelism and concepts or the

mission of the churCh.

Furthermore, as far as the pioneer was concerned, continuity was

as important to a sense of identity as was belonging. Both the re

lative nUlllbers adhering to churches as against sects, and the relativ~

growth of each during periods of rapid change in Canada in the last

eighty years points to the truth of this statement and to a flaw in

Clark's thesis. Sects, there have been a-plenty; nevertheless,it

would appear that it was the historic churches and not the sects upon

which most Christians depended in these periods of relatively .dis

organized Canadian social life.8 As we shall see, it was not a more

emotional religious expression, but one more relevant to community

life for which the farmers in the West called when they gave voice

to their religious concerns and convictions. In response to this,

it was the social gospel and not the sect that undergirded

the efforts of the disorganized on the open western frontier

to rally their forces and meet their outstanding problems

as communities and as a region within the national system.

8. Appendix B gIves a sample or some figures following the entry
of the Salvation Army into the Canadian scene, and during which
the "Great Revival of the City" 1s supposed to have taken place.
Average percentages of the population for the major sectarian
groups over the last eighty years are: Salvation Army .3%;
Adventists .2~; Pentecostalism was the only signif1cantlygrowing
group, 1921 with .1% to 1951 with .7%. Canada Census, 1951.



The precursors of the social gospel in the West were the two. out-

standing men under 'Whom. prairie Presbyterianism. and Methodism took shape

- James Robertson and James Woodsworth, respectively, missionary superi.n.--

tendents of the Presbyterian and Methodist churches.

The terms of Robertsonts appointment to the new post.-in nis church

" in 1881 gave him unu.sual powers. of tfoversight" which, to som.e of his co

religionists, smacked ala.rmi.ngly of episcopacy.9 For 21 years thereafter,

Robertson indelibly stamped his personality upon the West, having started

642 missions and l2laugmented charges and having been the counsellor of

the ma.ny men who staffed them. His expression, "I would. rather have a

man know less Latin and more Horse", clearly reflects the activism. of the

American theological climate in which he was trained. Thoroug1U7

optimistic in his outlook, he embraced the notion of tldisinterested bene-

volence". This concept emanates from Hew England theology and Jonathon

Edwards in particular.10 It meant the attitude of the regenerate toward

being in general. In. late;, more practical interpretations;au bei.ng"

Dleant the simple aggregate of individual beings - toward vhem. the attl..

tude of the regenerate was to be a disinterested. love. This provided.

the motivation for Robertson's work, as it did for the great American

missionary and philanthropic crusades of the early 19th century. Its

social and political implications seemed to be: uProtect the rights of

the individual, Sllpport morality, and everything in this fortunate

9. H. H. Walsh, op.cit., p.273.

10. Vide. Jonathon Edwards, The Hature of TI"lle Virtue, cited. in Vergi..
us Ferm,A.nEncxclopedia of Religion (New York: Philosophical Lib
rar,y, 1945), p.65.



country- Will go more than well·.ll His successor in the prairie region,

v Dr. Carmichael, cont:inue<i the "Robertson tradition" which com.bined. rail-

roads and. racial problems with the propagation of the Gospel, and which

was basical.1.y more conoerned. to build up "homogeneous and thoroughly

Christian communities" than to promote an exclusive denominationalism.

Methodist expansion in the West after confederation, likewise bore

few of the marks of frontier sectarianism. Vigorous policies date from

1884 and. Punshonts vision of l'1ethodism from. sea to sea.

,. James Wooclsworth, superintend.ent of Methodist missiom in the west,

shared much of the outlook of his counterpart, Robertson. He was a fol

lower ot Henry Ward Beecher,la then in eminence among the fJgilded

pulpitstl of America. Beecher insisted -that the preacher should be free

to speak to the great issues of the day, that sermons should not be

rolled out from. tlfore-ordained dough".13 For all his attempted. realisa,

however, he insisted that there was something wrong with any alternative

to the present system whieh assumed that a man couldntt live, unemployed,

with a fare of little more than bread and. water.14 There is no evidence

of this extrem.e attitude in Woodswerth, who exercised. sharper critical

faculties and was closer to the people. The spirit of Beecherts liberal

optimism, carried by Woodsworth, was injecteci by Beecher hiaself at the

li. H. F. Hay, The Protestant Churches and Indu.strial America. p.72;
quoted in H. H. walsh, op.cit., p.330.

12. H. H. Walsh. op.cit., p.276.
1.3. Bland papers, "Sermons Recollected", October, 1943.
14. Stewart Crysd.ale, The Industrial Stnggle and Protestant Ethics in

Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1961), p.17.
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first Annual Conference of the Methodist Church in Manitoba and the mid

west, August 1, 1883,15 cm:i rem.a.i.ned for long a base on which the social

attitudes of western Methodism were built. Although people and ministers

were warned about the "rationalistic liberalism" and "agnosticism"

spreading through the United. States, they were exhorted to be liberal of

thought and practice while guarding always against indulgence.16 Thus,

under Robertson and Woodsworth, their respective Churches oomplemented

each other in the ideological emphases they were promoting.

The ideological flow was not by any means entirely from the United

States. Both men made many trips to Great Britain to secure ministerial

'" recrnits. Woodsworth was most active in this regard, securing 280 men

between 1894 and. 1911. Upon these men, and immigrants from Great

Britain in general, the relatively advanced labor andsocialiat move-

menta had had th~ effect, as had the British Christian Socialist trad

ition. At the least, hardly a man of them but had read Kingsley and

Blatchford, or was unfamiliar with the preaching of ministers like

.' Hugh Price Hughes or Mark Guy Pearse, emphasizing social guilt, social

responsibility, and the impossibility of standing outside the situation

of the poor and judging them.17 These streams merged and flowed with

those emanating from Robertson and Woodsworth and helped mature and

broaden the social outlook the two men represented.

In the hands of these two men, Protestantism in the mid-west at the

15. J. H. Riddell, op.eit., p.127.
16. Ibid., pp.151,159.

17. H. P. Hughes, uJesus Christ and the MasseS;' Methodist Magazine XXIV,
June, lS92.

.t
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point of Bland t S arrival in Winnipeg, was a.ttempting to be a Iesponsib1e

cultural force, rationalized on liberal, optimistic terms, inadequate

to the challenges western agrarianism was beginning to race, but pro"lid-

ing a base hospitable to the emergence of the social gospel•

.3

With Blandts addition to the staff of Wesley College, it became

the hothouse in which the seedlings of the s oci&1 gospel were prepared.

Not that the college spoke with one mind on the subject, &D:l not that

every- student by any m.eans adopted the new criticism. and the new theololU,

but mand ED on became to students and public a.l1ke the outstanding member

of the staff - and, in some quarters, the DlOst suspect.

Bland t S assignment was to teach e;hurch History and New Testam.~I:lt at

Wesley. He vas both teacher and. inspirer - and had the capacity required

for both. He did not separate the two roles in his own mi.rd, and his

union of the two great~ impressed his students.18 He believed that "his

tory that has &r'iY teaching or inspiration for this age, must som.ewhere be

presented so as to stir the emotions and not merelJr be used for the sake

of informati~tI19 This comment reflected his whole view of education.

The nature of education and of the university was his theme when he

, addressed the first convocation of the University of Saskatdl ewan,

January S, 1908.20 He noted the parallel to the New Englanders who esta\>..

18. Article, The Star Weekly, Hovember 1, 1930; Letter, The (Toronto)
Dail.v star, January .31, 1931; interviews witl1 former students.

19. Bland papers, article on llistory and historical fiction.

20. CAll. pp.489-90; PJ:i.ncipal Petersen of McGill and Principal Hutton of
Toronto were also guest speakers.
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lished a university six years after their arrival, at the cost of doub-

ling their taxation., and drew the laughter 0 f the audience in. commenting

that that was "a burden after which a Supplementary Revenue Act (for the

operation of the university) must be considered. above criticism".21

He went on to develop the idea of a peoPJ-ets University. While

such an instit\ltion had to be a comp].ex one for technical and profession-

al training,. its one justi1'ication. was "the aim. of cuJ.ture - the quicken.-

ing, harmonious developnent of the mind, the harmoBious developnent or

the physical, mental, moral and social being, a purified taste, enlarged

sympathy, matured. and disciplined judgmentI'. Its "characteristic

product should not be narrow and crude specialists, nor a caste of intel-

l.._tu.al Brahmins, nor a coterie of rich men's sons", but its success

should. be judged by the number it graduates from families of farmers and

artisans. Its curriculUil should not be govemed by medieval precedents

requiring Latin and Greek; it should have a prominent place for math..-

tics and natural science, l'because, whollJr for SOod, the world. was now

dominated by the scientific spiritl'; philosophy was obviously essential;

one or two emerging studies should be given recognition, l'not political

econoIq, which was the science of money-aaki.ng - but sociology, wnich was

the science of man-maki.ng••• ~ ~ :: civics, the study' of the city,

which is becoming aore and more the pecu1B.r work of our civilisation,

that (through such studies) it might be redeemed from its thousand-fold

forms of evil", and "subordinate to civies••••a science or home-maldng

•••••"; m.od.ernas well as medieval. and ancient history- should be required;

21. News item, The (Regina) Lead.tr, January 9, 1.908, from which this
summary is taken.
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and music and art were "needed.: to cultivat.e a keener appreciat.ion of the

beautiful," one of the "supreme needs of this Anglo-saxon people.: His

romantic temper expressed itself in the comment that uan inmense allOunt

of evil is tolerated because we have 11ttle hatred for the ug17, fo r

after all, 'the beautiful is the goode"e

The first place in a people's universit.y, however, must be given to

the study of English. Bland clearJJ believed that language was the k81'

to culture, and was that which makes a man. Among English studies,

should be the.cience of self-expression: "Let us rr~ recognize

that in a democracy the man is king who can speak clearq, persuasivel;r

and in a ma:nl.y fashion". Such was the curriculum of the people t s

un!versity. However important technical and professional training

might be, men were more than replaceable units in a socio-economic

machine~ 'I'~hey were persons equipped with powers of intellect and emotion,

persons whose potentialities had the right of developaent,-together ,&;,"J.:

society in which the problEID.s of (l) llective lite were becoming paramount.

These were Bland's priorities, to which he held throughout his life.22

As a whole, his idea of the university was an atUmpt to merge the ideal

of the liberal gentleman and the neecis of the burgeolung, collective

With this philosophy of education, nothing was excluded troll his

classes. One of his students oolllnented that lIhe was the man who JIOst of

all gave Wesley College students•••• aoaething to think about••23 Ano1;her '

22. Address betore The Hanitoba Education Association, Western Boae
Journal, AprU 15, 19l4.

23. Article, 'I'he star Weekl.y, Nov_ber 1, 19)0.
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.. "I have real~ no words at my command that I could use, without se..

ing exaggerating, to express the very high esteem in which Dr. mana. was

held •••• '4' by those students who attended his classes•••• ~ He was a

teacher of the very highest order. He left an indelllble (sic)

influence in the lives of those men who went" from him out through those

prairie provinces•••• '!. . 24 Will i am. Irvine qualities this somewhat, not

with respect to Bland's ability, but 'With respect to the number in his

classes who fell in with his way of thinking.25 Many, he felt, simp~

wished "to get out and preach" and had. little interest in pursuing sub

j ects as dee~ and broadly as Bland wished, and were suspicious of the

theology and the type of Biblical criticism the college presented. Paul..

the missionary, carrying to new lands" the personal gospel of ~Al.l:ld

rising again with Christ- was their prototype. Bland, on the other hand"

represented the rising interest in the. social emphasis implied in Jesus'

teaching of thekingd.om of God. The warfare between the ·Christianity

of Pault and the ffChristianitY' of Jesus" now looked upon as a false

dichotolQ' based upo,n inadequate ass.um.ptions, accompanied the social gos

pel in Canada for the rest of its history. ManY' of the earJ.Jr sldr.mishes

were fOUght in the classrooms of Wesley College under Dr. Bland.

a. D. Ranns gives an engaging picture of one of those classes: IfI

see him enter the class room, put down his crutch, sit at his desk, draw

out his glasses, open hi-e book, stroke his chin - then start gently on

the theme. Before long, questions are fired. from all angles. Sometimes

24. Letter, Howard Durnin, The Star, January 31, 1931.

25. Interview, Will1am Irvine, Edmonrton, ~ 14, 15, 1961.



he catches them and throws them back. At others answers them fu.1ly",

fresll:Q' and suggestively. Dr. Bland's classes were never dull. Some

others were. n.26 This was the dialectic which fashioned the ministers

of the social gospeJ. in the mid-west.

Bland's activities at the college were not confined to the class-

room. On Sunday mornings, as was the custom in .many Canadian univer-

sities, he conducted a well attended Y.Ivi.C.A. class. In the United

states at this time, the Y. M. C. A. was one of the major proponents

i' of a socia.lly relevant Christianity. Its consideration of social pro1>-

lema and of the Christian approaches to them was systematica.lly

developed subsequent to the appointment of R. H. Edwards in 1912 as

first national Director of Social study and Service. Fd.wards I challenge

to the University Y.M.C.A. was total.: "Nothing short of a life pllrJ>Ose

and a life service, is demanded, for nothing less than the reconstru.c

tioD of the social order will suffice. ,,27 In emphasis and concern,

Bland doubtless paralleled Edwards and the American Association.

He was often called. upon for addresses to the Literary and Theolog-

ical Societies 'of Manitoba and Wesley Collegea. He was not simply a

single-minded propagandist, and on these occasions' his topics were apt

to be as diverse as the many fields devoured by his omnivorous mind. His

example and his counsel were always, Itget f irm1y anchored in Christ, and

then swing as widel1" as you canH! He was no adviser of litera17 censor-

26. Article, The Star WeekJ,y, November 1, 1930.

c. H. Hopkins, The Rise of the Social Gospel in American Protestant
ism. 186.5-1915 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1940), p.300.
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ship: there are few evil books and m.a.ny trashy, but even poorer books

lead to better.28 The great questions of the day now overshadowed for

him. the traditional Methodist preoccupation with personal ethics.

Dr. Passmore, a former student of Bland recalls him returning from a

church conference in Dakota, prior to the First World War, infuriated

at a day of conference time wasted discussing dancing when m.en had

evils of vast proportions facing them. in the economic, political and

international worlcls.

The primary impression he left as a professor was that of "a man

of keen insight, rare lucidity, wide command of language, kindly toler

ance, yet with no lack of iron in his blood. tf29 Without the ffironn he

might have remained a professor at Wesley College the rest of his

years. But he was a man with a will to carry into the rough life of

his times those things that were the burden of his teaching. He was

too much a lover of the human world to ignore the issues of human wel-

fare, wherever they lay, and too little its slave to refuse to follow

the prompting of the Gospel, wherever it pointed.

4

As a professor, Bland had no specific preaching engagement, but

like most preachers without a pulpit, he was constantq on call. Being

one of the ablest speakers, and probab~ the outstanding preacher of

the west, the call came often. Seldom did a Sunday go by that he was

not preaching in Winnipeg or environs.30 On m.any occa.sions he conducted

28. Bland Papers, nOn Reading'f, a talk at Point Douglas Baptist Church,
November, 1906.

29. Letter, The Star. January 31, 19,31.

30. Interview, Dr. Passmore.
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preaching missions in more distant parts of the \/est,3l and. spoke or

preached at church conferences. What was his concept of preaching,

and what content did he pour into iti

To preaching lay the task of developing the new conscience, solv..

ing the new problems, and enabling men to adapt to the new environment.

The role of preaching, however, was not confined to the clergy, but was

shared by journalists, moralists, pltqWrights, novelists - all who

creatively let their imagination play upon the human question. Preach

ing, in the pulpit or out of it, was not to be confined to moral pri.n

elp1es. To do so would be to run counter to the whole incamation

emphasis in Christianity - and condemn much of the Bible and Church

history. All moral progress is through concrete issues; principles are

never real except as they are incarnated; the only living morality-is

on the firing line; therefore, the preacher must be involved in the

world of affairs as well as ideas. Although truth was progressive and

realized in the midst of life, not all new ideas were useful. He often

warned his pupils not to be the first to embrace new ideas - nor the

last. When new ideas became inspiring and helpful, then at any cost

they must be preached. "To love truth is to love martyrdomij: because

"it is impossible to change men without their becoming aware of it,

and without some of them resenting it. II

By contrast withpreaching, worship in the church tended to be

soothing, purifying, awing, but unethical and often aesthetica.J.:q sel

fish. For example, in the Church of England, worship was found at its

31. Interview, Rev. O. stadie.
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highest, and yet it was the most backward in JaOral and social reform.

In this criticism of the tradition of liturgieal worship, mand. was at

one with the prophets of Israel in their criticism. of Israel's neglect

of the moral law and its compensatory elevationat",Ua.e~tltI.l~w.

«"do
Preaching was~ in the prophetic tradition~was the heart of Jesus'

teaching, in 'Which the present order was judged. by the Kingdom of God,

as yet unrealized. on earth.32

This was the gist of an address given first to the ministers of

the Portage la Prairie District in Octobar, 1906, and repeated. at the

Saskatchewan Conference on June 8, 1907 - the first provincial confer

o' ence of the Methodist Church in Saskatchewan, where he organized. the

Hinisterial Association of the Conference.33 It was this ooncept of

the ministry he set before his students at Wesley, and it was to ma.i.n

tain it that he formulated a plan for the continuing education of min-

isters in the mid-west. A series of summer schools emerged. from his

efforts, although the war cut short a planned expansion.34

Bland was faithful to his theory of preaching. In the SImmer of

1905 he joined hands with the assistant minister of Grace Church,

f J. S. Woodsworth, in presenting two oontroversial series of sermons.

Woodsworth preached. on the theme "Business Life" am Bland on "The

Ideal Cit1'".35 We have no record of ,these sermons. Host of his read-

32. Bland papers, notes on preaching.

33. J. H. Riddell, op•. cit., p.318.

34. ~•

.35. Kenneth MeNaught, op.cit., p.24.
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ing at this time was closely related to his new teaching duties. How-

ever, in 1905, he read three books which would seem to have been in

preparation for the sermons of that summer: Thomas" The Ideal City,

and Josiah strong, Twentieth Century Citl , and The Next; Great Awakening.

These books would suggest that Bland was taking a strong reform position,

probably involving some stinging rebukes to individual churchmen,

pointed references to the dangers of the new wealth and to the respons-

ibility of the church to tackle the appalling conditions of city lire.

The ideal city awaited the awakening of the church to a full sense of

the social implications of the Gospel.

The next sermon of which we have any record not only startled its

audience, but made a deep impression upon the editors of the Grain

Growers I Guide. It was early in August of 19JJ, and the pulpit was

again that of Grace Church. The sermon was eloquent in criticism of

both the Christian Church and the s oci&1 order•.36 The Church, he

declared, was lacking in enthusiasm and. real power. It wrongly exalted

theolog and. degraded social reconstruction. Before it lq the alterna-

tives of senile decay or "undertaking its proper task of working for

justice and brotherhood in the world". The socialists am. single

taxers were tackling this task with vigoIj and the new novelists, Wells,

GalsVlorthy', Upton.~ Sinclair, london, and now Churdl. ill, were making

men discontented with things as they are, and representing the new

ethical standards of our complex age. The sermon was based. on Winston

Churchill's liThe Inside otthe Cup", a novel set in a large wealthy

36. Fditorial, The Grain Growers' Guide (hereafter G,G.G), August 6,
1913.
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church in an American city. The minister finds that the congregation

represents forces opposed to real Christianity and as a consequence,

changes his attitude from inoffensive orthodOX3' to militant revolt.

Bland concluded. with the challenge:

There will never be another great revival of the Protestant
Church until the leading men begin to act as though they
believed God meant to set up His kingdom. on earth.

Society is steeped in unrighteousness and nowhere as in this
Canadian West. Our ethics are the ethics of the gambling
saloon. We have the elements of moral destruction among us.
I say frankly that you cannot expect a business man to live
a Christian life today. Let us bl.ame oursel.ves who have
allowed. conditions to become so utterl.y corrupt that men feel
it is hopeless to succeed by being righteous. We must begin

. the great work of attacking all. the cruelties of our commer
cial life, all the rascalities of high finance, all the abom
inations of our political system.

Neither the congregation nor the minister was disposed to ac.cept

the challenge. The congrega.tion had long since grown used to tender-

ing advice to the younger Woodsworth to give ul.ess ill-digested

sociology and m.ore si.m.ple gospel. preaching'~r?7 It was more difficult,

however, to dismiss the mature professor, who, despite his increas-

ingly radica1 views, had come through the old :Methodism, and had

unsuspected conservatisms - and a remarkable wit - to throw his

critics off guard. By 191.3, however, Dr. Houston, the minister of

v Grace Church, had come to thecon01usion that Bland's preaching was

being hurtful to the Church. Consequently, he asked the Ministerial

Association to take some action. What action he had in mind is not

37. Kenneth :McNaught, op.cit., p.24. Woodsworth had l.eft Grace
Church in 19fYl to serve All-People1s Mission, and in. June of 191.3,
became Secret&r3' of the newly' established Canadian Welf'areLeague.
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clear - perhaps an attempt to close pulpits to him. But Bland's

reply was both simple and formidable: first, he had never asked to

preach - he had too many invitations to have to worry about that, and

second, if he were hurting the church, why WlaS it he was so sought

after as a preacher~8 The Ministerial Association apparently took no

action, but the hunt was on.

In April of 1915, the significance ot the pulpit and the eminence

of the congregation were beyond Winnipeg's ability to match. Invited

to give the Baccalaureate sermon to the 'class of t15' at Victoria

College, Toronto, he unhesitatingly delivered. a radical condemnation

of Canadian political life, making clear his belief tha.t there was no

alternative between the Liberal and Conservative parties, and that,.

municipal politics demonstrated. that political life was cleaner for

having got rid of parties. Both old parties were clearly under the

control of Canadian business. How could we tolerate this kind of

Kaiserism in Canadian economic and political affairs when we were co&-

mitted. to the defeat of Kaiserism in Germany? Many new challenges and

opportunities lay before the Canadian people. In these uncertain and

bewildering times, the church must go out into the unknown, "match the

audacity of the money-makers and find a new social order in which the

teachings of Jesus ~ be practiced as they cannot be practiced b.r the

average man in our social order today~V39

It is not difficult to imagine the sensational impact the sermon

.38. Interview, Dr. Passmore•

.39. News item, The (Toronto) Globe. April 26, 1915.
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made, not only on the immediate congregation, but upon the wider &udi-

ence of the press which gave it coverage. Echoes were heard in Montreal

when a few d~s later, the Honourable Robert Rogers, Minister of Publli

Works in the Borden Governm.ent and lvIem.ber of Parliament tor South

Winnipeg, denounced Bland at a public meeting as fla well known political

hypocrite who has ever been ready to endorse, approve and applaud evert

~crooked act that has ever been committed by a Liberal••••• ,,40 . Such an

attack probably did little other than to make BLand more widely known.

They were not few who were aware that when the Minister of Public Works

spoke about fferooked acts" he knew whereot he spoke. The editor of the

Guide remarked. that statements such as Mr. Rogers' "will not injure

Dr. mand, but serve only to indicate the type of m.en who sometimes get

into the Dominion cabinet".41

These three sermons and the reactions to them give the trend ot

Bland's practice as he gave substance to his view of preaching. In it,

as in ~s teaching" he was gearing the pulpit to the driveshatt of

political radicalism in the '~st with an increasing effectiveness. He

wrote in Vox Wesle:vana.. a student publication, that "The pulpit is the

natural nursery of aJ.l the great reforms, all the big and vital reCOll

atructions l.J.42 As his following grew, so did his opposition. But

before the denouement of that drama, we must look in more detail at the

40. Editorial, G,G,G., May 12, 1915.

41. Ibid-'
42. Quoted by H. D,Ranns, Article, The star Weeldy, November 1, 1930.
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period covered by' these semons in order to trace more fully the em.eX'

gence of the social gospel in the West.



CHAPfEB. lV THE SOCIAL GOSPEL SPECTRUM

The social gospel in the West cannot be attributed to anyone

person. We have seen the number of influences that went into the ma.lci.ng

of the mind of the man who was it~. forEmost exponent. Just as ntmlerous

and diverse were the ways in which the social gospel fotmd its way into

the prairies during the first two decades of the century. For the mom.ent

(bowing to organizational difficulties rather thart"Othe spirit of the

social gospel) we shall leave aside the expression of the social gospel

in secular agencies and look at the more formal".;, church constellation

of its forces.

Three men may be pin-pointed as representing the major elements ,of

social Christianity as expressed through the church: C. W. Gordan, J. S.

Woodsworth and Salem Bland, Gordon and Bland were approxi.ma.tely the

same age, while Woodsworth was their junior by fifteen years•

.. Gordon, better known bythe pen name, Ralph Connor, was of Scottish

backgroUlld, educated in Glengarry, Ontario, the Uni:versity of Toronto,

the free church College, Knox, and at Edinburgh. He had been a mis

sionary tor three years to coal miners and lumberm.en west of Calgary

in what was then the Northwest Territories, and in 1894 became pastor

.of st. Sliephen IS Presbyterian Church, 'Winnipeg. He became a figure of

considerable distinction through his novels. In 1909 he was made chair

man of the Board of ConcUiation established to deal with the dispute

between the Winnipeg Stireat RailwaY' Company- and its employees; and two

years later was given a similar assignment with regard to the extended.

British Columbia and Alberta Mines dispute.

As a force in the world of the social. gospel he ..de his chief" 1m-
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pact at the right wing of the movement as the leader of temperance forces

in Ma.n.i.toba. At that time, temperance was one of the great causes which

justified church political action,.and the force which gatllered around it

was by no m.eans inconsequential, as we shall see below.

The temperance issue was but part of the campaign against social

vice of all kinds waged by the MoraJ. and Social Reform.. Council of which

Gordon was the Chairman. This in its tum was part of a rapidly growing

J national interdenominational organization, founded in 1907. Four or five

years later as the lD1'stique of "social service" swept across North American

religion it changed its name to the 50cial Service00uncil in Canada. It'

belief was that:

righteontmess can be realized in the complex conditions of modern life
only through the application to all affaiz'e: of the principles of the
Kingdom. of God. 1

Its concern was to promote nthe awakening of the social conscience•••

thus preparing the way for 'the union of aJ.l who love in the service of

those who suffer f, and hasten the Kingdom of God in Canada, 1ilerein there

shaJ.1 be no social injustice and no moral hurt. If To this end it declared

itself for a number of general social and economic objectives, 2 which

paralleled those contained in the social creed of the churches formulated

by the. Feeleral Councilor Churches of Christ in the United states, founded

in the same year.

By' 1918 the Council had orga.ni.zatio:m.s in each province and units

lSocial Service Council of Canada, The Social Service Congress Report
(Toronto, 1914)

2Appendix c.
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in all the major cities of Canada .3 and had initiated the publication of

a jouraal, Social Welfare. It held periodic conferences at which gathered

church and secular workers in various fields of social service. Its

sympathies were obviously to the left, although only moderately so.

Neither its membership nor its conferences h?-d representation from the

realm of business, bU~'both the ~ades and Labour Congress. and the

~ Dominion Grange and Farmers f Association were members by 1914 and Social

ists like James Simpson of Toronto were welcome on its conference pla:t.......

forms.

The Social Service Congress of ·1914 left Gordon in a state of high

optimism. He himself had given an address which is a significant docu

ment of the social gospel in Canada. Entitled liThe New state and the

New Churchif it condemned the state in having failed to protect the

interestei.of the community. The "Big Indiv:idual tl and IIBig Business tf

had caught its eye, but in the new state ''the highest thing of value

would be man himself tf • "That Justice, truth, honor, Purit7, happiness,

brotherhood•••• should be secured for the community and for every in

dividual, this is the concern of the state'.!' liThe church in its turn

.: should "show to the world the truth about GodIt-not "God the Almighty,

Terrible, the stern ruler of the Uni.verse, exacting obedience, and bard

upon the trail of everY' wretched sinner, fI but God. in "the best p.icture

of God we have, 11. good man wi.th goodness raised to the hilhest power. II

The Church hasfjiled in this, but "in the New Church Religion and Brother-

hood will be synonymous terms and the burdens, the sorrow, the struggles,

the shame,····· the sin of mankind will be shared by all men. tt 4

.3Canadian Annual Review (hereafter cited CAR), 1918, p.598.

4Social Service Council. Ope cit. pp. 192-8.
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Such were the promises Gordon saw held out before nmlkind 'Nith the rise

of industrial democracy and the development of the social conscience.

He alluded to dangers in these movements but did not elaborate the re-

mark, and his fore'W8rd to the congress report was a piece of boundless

optimism:

The congress means that a new day has dawned for Canada. The
thoughtful men and women of' the countI7 are realizing that both
civilisation and Christianity are challenged by the economic,in
dustrial and social conditions on which the fabric of our state is
erected. It is an immense gain••••for there is in our nation so
deep seated a sense of righteoUJness and brotherhood that it needs
only" that the ll~t fall clear and ldlite upon the evil to have it
finally removed. 5

Most of the speakers at the congress paid tribute to the. new social

emphasis of the church and explained the forms and problems of their

work or deaJ.t with one or another social problem area. Gorden proba'P17

represented the mean position of the conference. 6

It is not clear how active a supporter of the council James
7 .

Simpson was. Asocialist, and now a controller in Toronto ci~ govern-

ment, he was encouraged to see the conference takingUa vital interest in

some of' the problems which are at the same time occupying the attention

of the labour organisations and to which the meabers of the political

organisations will have to give increased attention. D' :t+le felt the

5Ibid., Foreword.

6Some of' the subjects considered were: "The Church and the Slum" (two
speakers), "The Problem. of' the City," "The Social Settlement, If "The
Church and Industrial Life" (three speakers), "The City and the Churches. "
tlSocial Service as a Life Work." "The Canadian Indian, l1 "Child Welfare, n
"The Juvenile Court, n "Pensions for Mothers, n "The Church and Labour"
(four addresses).

7James Simpson later became Hayor of Toronto.
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church could helpl) "change a system 'Which is founded. upon private selfish

ness and greed, to one in which public interest will be the chief concern. ,,8

He hoped tllat cooperation between the cllurch and labour 'WOuld grow. So,

apparently, did the congress, which warml..y appla.uded guest speaker Charles

Btelzle, perhaps the most dynamic practitioner of the social gospel in the

l. United. States, 9 when he stated that trthere is so much religion in the

labour movement and so much social spirit in the church, that som.e day. it

will become a question as to whether the church 'Will capture the labour

movement or the labour m.ovement will capture the church." 10

.An enduring concern of the Social Service Council was the problem of

the city. In 1910 it provoked what the Canadian Annual Review considered

the most sensational event of tlle year in the West. 11 Dr. J. G. Shearer,

joint secretary of the council vitll Rev. T. A. Hoore, made the accusation

that "they have tlle rottenest condition of tllings in Winnipeg in connection

,,'With tlle questionot social vice to be found in any city in Cana.da." The

SSocial Service Council,op. cit. pp. 40-U.

9Charles stelzle was a machinist turned minister wllo became first head of
the American Presbyterian Department of Cllurcll and Labour. In 1907 he
reported speaking to 1000 meetings reaching over 200,000 people. He
regularly sent syndicated press releases to over 300 Labour papers, tllrough
which he probably' reacllecl more workers tllan all tract societies in the
countr:r. The A.F.L. natioma1 ccnvention in 1905 endorsed his work. He
seemec.lto have almst reversed the attitude of Labour to the church lilenin
1913 conservatives forced him from his position. In 1914 he was runrUng,
in association with his church, the most successful Labour Church in the
country. Vide C. H. Hopkins, '!'he Rise of the Social Gospel in Protestant
America, 186S-1'15 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1'40). Chap. XVll.

1050cia1 Service Council, op. cit., p. 36.

llCAR. 1910, p. 569.
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Winnipeg press repudiated the sta.tement. The city council called for a

government investigation. An elaborate and 1Id..dely publicized inquiry con-

cludedthat the mayor, the chief of Pelice and the Police Magistrate had

permitted the establishment of a segregated area to contain vice as the

best way out of a bad situation. When the 2yor ea.lled an election to

clear his name the churches threw themse1YeS into the battle. Tlleir

candidate~defe4tby1500 votes;only raised their hopes of victory for their

various cau.ses which had been pressed into the realm of mlnicipa,l and

provincial polities.

'l'he problem of the city which had been the concern of Blandgl and

Woods'Worth in 1905 and 'Which now exercised the Social Service COUl'lcil, had

become a specialty of Woodsl«)rth since his appointm.ent as Superintendant

vof All-Peoplets Mission in 1907. His books on the mtters relating to his

work stranger within our Gates and !tv Neighbour, dealt forcefully with the

problems confronted by the cities of the dominion swlling with the influx

of immigration :trom. abroad and from the countryside. In the broad piece

of social welfare and educational work he developed at All-People's he

'Was ccndueting the kind of approach enthusiastiea.lly endorsed by the

Social Service Couneil. When in the year 1910 or 1911 the Council drew

up plans for extensive social surveys{: of conditions in Canada's major

cities, WOodsworth _s one of the three men chosen to eonduct them. 12

The other two, it is worth noting, were Dr. W. A. Riddell, former Pres-

byterial1 div:ini.ty student who in 1915 became Cbtario f S first Deputy

e and Protestant Ethiesin



Minister of Labour and Bryce M. Stewart, who later became Deputy Minister of

Labour for Canada.

The form of these surveys followed, in many instances, u.pon the pattern

esta.blished by the eminentJJr successful social service 'King of the contem

porary "Nen and Religion Forward Movem.ent 't in the United states. 13 After

survey-s of all aspects of social life, findings 'Were cons idered, recom-

mendations drawn up for appropriate bodies in civic government and objectives

established for the social action of church agencies aDd organizations. In

their publicit,., Riddell stated that "we are discovering and presenting to

tn.e popu1ar mind the collective sins of tn.e community and•••bringing the

responsibility for these home to the common conscience•••thus

clearing the Yay' for social progress.II 14

Woodsworth was impressed wi:th these efforts, but was convinced. that

there was a certain threshold beyond 'Which conservatism and. established wealth

within the church would nat permit such developments to go. By the date of

his appointment to All-P,eoplefs he had arrived at a Christian socialist posi-

tion. He could not accept the creeds of the ohurch in their literal form, amd

apparently felt a dishonest,. in acoepting them. on a.ny other basis. He re-

jected, not so much for himself as on principle, the Methodist ethic upon

which he had been brought up. He was undOUbtedly aware that in the battle

that _s shaping up within the church between the social gospel and orthe-
rnQr\t

.' doXj", the deveroPH of the social service 'Work of the cburch would be arrested.

130. H. Hopkins, opo-cit., p. 296; Stelzle was the centre of the Social Service
Department of the campaign.

14Social Service CotmcU. op-cit. pp. 5;-9.
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How could the Methodisb', and Presbyterian Churches, tile backbones of the

Social Service Council, continue to sponsor conferences at which s1JllP&th7

with Labour, ~d even socialism, were so obvious, and not incur the wrath

of its influeatial wealthy men 2 Was there azrr Samson who would risk the

, temple of Methodism by toppling these pillars of wealth and respectabllit1?

Furthermore, there was a question of even deeper significance inTolved.

in the social work of the church the answer to which neither Woodaworth

nor the church seems adequately to bave 'WOrked out, viz. What was the

nature of the church's presence in the social and political order?

Having been a significant force in awakening an awareness of the need far

organized social welfare work, should the churches remain in the field or

abandon it to non-church ageacies with its blessing? Men like T. A. :Moore,

G. J. Shearer and Gordon, holding in a qualified form the optimism of

Robertson as to the building of a great Christian natim in Canada, surged

ahead in terms of institutions established. .All men of Christian spirit

could. be counted on to embrace the task, were the truth of conditions but

lmown. To men like Woodsworth this was tmrealistic. The socialist

analysis has always been the most realistic element of s 001&1 gospel

thought, being closest to the classic ehristian doctrine of human sin.

It was essentially this that led Woodsworth in the Spring of 1913 to re-

tuse to let his name stand as a nominee for the position of field secre-

tary of the Methodist Depari;aent of Temperance and. Moral Referm.

The two great needs he saw-i'schools tor training social workers

and the organization and. direction in each community of social forees al
an

1 ready in existence-could best be met byAindependent national social welfare
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organization' working in eo-operation with the churches. 1; Negotiations

to establish an iDiependent organization came to a. hea.d in September of

19l..3. Having resigned from All-People's Mission in favour of this new

work, Woodsworth eagerly took up its secretaryship, working from its

Winnipeg Orrice.

Research and adult education formed. the bulk of his "WOrk and carried

him back and forth across the West into the East and occasionally into the

United States. In the first year alone he delivered some 190 addresses

to churches, trade unions and grain grower's associations, universities,

'Y'}CA IS, etc. studies he prepared were widely used.. He organized People IS

Forumsfor the purpose of further disseminating the concerns of the Cana

dian Welfare CoUncil. 'I'hroughout all theS;e' efforts there ran a eonsis-

tent strain of the left-wing of the social gospel. It pointed to in-

creasing social stratification of society, and to the concentration of

the achinery of industry in the hands of a few. It emphasized the need

for co-operative comnnmity organizations, from the local community level.

of education and recreation to the public ownership of railways, marketing

facilities, banks and. other public utilities. Among resolutions for dis-

cussionit recommended: "Resolved that attendance at political conVeIl-

tions will do as much to bring in the Kingdom of God as attendaDce at

prayer meetings; is war justified by the tea.chings of Jesus? Resolved

that comnercial interests are at the bottom of modern wars. 16

l;Xenneth HcNaught,A Prophet in Politics, (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 19;9). p. 58.

16Ibid• pp. 65-6.
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In lfSerm.<:l1S for the tJnsatisfied ti in the Guide, June .30, 1915, he wrote:

" •••to save a man you must save him body, soul and spirit and you must

transform the community in which he lives. No man lives or can live unto

himself."

Most of these questions led d:irectly into governmElltal and political

acticn. He accepted appointment as director of a Bureau of Social Research,

established jointly by the three prairie governments, and continued the main

line of his 'WOrk until the Bureau was closed due to the Manitoba govern-

ment's registration plan for Canadian workers. For several years, _dar

adverse circumstances he continuetto propagate his 'Views, the conviction

groldng in him that the frldtion of social welfare concerns lay in poli

tical action through a new party not committed to the perpetuation of

the present order.

The war separated such persons as Gordon and Woodsworth, although

for many years their activities were complementary. Both were Bll1Ch more

"organization men"than Bland. More widely read than Woodsworth, perhJ:tPs

even than Gordon, he did not give himself with the same single-mindedness
a.

to.cause. He may have been closer to Gordon. in temperament, but seems to

have moved. progressively ~owa:rd a positicn more akin to Woodsworth t s in

the course of the Winnipeg years. In the radical days of the idnnipeg

Hinisterial Association before the Great War, they must have been an

invincible combination. 17

l7Letter, J. King Gordon, August 17, 1961. A close study of the Winnipeg
press· and of the records of the Ministerial Association would be necessary
to work out the relation and contributicn of each in m:>re detail.
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2

Bland's entry into Western politics was in 1907. The Roblin

government in Manitoba was before the electorate. For the church

forces, intervention was in the area of temperance. Gordon had

praised the Government's ~emperance legislation, but criticized its

enforcement, declaring a Victory for the Roblin government as "a

moral Waterloo for the Province. nIB Professors W. F. Osborne and

Bland were notable in the attack upon the government. The Canadian

Annual Review quoted BlEpld's open letter to ;the Free Press, February

22: 19 ..

No government, as far as I know, has ever betrayed and flouted
temperance people like the present Government of Manitoba.
Their scorn of: pledges" their broken faith, their multiplication
of licenses, their thrusting of licenses upon protesting com
munities, do not merely stir my indignation as a temperance man
and a 6hristian, they make every drop of British blooil. in· me
tingle.

Election might brought a twenty-five to twelve-seat victory to

the Roblin government (three seats were still in doubt), and a ·strong

denunciation of clerical intervention. 20

Defeat was but the beginning of eight years of intensive cam

paigning which, combined wi th other issues" culminated in the defeat

of the Roblin Administration. The Vigour and scope of the campaign

can be seen in the summer campaign of 1909. In the space ot torty

one days, a group of six speakers and singers stumped the province

on behalf ot the Mani toba Social and Moral Reform

·Counci1. Travelling by auto, they held one hundred and

18. Q!!!, 1907, p. 585.

19. ~.

20. Q!!!, 1907, p. 577.
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torty-ni.ne public meetings. Ther: chief cry was "~ish the BarD, but

the chief speaker, Hr. W. W. Buchanan continually" argued fo r direct legis

lation, anti-monopoly and. the necessity of co-operation among farmers. 21

Paralleling the temperance question as a growing political issue ..s

that of the woman suffrage movement. The two were not unrelated, for

many counted on the winning of the vote for women as an objective that

would bring into play the purifying influences of a woman's heart and a

mother fS love. Woman would. do for the lOrld. lihat men had talled to do

in hundreds of years of politicking. Bland was one who tended to teel

this way. His conmentof' a tew years later:

I question whether we shall ever have democracy in ful1 flower
until women sit side by side 'With men in all departments of public
lite. • •• Women are needed in public life because there is a fine
spaciousness about men that makes them disdain small matters, es
pecially 'When they are handling public funds. 22

The suffragette movement brought into Manitob9. politics some able women,

among them Methodist Nellie McClung, a writer of some influence. She

becameprol'll'inent.--~nmost ot the reform movements of the time. As a

speaker she was outstanding. Tile crowds that swarmed to hear her otten

overflowed the largest halls available. 2,3

As the provincial elections of 1914 approached, these two campaigns

merged somewhat. Gordon and Bland" gave addresses to the one thousand
~

2lFAitoria1, The Grain Growers 1 Guide, August 14, 1909.

22News item, The star, Janua.17 12, 1920.

23oAR, 1914, p. 604: J. H. Riddell, Methodism in the !fiddle West (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, 1945), p. ,317; see also C1everdon, The Wom9.n Suffrage
Movement in Canada.(Torortto: u.n,versit~ Ofiof'onto 'P~Q'S\., IQ5'O).
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delegates of the provincial Liberal convention, March 26, 1914, as did

:Mrs. 14cCluug and Ht-s. Thomas of the Political Equality League. 24 They

brought to the convention the concerns of the still larger temperance

convention whose two thousand five hundred delegates bad met in Winnipeg

the week before. There is good reason to doubt that any deal was made

with the Liberal Party, as Ccnservatives were too willing to ~ii..ed'f&. But

the Social Sarwlee Council (as the Moral and Social. Reform Council was

now called) had signed pledges from its general membership that they

'WOuld not Yote for a Liberal platform. that did not accede to the council IS

demand. 25 The party i.l'.tCfact ren rather short of the mark when in its

mani.festo, it included woman suffragef4~, a referendUll on the liquor

problem, and a proposal for some form of direct legislation "as a means

of including the people in the process or law _king in a denDcratic

society." 26

These three objectives of reformers all tended to undermine the

traditional two pa.rt7 systea. They appealed basically to the conscimce

of the individual. The groups they appealed to crossed party lines en

tirely. Party politicians across the prairie gingerly dodged aligmnent

on the issues of temperance and woman suffrage,. and by and large they

had. a dislike for the idea of direct legislation in its implied Sllspieion

24CAR, 1914, p. 590.

25Char1es W. Gordon, Postscript to Adventure (New York: Farrar and Rine
hart, 1938), pp. 161-170.

26CAR, .1914, p. 590.
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that ultimate cQltrol of the party lay outside the hands of the people.

Even the Norris manifesto was a clever dodging of the issue. Iw only

real promise was woman suffrage; it used a single guarantee of the use

of direct legislation to avoid conmitting itself to the temperance forces.

'With good reason the direct legislation clause itself was vaguel

These terms from the Liberal IBrty seem,however , to have been

satisfa.ctory enough to earn the support of the Social Service Council.

In announcing the issues on June 6, Gordon declared them. to ,be questios$

of ethics, patriotism and religion, not of party politics. This 'Was the

culmination of thirteen years of work and prayer. On tie one side were

the Churches, various organizations, social workers, and all decent

oitizens; on the other, the Roblin government, the liquor traffic and

every form of organized vice a.nd crime. 27

The fonservative government had been in power sime 1899, and
;ts

although Gordon's comments were hardly fair to,..record in Slch areas as

its good administration of a bilingual school system, its political

methods were of the old school-rough, corrupt and vicious. 28 The

failure of its elevator scheme in 1912 further alienated rapidly waning

support of the farmers of the province. On the other hand. the Liberal

platform had become, in"the-words of the Manitoba Free Press, Ita fine,

27CAR, 1914, p.598.

28W. L. Morton, The Pr0f.'essive Partl in Canada (Tormto: tfuiversity
of Toronto Press, 1950 , p. 31.



progressive, humanistic docU1tent, significant of a new movement in

politics. ft 29 Even the socialist F. J. Dixon fought inUberal party

ranks at this time. Such was the hold of the government on the French

and immi..grant vote, however, that it narrowly escaped defeat in spite

of a minority of 5000 in the popular vote. The next year, however, when

the governm.ent was overturned on financial irregularities, the ccnser

vative party was virtually eliminated, taking only 5 seats out of 46.

Bland fS pg.rticipation in these campaigns over the years was ap-

parentl,. vigorous. They earned for him a reputation in at least the

conservative press of being "by nature and advocacy a Liberal partisan. ft .30

Canadian Annual Review, however, characterized his overriding interest as

being "love of democracy.1t 31 However, in view of his other activities,

to which we shall turn shortly, he was in all probability still exercis-

ing his vote Ch1 an independent and non-partisan basis. Were this ques-

tion simply to be judged in terms of provincial politics, the conser-

vative press may bave had soa justification, but just as the reform.

campaigns were dissolving party ties in one way in provincial politics,

the sectional mterests of the \lest. were intruding on them in another way.

Between 1911 and 1919 all three prairie govemments became, ~ fact it

not in name, farmer governments under Liberal administrations, and

enacted most of the legislative programs ot the Grain Growers Association~.·••

29mitorial, The Nanitoba Free Press, June 20, 1914; quoted in V.L.
MOrton, Ope cit., p• .32.

30CAR, 1907, p. 585.

31CAR, 1914, p. 547.



However, during that time the issues that the powerful (}rain Growers

Associationsprojeeted upon the political horizon became questions whieh

could onl)" be settled by recourse to federal politics. The National

Poliey, to which both old parties when in power ·had substantially ad

hered since 1878, was in question. The west was demanding a New National

Policy, in which its interests ..,u1d receive equal attention. Bland

tuny endorsed the demand. Just as it created tension between federal

and Western provincial Liberals, it confim.ed him in his non-P1rlisan

position.

To a remarkable degree many of the same people were caught up in

the vortice.s of each of the reform. organizations. They Jll:)ved with ease

from the cause of temperance to that of woman suffrage, to the single

tax, direct legislation and. free trade. Not onl)" did the Grain Grower~;!'

Associations espouse most of these objectives during the decade, but

also the conferences of at least the Methodist Church in Hmitoba had

declared for all except perhaps the single tax. 32. Together, this

canp1ex of movements created. a growing force lbich broke the back of the

two party system in the West.

Gordon in the gigantic campaign outlined above, had mobilized his

forces around an early and relatively conservative, but hi.ghl.y optimistic

form of the social. gospel that saw political problems in simple terms,

even though he realized the magnitude of the forces arrayed against him.

Woodsworth was slowly evolvini a more eanp1ex and realistic form of the

3~ CAR. 1914, pp. 598-9.
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new politics, Christian in temper and socialist in anaJ..ysis. Between

the two, Salem Bland stands as the representative of the social gospel

of agrarian revolt.



CHA.PT"ER V. THE SOCIAL GOSPEL .AND WESTERN RADICALISM

The increasingly .insistent problem. the Grain Grovers 1 Associations

faced in the second decade of the twentieth century was how best to take

political action to secure their objectives of a square deal for the

farmers of the west. Although between 1911 and 1918 their pressure upon

the federal government let up, in the background a debate was proceeding

which culminated in the actions of the farmers organizations in 1919 and

t~e formation of the Federal Progressive Party.

Sectional pressure in the west had had early successes in the Crow's

Nest Pas. Agreement, 1897, the Canada Grain Act, 1900, and Manitoba rail...

J W113 legislation in 1901. Following 1901, the Grain Growers 1 Associations

were organized. and became increasingly powerful agents of sectional

interests. In 1906, the Grain Growers' Grain Co. Ltd. was established to

trade on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange and won a' major victory in defeating

the Exchange's attempt to suspend its rights to trade. A 1909-1910 attempt

by private companies to undercut the Grain Growers 1 Grain Company by elim

inating the 1% handling charge was defeated through the solidarity of the

farmers behind their company. When pressure for government-owned elevator

systems failed, the Grain Growers established their own systems. The

Grain Growers t economic activities of the decade had proven successful.

From 1906 on, however, the farmers were faced with an issue which

could not be solved by the economic action of their organizations. The

Tariff Commission of 1905-1906 did not produce the legislative results for

which they hoped. In 1909 world wheat prices began a steady decline,
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accompanied by rising costs or! manufactured goods and transportation. In

19l1 the defeat of Reciprocity stirred a new distrust of the old parties.

Growing discontent was evident in the pages of the Guide from 1909 on,

with letters regularly urging political action. In September of' 1911, the

Guide itself deUared: ttWhat is needed is a radical part,. with the courage

of its convictions.n2

Lipset, in his book on Agrarian Socialism has observed that "fie (;01...

lectivist ideas which were to mature in the C.C.F. in the 1930
'
s, were

based directly on the farmer IS day-to-day experiences. 8
3 It is equa.ll7

tru.e that such ideas were appropriated from visionary radicals who frCII

the first saw the farmers' movement as a part of the world wide conflict

of capital and labour. E. A•.Partridge" for example, who originated lD&l17

of the a hove developnents affecting the farmers 1 social and economic wel

fare, including the Grain Growers' Guide. came to the West in l.883 at 21

'With a Ruskinian socialist outlook. In 1910 a very small. percentage of

the farmers of the West saw their problems as part of a system in the way

Partridge did. It was not until the experiences of a decade persuaded

most that this view was correct that a significant entry into politics by

the Grain Growers 1 Associations could. be made. It was as the influential

.' proponent of a systematically radical religious and political point of

view that Bland. contributed to the crystallisation of a body of opinion

1. S. M. Lipset, rarian Soc· sm The C C F in Baskatchewan (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1950 , pp.50-54.

2. Editorial, The Grain Growers t Guide (hereafter cited as G.G,G),
September 27, 1911•

.3. s. H. Lipset, op.cit., p.48.



which saw the problems of the West in teras of a fundamental disorienta

tion of the whole Canadian economic, pol!tical - and religious-system.

Formed to promote economic ends the Grain Growers' Association rea-.

orted through most of the decade to by-passing part~san polities altogether,

first by giving support to the old party candidate who most fully

embraced Grain Growers objectives formulated at the annual conventions •

the' f1Farmer I s Parliaments I fI as they were known. Later a great deal of

importance was attached to direct legislation by means of which the people

could break up the coherence of party programs and the control of indivi

dual candidates by caucus and other party machinery. Referendum and

recall were its prim.ary objectives. Later still, a certain amount of

J hope was pJa ced in semi-party organizations such as the Free Trade League.

Union Government in 1917 with cabinet representation for the farmers tea-

pered the movement for awhile, although among the most ardent proponents

of direct political action, the campaign fo r a new National Policy em'b0d7

ing the farmers free trade interest scarcely missed. astride.4 For a time

the edge was taken off the cry for a radical party by the emergence after

1913 of an inoreasingly indepen:1ent liberal JIlOvement in the West. It waa

the final disillusionment of Western hopes in the Liberal Party of Canada,

first after the great Winnipeg Liberal Convention in 1917 ani then in the

Union Government, that 1ed to the more direct form of political. action Dr

the Grain Growers 1 Associations and Canadian Council ot Agriculture in

1919.

4. W. L. Morton# The proressive Party in Canada (Toronto: University
or Toronto Press, 1950 , p.54.
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Although Bland was not directly part of the Grain Growers t Move

ment, he mixed \C';.,dDtive~ in severa! organizations with the leaders, in

particular of the Manitoba Grain Growers' Association. In Saskatchewan

he had early made a mark in his prominent roles in the organization of

the SaskatchewanConterence in 19Cfl and in the first convocation of the

University of Saskatchewan in 1908. Arter 1910 he had obviously com.e to

be considered. a man who had the interests of western agrarianism close

to his heart, and whose religious,. social and political views consorted

well with the needs of the western community.

At the very latest, m.and embraced a form. of Christian Socialism by

.( 1908. In 1907 he expressed an unequivocal support of democracy in a lee

ture before the Canadian Club of Winnipeg,. December 11th. The weaknesses

of democracy were obvious, he declared, but "the pinch of a new shoe at

one point 1s felt more than all the f1t elsewhere. If The glory of democ

racy was "not in getting things done, but in producing the largest

number of good men." It does not bestow ·rewards for greatness as does a

monarchy', but it requires a more "disinterested. service and devotion, It

and offers us the privilege of making our own mistakes. Macaulay may

have been right that you "cannot concluct a campaign with a debating soe

iety, tf but we should not be blinded by this comment to the great warning

of history which democracy heeds - beware of short cuts. If "democracy

maybe misled. by demagogues, so may despots by favourites and aristocr....

cies by their selfish interests and prejudices.,,5 This represents a die-

5. Bland papers, "Democracy - Strengths and Weaknesses;.rt
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tinct change from his equivocal remarks on democracy at the turn of the

century.

His reading in 1907-1909 veered somewhat from the historical~ thee

10~cal and fictional to include some fifteen books6 in the area of

Christianity and socialism, notable among them being Rauschenbusch's first

book~ Christianit:[ and. the Social Crisis. published in 1901. The book

provided What the social gospel in North America desperately needed - the

stat_ent of a biblical basis for radical social and political action rel-

evant to the needs of collective, ind.ustrial society. Borrowing from

Ritschl~ it found the key in the concept of the kingdom of God. "Solldar-

istic lf was the word Rauschenbusch used to describe the organic nature of

this kingdom. Co-operation and brotherhood were its marks - social

justice and economic dEmocracy its minimum requirements. Opposed to it

was an organic kingdom of evil, whose strands enmeshed human life. No

person lived separately; guilt and salva.tion were shared; the salvation of

society was essential to the salva.tion of individuals. The heart of evil

was competi.,tion and self-seeking. On this basis Rauschenbusch accepted

much of the orthodox socialist cnticisms of the social order, stressing~

however, that religious faith was opposed to materialist ph.i.1osophy; that

there was value and social possibility in the churches; that religious

regeneration waa a factor in the salvation of society; that while there is

it:. reality in the influence of society there is a collateral responsibilitY'
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in the individual. On the one hand he pronounced capitalism to be "a mam

monistic? organization with which Christianity can never' be content." On

the other, he declared. that nthe working class embodies an immense fund of

moral energy which we need to equip the social order." He added, " •••if

the banner of the Kingdom of God is to enter through the gates of the

future, it will have to be carried by the tramping hosts of labor.n8 The

application of this form of the social gospel to the prairie \lest, schooled

in the virtues of co-operation, is clear. To Bland its relevance was

obvious. He must have felt he owed much to Rauschenbusch when he assessed.

his contribution to the left wing of the church in America to be equiva

lent to that of Han to the international socialist BlOvement.9

Contemporary with this reading, there appears evidence of Bland t S

activities asa "single-taxer" - an advocate of Henry George t s proposal ot

a single tax on all land values as a means of overcoming inequality of

distribution of wealth. The Guide in February, 1913, quoted Bland on the

nFalse Prosperity" of unearned wealth:

An earnest and keen advocate of Christian democracy and a keen
observer of the signs of the times, told a Winnipeg audience
a few days ago that if he could choose between completely' wiping
out the liquor traffic and putting an end. to real. estate specu
lation he would not hesitate to choose the latter.10

C. H. Hopkins, The Rise of the Social Gospel in American Protestant
ism, 1865-1915 (New Haven: Yale Universit7 Press, 1940), Chapter nne

8. Walter RauBchenbusch, Christianizing the Social. Order (New York: The
MacMillan Company, 1909), p.449.
Bland papers, "Looking Backward and Looking Forward., II a sermon,
October .31, 19.37.

Editorial, G.G.G., Februar,y 26, 1913.
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Such speculation he consid:eNddemoralizing, not only to those who lost,

but more to those who won. Their tragedy was that of "wasted and diasi-

pated lives resulting from the accumulation of fortunes that were

acquired without giving service in return. 1f Later in the year he

addressed a group of one hundred Single Tax advocates, along with

D. W. Buchanan, R. L. Scott and Rev. D. S. Hamilton~ At the 1915 conven-

tion of the Manitoba Grain Growers I Assooiation-: he applauded the passage

of a proposal for the taxation of land values. At the same time, among

otherremarks, he commended oo-operation to them as npart of the divine

plan of human brotherhood. fl12

In 1910 the ocoasion came for active advocacy of free trade. The

elections of that year in Great Britain brought the question of imperial

preference into the limelight. The issue of Reciprocity with the United

States in its turn was gathering foree in preparation for the 1911

federal elections. In th~ course of the year there was correspondence

between the Secretary of the Manitoba Grain Growers I Association,

Roderick McKenzie and G. W. Carter of the Free Trade Union in England,

making it clear that the Grain Growers had no desire for preference in

the British market and that "loyalty to the empire does not rest on so

ignobl.e a base as the success of the Protectionist movement.,,13 In the

midst of such developments, a Canadian Free Trade League was organized

,. in Winnipeg, May 25th, with 300 members.14 Bland was on the executive

li. Canadian.Annual Review (hereafter cited as 2M!), 1913, p.578.

12. G.G.G., Januar,y 20, 1915, p.64.

1.3. CAR. 1910, p.60.
14. Ibid., p.61.
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along with McKenzie, J. W. Scallion, Honorary President of the Manitoba

Grain Growers' Association, A. W. Puttee, socialist editor of the 'lVoice:,i
15

~ A. McDonald, R. G. Richardson of the Winnipeg Tribune and others.

Organizers were appointed at various centres.

There is no further record of Bland's activities under the League,

although undoubted.ly he was prominent in its organization and as a

speaker throughout the subsequent election. Defeat of Reciprocity seems

to have been a severe blow to the League, for five years later, in 1916,

the "Farmers' Parliaments ft were again considering the formation of a Free

Trade League or Party. At the U.F.A. Convention a resolution for the

organization of a third political party was tabled and in its place the

organization of such a League unanimously approved.l6 The formation of a

Free Trade party was the subject of the keenest debate of the Manitoba

Grain Growers' Association Convention. It arose as an amendment to a res-

olution regarding the circulation of literature on the subject of free

trade. Its mover, Mr. Shaw, and its seconder, the Rev. P. McLeod, had

much support for their eloquent pleas for a departure from "independence",

for treading in the footsteps of European and Australian examples of

Farmer and Labor parties, but they were defeated. by arguments as to the

dangers involved in the Grain Growers' Association!' becoming or forming

a political party. The plea of President R. C. Henders on behalf of in-

dependent action, electing the best individual candidates ffto go to

15. Puttee was also an ex-Member of Parliament, 19QO-1904. K. McNaught
describes the paper as one of the best Left newspapers in the cou.n
try; A Prophet in Politics (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
1959), p.54.

16. Fditorial, G.G.G., Janua17 26, 1916.
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Ottawa••• to proclaim the principles which the Grain Growers'

Association stood for,ff were heeded. 17 The Guide, however, warned

that the movement was bound to grow until some relief was seoured

from the burden the tarif+ placed upon the western farmer. It was

opposed to the Grain Growers' Association becoming a polit ioal party,

but believed that the organization of a Free Trade League would pro

vide the opportunity for educational work on this great reform and al

so the opportunity for political action whenever it was deemed nec

essary or wise. tllB

3

Neither a matured western liberal party, nor a distinctively

agrarian party was to emerge directly from the developments of the

middle 'teens. Perhaps the chief reason for this was the outbreak

of the first world war, participation in which greatly affected

Canada's economic and political development.
. 19

v Gordon and the right wing of the social gospel unhesitatingly

embraced the war. Gordon made stirring appeals for prompt artl large

enlistment, and penned patriotic poems such as the follOWing:

o Canadal What answer make to calling voice and beati~ drum,
'1'0 sword gleam and to pleading prayer of God
For right? What answer makes my soul? 20
"Mother, to thee! God, to Thy help! Quick! My Svord. tt

17. G.G.G., January 12, 1916, p. 32.

18. Editorial, January 19, 1916.

19. Vide, E. A. Christie, uThe Presbyterian Church in Canada and
Tf'SOfficial Attitude toward Public Mfairs and Social Problems,
1875-1925, It (an unpublished Master's thes,is, University of
Toronto, 1955), pp. 100-141.

20. CAR, 19J4, p. 188• .Q!!i contains surveys of the attitude of the
churches to the war during 1914-1918.
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Woodsworth, and others of the left wing, refused to· b:e drawn into the

maelstrom. Ivens, the Methodist and Irvine the Presbyterian, vigorous

exponents of the social gospel in Winnipeg and Calgary respectively, both

lost churches over the issue as to whether Beelzebub oould cast out

" Beelzebub.21 Woodsworthls position was based more on feeling and conne-

tion than reason:

Many are going to the front or are supporting the war in the
belief that in this way they may help bring about the triumph
of right and peace. Som.e of us have not so learned Christ,
yet we dare not dogmatize.•••• 22

His opposition wa.s based on the two foundation stones of Jesus' teaching

and the argument of socialism.

Although McNaught sta.tes that Bland opposed the war on the same

ground as Ivens, no evidence makes this unequivocally clear. There was an

implicit condemnation of the war in his baccalaureate sermon in Toronto,

April 25, 1915, in which he equated tKaiserism t in Canada and I Kaiserism I

in Germany. A month earlier he had eloquently proclaimed that the war

had proved Christianity a failure.,fJ. Castell Hopkins contrasted Bland

with most thinkers, who agreed that British action in rushingto the defense

of small nations and the sanctity of treaties, was exhibiting that I'mili

tant Christianity which had made t he Crusades possible and the early Church

a fact ••••"23 In his sermon, however, Bland also condemned Sir Robert

21. Irvine was working for the Unitarian Church at the time. His ortho
doxy and his patriotism had been questioned but upheld in his first
charge with the Presbyterian Church. Interview, May 14-15, 1961.

22. J. S. Woodsworth, "Follovn. ng the Gleam, tt quoted in K. McNaught,
op.cit., p.8'7.

23. CAR. 1915, p•.349.
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Borden if he Illends himself to the sinister influences he has admitted

into his cabinet and springs an election upon Canada during the war,

" stirring up the passions of the Canadian people•••• n24 Hopkins was right.

Bland t s position was an unusual one. He refused to be stampeded into

enthusiasm about the war. He saw it as a tragic occurrence which judged

both Christianity and civilization severely. Yet it was a fact, and some

of its objectives and qy-produets might be turned to good effect.

In the first place he us ad the cry against autocracy abroad to co~

demn that same enemw in Canadian ' economic life. His other activities

assume as axiomatic that the primary objective in the war required a full

measure of political and eoonomic democracY' at home. In the second. place

he placed a hopeful construction upon the sacrifice and the comradeship

the war entailed. In a sense this wa.s a completion of his vision of the

· Canadian nation. In his regular colwnn in the Guide. January 23, 1918..

he was prone to see the sacrifice of the war as a kind of purging of nat.-

ional. life - a heroic ploughing and preparation of the soil for the seeds

of divine ideasb~ch only a nation can live. The war, though, seemed

only to a ccelerate the forces of regeneration that had been at work. But
i1

the divine purpose was the regeneration of man, and
A

the war was at best

only an accelerator, why was it necessary? This was another form of the

old and pelliexing question about the existence of evil to which the answer

was as old and perplexing in its own way, but often remarkably true: the

"deepest peace and hope spring out of the W'lexpJ.ained mysteries of human
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suffering. fJ25 In an earlier article he took comfort in the Hegelian dia.

lectic, which he felt threw a flood light upon hmnan history. "Opposition

is the pa.th to peace, and the sharper and deeper the opposition, the more

26
complete and lasting is the peace. That is the law of human progress."

The last fifty years had seen the individualist and the socialist

views of life set in opposition. "Perhaps the special contribution of

this century might be that it was the century in which men learned. not\to1"try

to put asunder what God had joined together - individual and social perfec-

tion." The implication for the individual was ffthat he who strives to

perfect his own life shall fail, but he 'Who merges his own life in the

larger life of men shall find it again at its richest and fullest and

highest. fJ The implications of this for society was that lithe improvement

of society begins with the individual, but the improvement of the individ-

ual ends only in the improvement of society." If the sacrifice and solid-

arity of the war effort oould be turned to account in contributing to such

a synthesis of individualism and socialism then perhaps the gains might

outstrip the losses. In any case, a new Canada would emerge from the

struggle. For this, Canadians had to be prepared, and the only response

Bland considered adtlquate to meet the challenge was one based upon the

vi Christian socialism ot';the S oci&1 gospel. The first expression he gave to

this, however, was rather clouded by the idealism of the late war years.

mand f s first attempt to harness some of the by-products of war was

"The New Canada Movement," He Jaboured. upon this project through the

25. G,G,G., JanuaI7 23, 1918, p.38.

26. G.G,G., Januar,y 9, 1918, p.25.
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first half 01'1917. When the plan first took shape in his mind is not

clear. Ear~ in tne year ne promoted it in the Gtmeral Ministerial Assoc-

iation in Winnipeg. A comittee of Bland,. C. G. Patersen and

W. P. Osborne, were appointed to draw up a statement of belief and to

arouse public interest. The effort elicited sympathetic press coverage.27

A number of meetings were held and plans m.ade for a representative confel"

ence. The New Canada Movement was to serve as an inspiration to men .,,_

striving to quicken the individual and. public conscience.,,28 Its state-

ment of belief was that a new Canada was waiting to be discovered; that a

vast body of people before the war desired reforms, - a desire and need

which the war had accentuated; that this desire was a genuine expression

of religion, was the kind of religion most needed. and was in t he tradi

tion of the great prophets and saints. Its broad initial platform would.

have widespread appeal to men of good will at all classes and interests;

and that the movement must work out its own specific progr_.29 The

.J movement was clearly' conceived to appeal to a general sense of moraJ.

idealism.

The problem inherent in this conception was the subject of correspon

dence between Bland and William R. Wood, secretary of the Manitoba Grain

Growers f Association. Wood was interested in the question as to how the

organization might bring home to people the significance of specific

questions affecting the general welfare and. how action would be taken to

27. ID.and papers, Victoria University Archives.

28. Draft of ad edieation form. for the Movement, BJ.and papers.

29. Ibid.
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secure change.30 Here was the "stone of stumbling" of all movements based

simply upon "the good will of all classes and interests. tr Bland t s mystique

of the Canadian nation seemed to cloud for him the particular, regional,

even class character of the reforms he clearly espoused. Wood, direct

Scot that he was, felt the evils had to be named if the m.ovement were to

be useful - tariff, grain gambling and profiteering-and declared the unit,

needed was "one of clear seeinl~"31 He would also prefer to see less

emphasis on Canadianism and more on internationalism and world brotherhood.

We do not have Bland's replies. The generality of the m.ovement was

.' heartily approved by T. A. Moore of the Methodist Department of Evangel-

ism and Social Service, who offered flevery possible assistance" and sug

gested sending reports and documents to every ci. ty and town in canada.32

How Ar the movement developed is not known. It had within it the

seeds either of its own destruction, or of innocuous existence. The o~

later reference to the Movement (or another attempt with the same name)

occurred in an article of W'oodsworth in the Canadian Forum. November, 1924,

on ftMobilizing Progressive Opinion in Canada. II In it he notes the New

Canada Movement as one of the few progressive organizations active in what

had then become a general mood ot apathy to public affairs. In any event,

by May of 1917, more inmediate and perhaps more hopeful channels were

opening tor the energies of both the organizer and prospective members of

the New Canada Movement.

30. !food to B:4md... ~ ,., 1917, Bland pap~rs. WoQd was also an M.L.A.
~n the Manitooa LegJ.slature for BeautJ.ful PlaJ.ns constituency.

31. Wood to Bland, May IS, 1917, ibid.

32. Moore to Bland, April 18, 1917, ibid.
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4
In letters to prominent Canadian papers in November of 1916,33

Bland had given expression to his concern that during the crisis of

war Canada. was being governed by a party government. Britain, France

and New Zealand had adopted coalition or national governnents and

Australia was about to do so. The early Liberal support of the gov

ernment of Sir Robert Borden as a war government had all~ vanished.

The Liberal press increasingly engaged in denunciation of "Borden him

self as a leader. The failure of recruiting, the situation in Quebec

and the problems of the West aggravated the growing rIft between the

parties. It was clear by the spring of 1917 that either the formatio

of a union government or the return of a party government with a new

mandate from the people was inevi table if Canadians were to cope with

emergent problems and remain a united people.

There were many motives for urging a union government in Canada.

Each group advocating union government had its own reasons for be

lieving it advantageous. Conservatives saw it as a means of escaping

the odium of having introduced conscription; Liberals as a means of

criticizing the" conservative government wi thou t too obviously tipping

their hand and displaying their wish for an election; corporations as

a way of averting the nationalization of public services; the west as

a method of' securing reform of tariff and fiscal policy. Although

Bland shared in the last, his primary motive was one common in the

West, namely, a desire to move beyond the present party system. His

proposal to the papers in November rejected a coalition in favour of

a national government, composed of the best talent in the

nation and representative of all regions and indus-

33. ~ Toronto Daily~, November 11, 1916.
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tries. He repeated this in a further letter to the Free Press on December

9~!';''''1 declaring an election to be a calamity, nyet we might drift into one,

each party blaming the other. ff He was a prominent supporter, if not the

instigator, of a resolution passed unanimous4r at •the Winnipeg Ministeri81.

Association, January 15, 1917, demanding a broadly representative govern-

" ment with "the ~ghest a.d:mi.ni.strative and scientific talent of the nation. ,,34

A week later the Canadian Club of which he was a member unanimously

passed a similar resolution proposing a non-partisan national government

and. opposing recourse to a federal election. Bland I S hand seems apparent

in the phrasing of the resolution•.3; By contrast, the Winnipeg Board of

Trade proposed that Borden a ssign responsibilities "to men whose executive

and business capacity is recognized throughout the Dominion•••• n.36

When negotiations were tmdertaken toward a coalition, the issue

hinged upon conscription. At the recent Imperial Conference, Borden had

become convinced of the necessity of such a step. To remove the issue as

much as possible from a general election, he had proposed to Laurier in

early June that the coalition first be formed and the Military Service Bill

be passed, but not enforced, until a subsequent election, at which the

coalition would seek its mandate. The personal and party problems of

al1gningwith conscription forces were too great for Laurier, who proposed

rather that either a referendum or a general election be held on the

subject itself. On June 6th, negotiations broke down. Conservatives

.34. CAR. 1917.. p.55.3ft•

.35. Resolution of the Canadian Club, Winnipeg, January 24.. 1917•

.36. CAR. 1917.. p.55.3f:r.
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applauded Borden's strategy and forecast what indeed began to happen·

the break-up of the Liberal party.37 Conservative rallies in Torcnto

June 10, and Winnipeg, June 21, endorsed government policies and made

no further mention of coalition. The Conservatives apparently believ~

that they were in a position to face the country in an electian and

win with small losses in Quebec.

Many Liberals, however, in the house and across the country, we~

still demanding a coalition or national government. The Manitoba~

Press suggested, July 12, that an organized Liberal group could legit

imately receive a proposal from Sir Robert Borden. Men like Calder

from Saskatchewan, Hudson from 14anitoba, and Clifford Sifton were bah:

this move. On July 6, they issued a call tor a western Liberal convel

tion to meet in Winnipeg-far from the seductions of the east. Dissen

tient Liberal members, leaders and candidates declared that winning t1:

war was the first objective of the nation, that a coalition was ~

practicable. that no extension of Parliament should be agreed to, and

that at the neIt election the Liberals under Laurier would be victor

ious. They suggested another voluntary effort before conscription

was imposed. A few influential men like Newton W. Rowell, Premier

of Ontario, counsellor of a policy of holding the gate open for

coalition, were supported by the eight hundred delegates to the

Ontario Liberal Convention in Toronto, August 2-3. This gathering

urged that both political machines stand aside and that

a national, non-partisan government be establishedl They

37. CAR, 1917, p. 561.
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were apparently willing to accept Borden as its leader. Ontario Liberals

in general, seemed in revolt against party leadership.38

The West was obviously in a key position and the Liberal hi~rarchy'

anxiously awaited the results of the Western Convention. The West was

more than a little conscious of its new power in Dominion affairs. Ita

representation had jumped from thirty-five to fifty-seven since the last

election, approximately one-third of the house. On behalf of the conven...

tion f S organizers, Sir Clifford Sifton had stumped through Winnipeg..

Regina and Hoose Jaw, arguing for a coalition government. The first

day's resolutions dealt with interest of the \.kst in eduoation, settle-

ment, credit, living oosts, prohibition, lancis and resources. During the

discussion of war problems on the second d~, "severe disapproval of the

War Administration of the Borden Government'· was expressed. Without ret-

erring directly to coalition, the convention attacked the policy ot making

a "national life and death struggle the prerogative of one political partYe,,39

A "win the war" resolution on recruitment was defeated with an amendment

for compulsion, but passed without it. This was a portent of revolt, for

on the third day, the 1,000 delegates took a turn against the convention

organizers and endorsed Laurier's leadership, confident that he would be

returned to power and resolving to keep controversy in the coming election

on a plane free from passion and prejudioe. In addition to this pious

hope, they declared that whichever party be returned to power, the

business of government "should be carried out by a truJJ national govern--

38. CAR, 1917, p.566.

39. CAR. 1917, p.573.
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ment composed of representatives drawn from the different elements and

industries of Canada. "40 Laurier wired that the War resolution was in

accord with his views and those of eastern Liberals. With the exception

of Ontario, the Liberal party seemed to be manoeuvering into a position

"to contest the conservative pre-emptive bid to become the party to bring

in a national government.

To Bland this was but another example of wha.t he had dubbed the

r'age of the tu quoque," - the bidding and counter-bidding, the charging

and counter-charging which he saw as the ''reductio ad absurdum" of the

existing party system. When, on June 24th, he had declared. that "the

passionate desire of Canada for a National Government should be met and

Sir Robert should reconstruct his Government," ':he had been dubbed "a

vehement, fighting Liberal. f•
U But he was not a Liberal partisan. !h!

Toronto Globe had made an accurate assessment of him in 1915 when it com.

mented that lithe preacher is no respecter of partiesen42 What he had.

said then he still believed: "Our Canadian public life today is utterly

unworthy of the best soul of the Canadian people.... I speak because,

frankly, I have no faith in either political party under present leader-

s~p.... We must have a power in Canada that can reach the conscience

of the Canadian people. ...We must have a party that is upright and

clean - a party that counts honour above success. n43

40. CAR, 1917, p.575.

41. CAR, 1917, p.56,.

42. News item, The (Toronto) Globe, April 26, 1915.

43. Ibid.
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Winnipeg Liberals began to express dissatisfaction with the position

of the Western convention. To the Guide the convention did not represent

the best thought and opinion of the prairie provinces.44 At the end of

August a mass meeting of Manitoba women's organizations declared itself

unanimously for a non-partisan National Govermnent. The Rev. A. E. Smith,

" President of the Manitoba Methodist Conference, spoke widely on behalf' of

the same objective and again, mand was prominent in this campaign.

Since the end of ~, however, he had had a second ca~paign on his

~ hands. At that time he and Dr. A. J. Irwin had been informed. of their

enforced retirement from the staff of Wesley College on the ostensible

grounds offina.ncial retrenchment. The Board of Directors faced. a bank

overdraft of $28,000.00 which had represented a yearly deficit of

approximately $10,000.00 since the beginning of the war. A special

committee of the Board to deal with staff reorganization, composed ot

"J. H. Ashdown, Dr. Popham, Dr. Halpenny, Rev. A. E. Smith, Dr. Hughson"

Dr. Darwin and E. L. Taylor, had announced this necessity of saving the

$7,000.00 per year devoted. to the two professors t salaries. Smith, at

first opposed, had been persuaded to make the vote unanimous. According

to the Guide, mand was curtly infonned Uthat his services would not be

required after June 30th. No word of explanation or appreciation was

given. u45 Apparently" however, notices of dismissal were sent, simply

giving financial reasons for the action.46

44. GOO, August 15, 1917, p.22.

45. GOO, June 27, 1917.

46. K. McNaught, op.cit." P.SO.
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Both ID.and and Irwin carried the issue to the public by speeches and

letters in a campaign whose reverberations had not died a year later.

v The Manitoba Conference was severely disrupted by the issue. Parts of

several sessions were devoted to it. Members of the board of the college

and the dismissed professors freely stated their case. The public, pres-

ent in large numbers, was not at all equivocal in its feeling on the sub-

ject. The Guide somewhat dramatically reported that "the mention of

Dr. Bland. t S name was sufficient to cause a rustle and on his a.ppearance

on the platform to state his case he was greeted with an ovation.n4,? The

public was later excluded from the meeting, which went on to approve the

policy of retrenchment and pledged support to the board on the underst&n-

ding that its action would be reconsidered in the light of Conference

v discussions. The Saskatchewan Conference took a much more vigorous at'ti-

tude, condemning the method of dismissal by committee rather than by the

full board. Its conmumcation to the board continued.:48

•••in the opinion of this Conference, the truest econom;y would
be to strengthen rather than weaken the Theological Department
of Wesley College and in view of the unquestioned ability of
Dr. Bland. and the excellence and loyalty of his service over
the past fourteen years, we trust every effort will be made by
the Board to retain his services.

The trust wa.s misplaced. At a meeting of the Board an September 40th,

at which the two professors were heard and the case reviewed, a motion by

A. E. Smith to reinstate Bland and Irwin failed to obtain a seconder. On

December 29th, the Court of Appeal of the Methodist Church of Canada

ruled that the Board had "acted within its powers••• , yet the summary dis--

47. GOO. June 27, 1917, p.22.

48. K. McNaught, op.cit., p.SO.
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missal•••at the time at which it was done was not in ham.ony with the

usage and law of the church.,,49 In spite of this final word from the

Court of the Church, the Saskatchewan Cont'erence was not satisfie:i. In

1918 it appointed. a committee to investigate the whole affair and to

report. The report was received in June" 1919, and forwarded. to Wesley

College. It acknowledged the financial reasons!J but questioned the

motives behind the choice of Bland as the person upon whom the axe should

fall.

On the subject of motives, the Guide suggested that he was dismissed

due to t1his outspoken condemnation of political corruption and his

unswerving championship of social reform. ff 50 The Canadian Annual Review

said it another ~ in referring to "the extreme views of Dr. Bland in

regard to social, political and religious problems. tf5l The Voice, June 8,

1917, wrote perhaps the strongest condemnation: 52

Wesley College is sacrificing the strongest man west of the Great
Lakes on the altar of obedience to vested interests and political
pull••••Such an institution has no place and no funetion in the
free west.... They plead poverty. Yet they own mjllions. Sheae

'J on the Church. Shame on the institution. Shame on the men, the
millionaires, men of brains and business, who put up such a plea.

'!'he students of the college were also suspicious of the motives and &pp.

ointed a special committee to investigate the affair and publish their

conclusions. Their leaders' efforts were rewarded by a severe grilling

at the hands of the College Beard.53 Further, an old friend, and. member of

49. CAR. 1917, pp.739-74O.

50. GGG, June 27, 1917, p.22.

51. CAR, 1917, pp.739-740.

52. Quoted. in K. McNaught, 012..cit., p.SO.

53. Bland to the editor, The Sta.r. March 21, 1931.
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the Board" later told Bland that Irwin had been retired to cover the attack

on mand.54

Circumstantial evidence suggests that the Voice was correct that money

was no object. On April 9, 1918, J. H. Riddell, who had been Principal

. tor barely a year, reported that the $10,000.00 yearly deficit had been

eliminated. by rigid economy; that Ashdown, chairman of the Board and

member of the oommittee which disposed of Bland and Irwin, had offered.

$10,000.00 against the debt of $28,000.00 if others would cover the rest,

and that in December, when a campaign for ancdditional endowment of

$400,000.00 was undertaken, Ashdown had subscribed $100,000.00 in advance. 55

There was, of course, no reason why Ashdown and company should subsidize

pollticaJ. and theological views they disagreed with, but there is no hint

that they felt any qualms of conscience with respect to their responsibil-

ities to the two men ooncerned and to the stature of Wesley College. In

.' 1914 at the occasion of the union of Mani.tobs. and Wesley Colleges, the

Principal, Rev. Dr. Stewart had said: 56

•••the denominational colleges stand for freedom of investigation
as regards religious truth and•••there must be no trammels placed
upon the minds of those who. are appointed. to do this work of
higher education in the sphere of religion.

Although there were many ·who were concerned about the theological climate

in the colleges which Bland was conspicuous in promoting, during fourteen

years of service his ability a s a teacher was never questioned. But in

1917 1t..'jiSteY&i't retired as Principal, and "there came a Pharaoh who knew

54. Ibid.

55. CAR, 1918, p. 600.

56. CAR, 1914, p.613
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not Joseph." In the interregnum" the axe fell upon the principle

enunciated by Dr. Stewart and the prophet alike.

The effect of the whole incident upon Bland was to underscore thE

inherent conservatism of wealth. This was" of course, no new idea to

him" but at times he seemed to think there was a general possibility

that the right vision would persuade men of wealth to align with re

tormers. In his early letters regarding the need for a National

Government he had put J. H. Ashdown's name forward as an example of

the disinterested men he had in mind. The socialist premise and the

Biblical saying that ftwhere your treasure is, there your heart shall

be a1sou came home to him with freah force and injected a new note of

realism into his teaching.

The publicity surrounding his dismissal only added to his in

fluence in the West. The Winnipeg Tribune, commenting on his great

contribution to "movements for the common weal" and on his Widespread

demand at pUblic meetings, aoclaimed him as "the greatest orator in

Canada today" and concluded: " ••• it is no secret that he can be re-

turned for the asking from almost any riding in the Province of

Mani toba. ,,57

6

That Bland should enter pUblic life' in such a way had often been

suggested to him in recent years. Since his severance £rom the col1e~

such pressure had increased, and he was in a position to consider the

matter more seriously. The nature of the issues that were

emerging made it clear to him that politically, Canada was

at an immensely significant cross-roads.

Winnipes Tribune" quoted by the Toronto World, June 20" 1917, as
"only one of many deservedtrlbutes in the papers of the west."
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in her history. On Frida.y, August 3, 1917, a deputation led by D. W.

Buchanan requested Bland~run as an independent candidate in Winnipeg
58 '

"Centre•. In a letter to Buchanan the next day he did not give an uncon-

ditional reply, but said that "the situation in Canada is so extraordinary

and makes such unusual claims on all of us that if it were clear that

there were a widespread and insistent desire on the part of the Electors•••

I would feel constrained to subordinate my personal feelings to what
59

would seem a call to public service. It Putting a straw to the wind the

following Monday, he wrote a statement tor the Tribune, in which he made

pUblic the approaches that had been made to him, stated his strong fee-

ling that college work was still hie true vocation, expressed some con-

cern as to how he would "measure up" in public oftice, and declared his

intention to give the question serious attention if the electorate of the

Centre riding seemed to desire it.

On August 17, the~ in Toronto erroneously reported that he had

accepted nomination in South Winnipeg and would likely contest it with bis

old enemy, the Hon. Robert Rogers. This would no doubt have plea.sed Bland,

for Rogers represented the extreme Conservative partisans in the debate

over the question of the nature of a Canadian wartime government. The

Guide set the Star straight on August 22, noting his candidacy for Centre

Winnipeg.

The auspices UDder which he was running are not, clear. A general

58. Bland to Buchanan, August 4, 1917, Bland papers.

59. ~.
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convention of electors of Centre riding seems to have been called for

August 14 and Bland' s nomination put forth from the body. A telling ex-

change between Bland supporters and prominent Liberals and Conservatives

was reflected in later correspondence between Bland and Elliott~ Elliott

and a Libera.l friend, Gibbon, advocates of Union government, were sUjpee-
of

ted by Bland supportersAwishing to confine any such government to orthodox

Liberals and Conservatives. When they made suggestions on the floor of

the convention, they were accused of act~ at the instigation of their

parties. Elliott vehemently denied this in his letter, interpreted the

'Bland party's' actions as indicative of a belief" that they could defeat

the other two were they divided. Elliott was clearly apprehensive about

both Bland's popular appeal and his desire for a completely reconstructed

government on national lines, one composed of "men who have no political.
, 60

past to defend and no political ambitions to nurse." Said Elliott: "Your

criticism. may be constructive in the end, but you mean to destroy ALL that
61 --

now is in order to gain that end." He disagreed with Bland's views on the

single tax and free trade, and felt that he had taken a course whieh fore

stalled discussion. Bland in reply wrote a .. soft answer which turneth

away wrath. '1 Not knowing the local situation, he had left the handling

of the amendment by Gibbon and Elliott to his supporters, acknowledged

that a conference between Centre party executives and his supporters would

have been a more hopeful way of handling the question, declared renewed

60. Letter, Manitoba Free Press, December 9, 1916.

61. Elliott to Bland, A.ugust 15, 1917, Bland papers.
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confiaence in Borden as a result of the Rogers issue, and rejoicea to see
62

renewed moves towara a Union government.

When the Union Government was formed on October 13, with Crerar as

Minister of Agriculture, the process of selecting candidates for the coming

December election began in earnest. G.S. Scott, Secretary of Centre

riding r s Liberal-Conservativa Associa tion sent Blana (as a possibJ..e Union

canaiaate), a series of seven questions which he was to answer with a "yes"

or "no". Bland r s replies, - not in ttyes" or "no" form, but which he felt

woula be acceptable, give a picture of the jockeying for position that lay

behina many candidates in the West, and of the different conception of
63

Union government which in turn UDaerlay the manoeuvering. In brief, he

aeclared himself to be not an independent but a non-partisan, national

j government canaidate, nomnated in open convention, August 14, and sub-

sequently confirmed at open meetings in St. James and Weston. He felt

his candidacy fitted the situation now that a national government had been

formed, but his nomination bad been given by the people and. could not

honourably be withdrawn save by them. He desirea Ifto be officially re-

cognized a~ the Union Government candidate. ff He pleaged loyalty to Sir

Robert Borden ana the announced policies of the government, ana although

be could not V'ennquish his cOrtv\ct\or\s onta.riff' und .fl~ca( ~olic'y,

he felt mora-II" bound not to W\CJ..ke the-Se etn l'iSUe

J,.t..qa..lhst .. th.e. qovernM ent.

62. Bland to Elliott, August 27, 1917, Bland papers.

63. Bland papers, questions from the "Liberal-Conservative Association."
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Bland I S candidacy was urged strongly by the Guide, November 7.

tiThe position of the Union Government in the West would be strenphened

immeasurably by the recognition of Dr. Bland as the Union candidate

in Centre Winnipeg. It is doubtful if there is a candidate in the

West with a larger body of public opinion behind him." However,

when the name of the alternative candidate, Major G. W. Andrews,

D.S.O." Liberal, was announced, Bland, feeling that he could not
64

.I campaign against a returned soldier, retired in his favour. No

doubt the Liberal-Conservative Association was happy to be free of

the stormy petrel of western radicalism.

The men who first put Bland.' s name forward were doubtless

equally dismayed by his scruples. However, there was something

sacred to Canadians about the men who volunteered to serve in Canada' s

first war as a nation - and to none mOf!8 than the Methodist Church,

whose General Superintendent, in supporting the Union campaign

declared: "This is a redemptive war.... We shall fail and fail

lamentably as Christian people unless we catch the martyr spirit of

true Christianity and do our sacrificial duty between now and the
65

17th of December." The Bishops of the Anglican Church also called

the support of the Union Government a "sacredtt duty, while Presbyterian
66

journals made up for the lack of official statement from that Church.

64. CAR, 1917, pp.612-l3; Interview, Mrs. Bland.

65. CAR, 1917, p.628
66. E.A. Christie, op.cit., pp.lOG-l4l.
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Throughout the west there was more than a little dismay at the

methods used to select Union candidates. This dismay had its roots

in political objectives which were identical with those of Salem

Bland. In general,the Liberal and Conservative party machines

attempted to keep their organizations intact by forming Liberal-

"Conservative associations, and allotting constituencies on a pro-

portiona1 basis to candidates from one or another party. The or-

ganized farmers, on the other hand were evolving a "Farmers Platform, n

the final touches to which were being made as Bland f s candidacy was

first announc ed. J. B. }.fusselman, Secretary of the Saskatchewan Grain

Growers t Association confessed to his executive that he had got used

to ca:p.ing it "The Farmers National Political P.1.attorm. If 67 The

farmers, however, were perplexed at having a platform; but no party,

(They agreed- that they had no need of a party provincially). In lieu

of any other expedient they again took recourse in March to the system

of securing pledges of support from all candidate to the federal house,

and publicizirg the results. By November, however, as the allotment

system. proceeded apace, the Grain Growers' Association, with several

straight farmer I s candidates in the field, were considerably perturbed.

A committee was formed by the Directors or the Saskatchewan Grain

Growers' Asscciation on November 1, to interview the Board of the

67Saskatchewan Grain Growers t Association, Executive, Minutes, August
13, 14, 1917, p. 17.
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National UniOn Party to try to secure allotment of representation to

the Association, but met with little success. The Directors expressed

sympathy with the Union government, and in view of the lack of re-

cognition of the Association, urged members to attend all political
in

meetings 'Alarge numbers in order to influence the choice of delegates

to nominating conventions. But the extent of their displeasure 'With

the machinations of the two old partie. was abundant17 clear 1n their

desire that candidates should be cho~en without regard to former poli

tical allegiance or class" and in their firm declaration of the wish

that party leaders would entirely disband their organizations. 6S It

is significant that at this same meeting it was suggested that Dr.

Salem Bland be asked to address the convent ion in the coming February.

Wood and Crerar had thrown the weight of the western Grain Growers t

behind the Union government, but the Guide and the farmers' candidates

were less ready than Bland to set aside the question of fiscal reform. 69

6Slbid., Board of Directors, Minutes, November 1, 2, 1917, p. 16.

69The Guide nevertheless believed the Union Government to be the most
representative in Canadian history, decidedly progressive, and honest
in its intentions. Vide G.G.G., November 7, 1917.
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Feeling that the ftwin the war" campaign would obscure fiscal reform, they

conscription of wealth as well as of men.

They declared themselves supporters of the Union Government but on this

basis. Bland agreed with their view on conscription but seemed to share

the confidence of the Free Press that the government would treat wealth

and manpower equa1J.y. The issue was lost, hO\'Tever; in the storm over the

narrower conception of conscription.70
of

The sentiment in much~the West which hovered about the Unionist cam-

paign was well expressed in an article by Nellie McClung in the Guide,

December 5, on "LoyaJ.ty":

The Union Government which is now proposed is an indication of
better things. It is a confession, too, of the failure of the
party system, which will no doubt die hard, and the wiggling
of its tail will be seen in the sulphuric utterances of the
party press for many a d~. But its time has come••••

The election of December 17, with its massive victories for Unionists

in Ontario and the \iest, indeed marked the end of the old party structures

of twenty years
rJ
duration. But as the next year and one-half passed, and

as Unionist masks fell into the features of the faces behind them, it was

clear that the party system against which Bland had protested for thirty

years and to which organized farmers were increasingly disposed to give

short shrift, had not yet died. The new politics was not yet.

70. W. L. MOrton, op.cit., p.54.



CHAPTER VI. THE SOCIAL GOSPEL .AID THE
IDEOLOGY OF THE AGRARIAN BEVOLT

As the dust of the election campaign settled. and the year drew to

a close, Bland must have wondered where his future course lay. One

thing he could. not doubt was that he was wanted and needed. in the West.

Before the close of the campaign the constituencies of two huge enter

prises were thrown open to him. The Canadian chaa1auquas had engaged.

him tor the summer of 1918, their second in Canada, and the Guide had

asked. him to provide a week:q co1UWl. In accepting the latter assign-

ment his mind turned to yet another project. Deep17 involved in the

educational, religiollS and political lit-e of the West for fourteen

years, he had struggled with the question of the tuture ot Canadian

society and the nature of the Church's presence within and contri-

bution to it. Where were the creative points of engagement tor oon-

cerned Christians and in what frame of reference should they rationa-

lize their actions? If the new Canada were as new and as imBdnent as

Bland believed., then someone had to undertake a systematic statement.

He decided to write a book. Readers of the Guide, and the Claultauqu

audiences,! unknowingly received advance excerpts of its contents.

Blandl entitled bis column "The Deeper Liten• In these articles

he became Isomething ot a pastor to the West. He dealt vi.th personal

d.ifficulti~s in an enlarging and encouraging manner. Throughout, he

lived u.p t~ the Guide's announcement to its 60,000 readers:

"Therel is no abler champion of the principles for whiQ the
organi.~ed. farmers stand. and no man has suffered more from. his
firm. afiherence to those principles. He has come through it
all, ~ver, wi.th unshaken faith in the cause of social
jl1stie~ and. good government. His relation to the deeper
things I of life will, we are sure, be welcomed each week bl'
thousaPds of Guide readers."
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We shall leave a closer examination of these articles to a later section
1

on the social gospel and the ideology- of agrarian reform.

By no means could Bland have reached more people in the West than

through the auspices of the Ch....uqua movement. Formed in 1874 as a

01 summer school for American Methodist sunda7 school teachers , it had

800n added correlative lectures and E!ntertainments and b7 1879 had

establi-shed graded courses and related home reading programs. B7 the

turn of the century it had. become a major American institution pro

moting a broad. sweep of educational interest. From 1889 on it had be-

come a significant vehicle of the social gospe~,giving a platform to
2

all its major 'exponents. Its method was to provide the major ele-

ments of the program, and leave the promotion and filling out of that

program in the hands of local committees. It planned three-day stands

in small centres and six in large. Although it was received with some
3

doubts in its debut in forty centres in the West in 1917, a Guide sur-

vey found nothing but enthusiasm. the following year. Bigger crowds, it

reported, h.ad.gathered for its programs than for any other comm.uni.ty

event during the year, and gauged it to be

the greatest4single community educative influence that has come
to the West.

C1M&4auqua claiJaed among other things to be a ·true expression of

1. Editorial notes, Grain Growers' Guide (hereatter cited as GOO),
December 19, p.17. The Guide's circulation rose from approxi.
aately 45,000 in 1917 to 76,00C) in 1920.

2. C.H. Hopkins, The Rise of the Social Gospel in American Protes
tant!., 1865-1915 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1940),p.163•

.3. ~J December 5, 1917, pp.25,40.

4. ~J A.ugust 21, 1918, pp. 9,.31-2.•
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practical Chrlstianity l1 and an "international movement toward world

democracy expressed in the :fellowship of mutual service emulating

the highest aspirations of mankind in every avenue of progressive

endeavour. uS Nothing could have brought these objectives into closer

harmony than the combination of Henry Wise Wood and Salem Goldsworth

,Bland on the Chautauqua platforms that summer. Wood spoke on his

favourite theme, "Democratic Organization. It Bland, travelling up

and down the Canadian Pacific Railway main line from Winnipeg to

Calgary, with excursions north and south by train and auto, spoke

to the crowds of town after town, city after city, on the subject.

t1Canada at the Cross Roads."6

2

The year that saw the end of the war, did indeed find Canada at

the cross-roads. It also found Salem Bland among the handful of men

whose names were household words in the homes in the West. In his

travels of that summer he found that drought and .frost damage endang~

ed the prospects of a good crop. In his column of Augus t 1 he couns.

led farmers to ttkeep the whistle" which no on~e could take away from

them, and quoted the prophet:

Though the fig tree shall not blossom
And there shall be no frui t on the vine
Yet will my soul rejoice in God
I will joy in the God of my salvation.

There are those who would call this whistling in the dark, but Bland

knew as well as any that defeated men who have lost their dignity wi1

5. ~, Dec~ber 5, 1917, p. 40.
6. GGG, August 7, 1918, p. 32.
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from the stru.ggle for social justice. That struggle, he now felt, re-

quired the creation of a third political force in Canada composed of its

farmers, workers and tbi.nkers. When asked to give the major public ad.-

dress to the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association in Regina on

February 18, 1919, this was the theme he took.

The occasion was reminiscent of the convention of 191,3 he had ad-

dressed in Saskatoom.. Then, as the chairman reminded delegates, Bland

had ventured c&utio11s1y to su.ggest that the Grain Growers should form a
7

third party. Looking back, the suggestion did not seem particularly

timid. His address had been the subject of comment throu.ghout the ba-

lance of the convention, and had stirred an abortive attempt to initiate

a third. party then and there. He had reviewed the growing unrest through-

out the world. To him. it was logical culmination of the passion for

liberty, bat liberty which simply saw freedom. as the "goal of paradise"

was hadequate. The end of the 19th century drive toward freedom. found

"millions•••one week from starvation", and some free men envying slaves.

In the dawn of the 20th century, however, -the best men ••• are reac>ltiag

from. freedom to the greater principle of brOtherhood1i'l Just as some

"scofted at the ideal of freedom, they will scoff at brotherhood, Itb. the

people Tentured - and won•• :;,. Tomorrow all men will believe in brother-

hood, and the voice of the scoffer will be still." The new movem.ent

posediet challenge to the Church. "She m.ust inspire brotherhood, or both

God and men will reject her. She must heal. the breach, she must reach

deep into the sense of wrong and injustice, she m.ust pluck oat of men's

7. The (Regina:) Leader I February, 1919.
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breasts this grasping remorseless materialism or be trampled under

foot. n Canada was in need of a movement which would embrace this

new ideal in which Canadian development should be on behalf of and

for the whole people. We shall not accomplish this without !fa

third and new poli tic a1 party, inspired by. the new ideal of

national life •••• n8

In the debate that had followed, arguments that even then had

become traditional in the West were brought forward: the discrepanc

between the price given the producer and that paid by the consumer;

the partiality of the government to railways and corporations; the

identity of attitude in the two old parties; the need felt by some

for the inclusion of labour in the organization of any third party,

Then in reaction the leaders pointed to the history of failures of

agrarian parties, the danger they held for the economic organization

the farmers had evolved, and the possibility of controlling legis

latures through direct legislaticn. Maharg, Dunning and Musselman

secured a narrow majority for the leadership, and the resourceful

E. A. Partridge suggested an independent meeting on the subject else,

where and thus the incipient revolt Bland had sparked in 1913 was
I

effectively sidetracked. 9

In the interval between 1913 and 1919, as we have seen, Bland w

the Grain Growers explored various avenues to their respective objec

tives. By 1919 they had come full circle. At the time of the conve]

tion the press contained items indicating the trend of events that h~

brought the Assooiations into a readiness for political action. The

8. GGG, February 26, 1913, pp. 7, 10.

9. ~.
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10
Morning Leader which reported the .fateful decision also carried news of

German Spartacus actiTities. The e<iitorial of the Leader on February 29

two days earlier, commented on Canadian deals with France and Rumania in

which of $50,000,000 in loans for the purchase of Canadian goods,

$30,000,000 had been allocated to manufactured articles and $10,000,000

to the products of Canada I s largest industry - agriculture. AddiDg in-

sult to injury, an eastern :manufacturer visiting Regina was quoted as

sqing "Ve don I t care a continental what the Grain Growers demand. So

long as the present govermaent remains in power, we will get all the. 11
protection Vi e want,." The Guide reported a recent Order-in-Council

UDder war censorship powers, outlawing all the publications of Charles

oJ H. Kerr & Co. of Chicago, a broadside it saw aimed at "The History of

Canadian Wealth" by Gustavus M7ers, anttexhaustive and authoritative stw:l7

andi.D.vestigation of the p1'lmdering of the Canadian treasu:ry and the
12

national domain." The Guide had sold. hundreds of copies of the book,

and now eTery person possessing it was subject to proseoution and severe

punishaent.

The two chief issues before the Saskatchewan Convention in February

of 1919 were the problem of the fixed price pollcT, aad the matter of

poUtical action. The Hanitoba and Alberta conventions had already

passed on both. They were against a continuance of fixed prices, inUne

with their opposition to subsi~ or special privilege to aQ1 section of

the nation. They vere prepared to take their chances on the world market

10. The Horning Leader, February 22, 1919.

ll. Ibid, February- 1, 1919.

12. Editorial" GOG, February 19, 1919, p.5.
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but were insistent that speculation in wheat be eliminated.. The Saskat-

chewan convention, however, decided for the fixed price on the grounds of

upset post-war marketing conctitions, higher cost of living, American
13

decision to do so, and the expectation of a good crop. Bland probably'

felt that such a policy undermined the western &rgwuent against industrial

protection, a policy which at that time the Canadian Reconstruction A.sso-

oiati_, mouthpiece of Canadian manufacturing interests, was promoting

across Canada with renewed vigour. It he disagreed with the fixeel price

policy, however, he kept his thoughts to himself. More important to hill

was the question of political action.

There was little cloubt but that the convention would enelorse som.

form of direct political action. The neighbouring associations had done

so. The recent political awakening of Ontario farmers broadened. the

whole issue from. a purely sectional to a class one. Morton feels that

neither the Grain Growers' Association nor the Canatim Council of Agri-
14

culture at the beginning of 1919 envisaged. a third. party. There seems

no reason to believe that the Canadian Council of Agriculture anticipated.

the· strong line taken by the conventions. Ihtas'£ar a s Saskatchewan vas

concerned. the direction was clear in early December. Although a resolu

tion for the holding of npeople'sConventionsR in each constituency for

nOJlinating and electing supporters of the Farmer's platform was tabled at

.) the Directors' meeting of December, 12, the opinions of the members were

decisive. Musselman, as SecretaryJ asked for his guidance the expression

l3.~, ebruary 5, 1919.

14. V.L. rton, The Prop-ess!ve Part, in Canada (Toronto: University
of To nto Press" 1950), p.()3 ft.
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of the views of each Board member as to whether they supported

n some direct action by the Association to secure the electicn of

men to Parliament who can be depended upon to work for legislation

in accordance with the Platform." The minutes record that: 15

••• The Secretary was left in no doubt whatever that the
concensus of opinion prevailing in the Board is one of
dissatisfaction with the old political parties, of lack
of faith in any prospect of securing adequate fruition
of the Association's Platform through the action of Members
of Parliament owing allegiance to the old parties, that
in the opinion of the Directors a vast majority of the
Associatim's members are in favour of: its organization
being used in a direct effort to secure the election of
the right men to Parliament, and that the members of the
Board in attendance are all individually in favour of
some measure of direct action by the Association.

The Secretary took this expression of opinion as his cue to

arouse local interest in the possibility of direct political

action. There can be no doubt that it was to present this

challenge as forcefUlly as possible that Salem Bland was 1n

vi ted to give the major address to the conven tion.

The convention Bland rose to address was the largest in

western farmers' history. The Saskatchewan Grain Growers f

Association numbered more members than the Associations of

Manit-oba and Alberta combined. In the afternoon, when Bland

had been asked to the platform, the 2,000 delegates accorded

him a prolonged ovation. Now, as he slowly moved with his

canes toward the lectern, the crowd, swollen by the

general public, awaited the eloquence known across the West and

15. Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association, Minutes, Directors'
Meeting, December 12, 1918, p. 37.
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which so frail a body belied. He started quietly', reminding them, as

had. the chairman, of the 1913 convention. An Eastern paper had asked

then., Ifwhy it was thought wise to torm. a third party when there were

already two good partiesr' and whether tlhe could detect any signs of

senile decay in either of them? He could attempt a reply' now, he

suggested, but tlit would not be fair to the other if he should single

(one) out."

Sir Wilfred Laurier had died a week earlier, and Bland paid l1im a

tribute which introduced his theme - "Oanad.a t s Ohallenge to the Grm

Growers": "He was the last great figure to pass away and his death

closes the great volume of his generation. It is given to us to be

the pioneers of a new Oanada as our forefathers were the pioneers of

J the old Canada." Old m.ethods and ideals were inadequate to face the

present crisis, more difficult and solemn than the war, "for then the

issue was clear, bu.t now no one knows where it will end. We are DO

longer a coloD.y' ••• We mu.st solve all these questions for ourselves and.

DO others can solve them for us. n Canadians were energetic and capable 

but lead.erless and perplexed. ;····There was"'one good thing the Union

government has done, - it has ~roken the allegiance of the people of

Oanada to both parties," and altb.ough "it had done some good things •••

it had lost its power to stir the moral enthusiasm of Canada. It Only

a party born of and among the plain people of Canada could rally the

moral energy or the nation," and as there are more farmers than ari.y

other class among the plai.n people of Canada, this party has got to

come from the farmers. This is the only way to save Oanada from. the

dark, l.mcertain days before us, with the forces which will be let
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loose upon us in the next few years! He saw a need for a real uni-

fication of the Canadian people. There was no hope of this under par-

ties devoted. to divisive com.petition. "There is ••• no country so

criss-crossed with lines of cleavage, with so little hope of perma

nency, unless such a party arises." He lamented that the Christian

Chureh should be so divisive an influence, but trusted that union,

for which he had long been an active proponent, woUd. soon take place.

Then he concluded with a rousing appeal, beginning with the famous

call at Ypres:

Come on, Canadiansl •••We are no longer Liberals or Conserva
tins, but Canadians. The farmer must be the main strength ot
the new party; must be the bond of union, extending ~ hand
to the workers of the cities and towns and the other hand to
the returned soldiers.

Don't limit yourselves only to these. You will get teachers,
ministers, doctors, clerks, merchants, everybody who wants an
honest living and no more.

Oh,m.en of Saskatchewan, I appeal to you. to take a great
part in the great struggle in which Canada will tind her soul.
I feel that this meeting will be the cullli.nation of tifteen
years and that this mighty body, in a crisis so momentous,
possesses the pover to start a movement which may mean the re- 16
generation ot Canada, so infinitely and so d1vine~ beautiful. .

The words teU on ready' ears, and in the corridors and through the

tree time of the rest of the convention "echoes of Dr. Bland's pro-
17

phetie speech" constantly reverberated. A party of the cOllUllGn man

was the proposal. Bland made no ettort to spell out a platform, for

that the farmers had already done for themselves. ~t the problem or

16. The Leader, February 19, 1919.

17. ~, February 21, 1919.
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a platform for a broadly based party came sharply' into focus when

, James Somerville, president of the Saskatchewan Labour Party ttin

embryo" stated that the ItFarmers f Platform did not go far enough to

receive the Sllpport of' labour:" Labour wished nationalization of'

all natural resources (this drew considerable applause) and farmers

onll" of some; Labour wished to abolish the system of production and.

distribution for profit. An impatient voice shouted "Tille!" but

shouts of .Orden:" permitted Somerville to continue. He recognised that

"unless. labour could secure the assistance of the producers it would
1S

use methods which might not be advantageous to all concerne<l." Al-

though farmers were concerned. with some aspects of the labour m.ove- .

ment, most felt, with Mr. Kennedy, vice-president of the United Grain

Growers Ltd., that "we are the same people" we all work for a living.

One cannot live without the other. Legislation that is good for one

is good for the other••• and what is m.uch more important" if the far-

mers remain in a class by themselves and the wage earners. in a class
19

by themselTes••• neither will be able to combat the big interests."

The Guide continually championed the fundamental identity of interest

between the two classes in the face of the assertion by protectionWt
20

forces of the common interest of capital and labour against the farmer.

But in organisational terms the simple fact was that there were no

lS. Ibid" GOO, Februa.ry 26, 1919.

19. ~, November 6, 1919.

20. Vide, GGG, July 2, 1919" pp.70-1
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national labour organizations comparable with the Grain Growers'

AssoeiationCJwith which to link up. The Trades and. Labour Congress

was committed to the Gompers,; line; the Canadian Congress of Labour"

more prone to political action, was very small; the One Big Union

movement had. some distressingly extremist attitudes and. policies;

and the number of socialist parties was legion. A Farmel'l-Labour

party was simply an impossibility.

There was no discussion of how veterans might be involved. in a

new party. Major Lavell had. been asked. to speak on a soldier' s

point of view, but confined. himself to noting that Canada could.

"expect returning men to be more questioning, more racli.cal and more

religious" and that the religion born of the trenches was one of

duty and service. "What," he asked, "will Canada do with this spirit

or service and devotion, and what will she not be if she can trans-

late this spirit developed in the war into the everydq life of peace
21

times?" Lower has said that the spirit of Canadian nationalism

came to Canada in the knapsacks of returning soldiers of world war

one. Bland. felt that a new sense of brotherhood and idealism. accom";'

parded ,it, and. that it could be harnessed for good. The convention

did not pick this up - perhaps feeling the veterans to be too dt!spa.

rate a group to try to work with.

The decision which emerged from. the vigorous debate was not to

form. a third party, but to lead a People's Movement in federal politics.

The e~ntrQl Board was authorised, on the request of one quarter of the

21.. The Leader, February 19, 1919.
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Political P1atfora "for the purpose of providing convenient facilities

with which they ma.y organise themselves so that they may best secure
22

the election to Parliament of suitable representatives." Roderick

Hackensie, acting secretary of the Canadian Council of Agriculture
23

suggested·· that candidates and platform be known as the Aplatform of

the people and peoples' Candidates." Loud and sustained cheering

greeted the announced decision.

The next m.orning the Directors considered how best to give the
24

resolutioD immediate effect. J. menth later the Executive prepared

to issue a call 1;0 action, and spent some time discussing the· ques1;ien

of asking organized: labour and Veterans to be represented at const1
25

tuenc7 conventions. No decision was recorded. In~, the Executive

ordered the Secretary "to call conventions of delegates or supporters

of the Farmers· Political Platform in all the federal constituencies
26

· in Saskatchewan. It Although the Directors tried to slow the pace of
27

developments in June, by the end of the sWIllIl8r conventions for choo-

sing candidates were held in all the constituencies in Saskatchewan.

A similar process had taken place in Manitoba, and proceeded apace in

Alberta after the merger of the United Fanners and the Non-Partisan

22. Ibid, February 21, 1919.

2.3. Ibid

24. Saskatchewan Grain Growers' As~ociation, Minutes, Board of
Directors, February 22, 1919, p.49.

25. ~, Executive, :Maren 26, 1919, pp.105,107.

26. Ibid, Hay 21, 1919, p.lll

27. Ibid, Board of Directors, June 5, 1919, p.55
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League. The Guide promoted these developments with a special "Political

Campaign Jfumberlf July 2. Among the articles on the planks of the Far

mers' ~olitical Platform lias one by Bland on "The Patronase Evil". The

trend of events which he, throughout his years in the West, had done much

to abet and rationalize, vas well on its way. Not a third party clearly

conceived., but at least a Peoples 1 !'lovement which bore the possibilities

inherent in its slogan, "A New National Policy", seemed to be feeling its

way into the world. of Canadian politics. Even if :Mackenzie King, the

newly elected Liberal leader, had not dubbed the resolutions of the con

vention which chose him. leader, no more than a nchart tf to guid.e the

party, what was to become the Progressive Part,. was well on its ws:r to

the impressive electoral victories of 1'21, - and, sadly, .to its ambiguous

existence thereafter.

The balance of the story is well told by Morton I sbistory of the

Progressive Party. Bland had no further association with it in the West.

Much historical ink has been spilled on the subject of the failure of the

Progressive Part,., much of. it bearing out the observation that had its

leadership conceived of the lUOvement! in the terms of Bland's address, and

in terms of the expectations of the midd.le rank of leadership, a strong

left political force lDight have endured to become a much more powerful

party in the Great Depression. Nevertheless, the failure lay deep in the

prior history of the Farmers' Movement as well as in the past political

associations and personalities of leaders who, like Crerar, never mOTed

J beyond the inadequacies of liberali_ inbis approach. to the problems

or modern collective societY'; or like Henders, felt the demands or the

modern world, but were still enamoured of independence; or like Wood,
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were so concerned about a totally new kind of political life that it was

impossible for them to operate effectively in the present political

structure.

By mid-spring, Bland had moved to take up new d.uties in Toronto.

As a balm to the wounds he had receiTed in his championship of the m.a.ny

movements of reform. into which he had thrown the resources of the social

gospel, the editorial of the Globe ItA Farmers' Federal Party" came to his
28

door, reading in part:

•••the radicalism. of the platform is not confined to tariff issues.
In almost every direction... the farmers are so far ahead ofthe
old parties as to be almost out of sight. • ••the forces of re
action look upon the Farmers' Party as the deadliest eneD11' pri'Yi
lege has ever had to face in Canada.

He had not originated it, nor yet organized itl But he had been part of

it. And in the moulding of the ideology which lay behind it, he had hee.

prominent. The years in Winnipeg haci been fruitful ones indeed•

.3

Neither the social gospel nor an ideology is a religion. The

social gospel was a form. of the Christian faith in which men sought f9r
<.

and found a particular meaning in Christianity for the times in which

they liTed., - new times calling for new responses. It had enduring and

passing elements. An ideology is a framework of ideas and. aspirations

combining jllstiee and self-interest, by which a group, class or section

rationalizes its demand. for equity in the life of the nation, or the life

of mankind. It, too, has lasting and transient elements. To a remarkable

degree in the Canadian West, the social gospel and the ideology of

28. Quoted in ggg, November 26, 1919, p.l,.
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agrarian reform coincided. We have seen something of the history of that

eo-incidence. It remains to examine briefly a little more of its character.

The co-incidence of the social gospel and the ideology of agrarian

reform should surprise no one. With the school, the Church had been one

of the major prairie educative influences. The leaders of the Grain

Growers were often leading churchmen, and most of the participants church

members. It was of SOBle significance to give, tor instance, the church

membership of the provincial legislatorsamong the ranks of Saskatchewan

Grain Growers in the convention issue of the Morning Leader, Febru&l7 1',
29

191'. There were probably a nllDlber of clergy members of local Grain

Growers I A.ssociations, like ReT. W. Kelly', viee-president of the Wellwood

. local in Manitoba, who brought experience in Australian farmers f mOT.ents
.30

with him. Many theological students and ministers had taken up positions

of influence in the work of one or another of the Grain Growers 1 and

, allied mOTements: Henry Wise Wood, President of the United Farmers of

Alberta, R.C. Henders, Presid.ent of the Manitoba. Grain Growers' Associa

tion, William IMine of the Non-Partisan League, G.W. Robertson, Secretar,

of the Saskatche....an Wheat Pool for a number of years, R.L. Stutt, head. of

the Saskatchewan What Pool field statf, and Percival Baker of the United
31

Farmers of Alberta. Careful research would probablJ" reveal others. In

some instances ministers were independent candidates with farmer support, -

2'. or the 44, 24 were Presbyte.rian, 9 were Methodist, 4. gave no church
affiliation, .3 vere Anglicans, 1 each· were lJ.isciples, Baptist, Roman
Catholic and. Lutheran. '

.30. GGG, January 29, 1919.

31. Vide, W.L. Morton, oJ).cit., pp.28-9; P•F• Sharp, The Agrarian Revolt
in Western Canada (Minneapolis: Un''''e...~,ty o-f M,nneClp0(\s, J .-"

1948), Chapter IV.
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,32
for example, Rev. T. Beveridge in the Souris federal riding in 1915. In

addition to people as prominent as these were countless others who so

unified their religious, social, political and economic views that it

was quite valid to apply to the whole Grain Growers' Movement what

the Leader observed February 22, 1919, about the saskat.chewan Grain

Growers' Association:

. It is a religious, social, educational~ political and commercial
organization all in one, and in the truest and deepest meaning of
these several terms.

It is essentiaJ.ly" religious, and the aim of its existence is to
go about doing good. No one, as he listen~d to the great body of
delegates joining in the singing of "Onward.'Christian Soldiers",
could. fail to be impressed with the thought that there was a body
of men sincerely inibued witil the idea that the~ had a mission to
perform in the interests of their fellowmen. 3.3

Apart from the identification of religion and ethics, there is nothiD.g

here permitting us to conclude that it was the social gospel which was

the G~ain Growers' ideological expression. However, it is only neces-

sary to sample the views of those persons and organs most responsible

for providing an ideological framework in terms 'of which the interests

of the West could both be discerned and. rationalized to gauge the pre-

valence of the social gospel.

The interests ot western agrarians hinged upon the fact that

they sold on a world market but produced as individuals. While they

faced this market on their own resources, indust~ received a protec-

tive tariff behind. which' to operate. Not only did. this ensure a market

.32. QQ§;, May 12, 1915, p.26

.3.3. The Morning Leader, February 22, 1919.
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for Canadian manufactures, it forced agrarians to purchase certain goods at

a higher price than would. have been the case had foreign firms had. equal

rights in the Canadian market. The Grain Growers disavowed. any hostility
.34-

to Canadian manufacturing, but their campaign for equity for all and privi-

lege to none often sounded to manufacturers such as S.R. Parsons to be a
35

h;ymn of hate. Perhaps J.W. Scallion's attack upon the"interests••• creating

an industrial and capitalist feudalism which should not be tolerated in a

democratic country, Ifcould be turned back upon the Grain Growers:

•••powerful classes as such use their power and influence in the
interest of their own selfishness, and indulge their self-importance
by despising the opinion and interests 036those who are under the
necessity of working for their benefit.

"Two nations were warring in the bosom of a single state," and to determine

the correctness of the position of each would require the combined services

of the economist and political scientist, the philosopher and the theolo-

giane However, to a greater degree than any other class or section, the

agrarians marshalled their final arguments in theological terms. This, of

course, was no mark of virtue, for even a western devil could quote scrip-

ture to suit his purpose.

The Grain Growers were aware that they were heirs of the Canadian

reform tradition. Norman P. Lambert traced this through the conflicts ot

Mackenzie and the "Compactn,George Brown, Mackenzie and Cartwright versus

Macdonald protectionism. In all of these there was a strain of protestant-

ism. versus establishment, democracy versus autocracy•

.34. GOO, March 12, 1919, p.llj also editorial, July .31, 1918.

35. ggg, July 31, 1919.

36. GOO. February 7, 1912, PeS, quoting J.S. Mill.
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Henry Wise Wood saw the conflict in modern society to be between two

fundamentally recurrent alternatives in society - animal selfishness and

social unselfishness. rhe former led to autocracy and the latter to demo

cracy. This was not simply a political conflict, but a religious one, for

"the Kingdom of Heaven and perfect democracy are synonymous terms." Co

operation was the. true la.. of social development, and it was to develop the

true social spirit of humanity that Christ lived and. taught. rhe natural

centre for the development of social groups was economic interests and

occupation. These groups in tum co-operated at a national level to se-

cure each other's best interests in the state. This view was more than a

subtle form. of lifting oneselt by one's own democratic bootstraps, because

tithe Supreme Power that flung the numberless hosts of worlds out into

space••• has this work in hand and will not let it fail." To Wood, there-

fore, the United Farmers of Alberta and the Wheat Pool was as much a re

ligious institution as the Church. Both were indications of what God was
37

abou.t in the world.

William. Irvine, who espoused Wood t s theory of group polities, did

not become much of a force before 1918. A pupil of Bland, grandson of a

minister and from a Scottish socialist rami~, he accepted his first charge
38

on the conditioa that he would.·preach the social gospel of Jesus Christ.

In 1920 in The Farmers in Politics he found hope in this "new religious

spirit which is the very soul of the world movement for justice [and

which] cannot be kept out of polities. Being inseparable from life, it

37. Vide, W.K. Rolph, HenrY Wise Wood of Alberta (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1950), pp.63::(); Vi.L. Morton, "The Social Philosophy
of Henry Wise Wood", Agricultural HistOry, April, 1948; ,ggg,
December 4, 1918, p.23j January 8, 19~9, p.47j January 29, 1919, p.28.

38. Interview, William Irvine, May 14-15, 1961.
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permeates its every departm.ent •••• The line between the sacred and secular

is being rubbed out. This does not mean that everything is becoming secu:Ia.r;
39

I on the contrary, everything is becoming sacred."

E.A. Partridge, the greatest radical in the early history of

western agrarianism wrote in the Guide in 1909, "Take your love of God,

which in its practical form is love of your neighbour, into politics.

Practical religion is for fi'very day, but more especially for Convention

day, Nomination day, and Election day, until our legislative halls are

purged of those who represent the most heartless and selfish instincts of
40

the race•••• II A few weeks later he commented on an address given by Dr.

Eliot, describing "The New Religionll at the Harvard Sunmer School. Eliot

had sketched some aspects of the social gospel. To Partridge this was

only a repetition in 20th century terms of Christ Is teaching. Christ m.q

have said He was the Son of God - but He also said that we are all sons of

God. "Christ wasnIt trying to save his soul for the next world••• but was

trying to serve humanity by showing men the truth - God IS truth - which

should make them. free, that is, the truth about the proper relations to
41

set up between themselves and God and themselves and others." The em-

phasis on wealth and com.petition in the present system. "checks the march

of civilization and indefinitely delays the coming of the kingdom for which
42-

Christ so earnestly laboured••••n

40.
41.
42.

William. Irvine, The Farmers in Politics (Toronto: HcClelland and
stewart Ltd., 1920), Foreword by Bland.

~., August 14, 1909.

Editorial, §9.g, August 28, 1909.

GOO, September 30, October 6, 1919.
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R.C. Henders, manj" years president of the Manitoba Grain Growers'

'Association, rationalised his attack upon the indirldualistic traditions or

the 19th century in terms of an emphatic Christian socialism:

the Socialism of Jesus is not a m.ere negative thing, nor does it deal
with internal conditions and outward forms of life. It deals with the
spirit; it rebukes selfish individualism. It emphatically pro
claims the interdependence of men; it condemns the social parasite,
both the idle rich and the vagrant poor, it insists that no man eat
bread except it be earned by the sweat of his brow; it makes a place
for everyone in the social order according to his power, it asserts
with emphasis that the labourer is worthy of his hire, and with no
less emphasis does it demand honest and adequate service. Men with
Him are not dead cogs in the grinding macl'dne of industry, but spiri
tual units in the social democracy of the brotherhood of service.
Jesu.ssubstitutes social interest for self-interest, and instead of
hard duty He makes love the compelling power. 43

On this basis he felt the war had not been wholly evil, for it had "taught

u.s lessons both in state and industrial control which ull stand us in good.

stead when we come to deal with the rights and liberties of employ-ers and

employees in the re-adjustment which must take place when we come to com
44

bat the individualist traditions of last century."

J .D. Musselman, Secretary of the Saskatchewan Grain Growers AS80cia-

tion,in a Christmas message in 1915,concurred with Benders, in sqing that

"Peace on Earth and Good Will toward men must ever remain a myth while men

think of Christ and his teachings only as the means of their personal sal
45

vation."

Musselman's counterpart in Manitoba, W.R. Wood., contributed a sys

./tematic article on "Applied. Christianity" to the Guide, OctOber 24, 1917.

43. GOO, February 7, 1912, p.7; December 4, 1918, p.43.

44. ggg, January 15, 1919, p.7.

45. GGG., December 4, 1918, p.41.
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.lie saw Christianity as an uprooting, reforming, liberating influence in

history. New forms of tyranny now faced it. tiThe new protectionist feu

dalism, the narrow nationalist intolerance still rule their millions."

Although the Chureh seemed to 'be unable to cope wi.th these forces in 0lU"

complex age, Wood nevertheless believed that applied Christianity held. the

final answer. There was no defect,. in the Generator of the power or in the

power. • • but in the transmission sy-stem," of which the Church was part.

"Because all worthy ends are included in the Christian ideal of the King

dom," the Church "ought to stimulate members to serve through movements

also devoted to bringing in the Kingdom, tf - for example, profit sharing,

public ownership, direct legislation, proportional representation, economic

co-operation, taxation of land. values, public appropriation of unearned.

increment.

These leaders of western agrarianism both reflected and moulded

the ideology of their constituents. Supporting their views was m.uch that

appeared in the prairie press. For example, The Regina Leader,

January 10, 1905commented favourably on the proposal of a socialist

Christian state by Rev. R. J. Campbell of London, England. Essentially

Fabian in his gradualism, Campbell unequivocalJ.y declared that it was the

business of the Church "to realize the Kingdom of God. on Earth... and to

sweep away those existing conditions which throw a pall over the lives of

the larger proportion of our people. t' But to do it, the Church must pro

fess anew the religion of Jesus, which "was in its inception a social

gospel." For some time through 1912 and 1913, the Leader carried a weekly'

. column on "Religion and Social Service" by Kenneth Douglas, B.A., Ph.D. Of

those who were complacent of social evils, he said "If I am not bacily
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mistaken the smouldering unrest of the workers of the world ldil one day
46

soon burst into a terrible flame that will awaken them.

The Guide lent itself' consistently to the propagation of the social

gospel through its editorials and articles, and through the books promoted

by its book department. For som.e years the Guide cover had. regularly a

short, pithy statement in bold print on the subject of justice, protection,

democracy, the tyranny of wealth, the value of co-operation,the power of

the masses, etc. To the Guide it seemed clear that there was a vicious

idolatory of wealth abroad. in the land, abetted by a "system of legislation

• •• devised for the purpose of turning the wealth produced by the many into

the coffers of the few... It is this worship of wealth that encourages Bleil

47
J to rob their fellow workers." Co-operation was the only alternative

which could rid mankind of this established parasitiSJll and ini~ate a new

era in social progress. This counsel the Guid.e identified with "the precepts

of the Great Teacher, U which measure the success or failure of any civiliza
48

tion. Editorially it found m.uch to commend in the sermons of Salem Bland,

and, as m.entioned, sought out bis services ona regular basis in 1917.

The Guide was happy to reprint articles such as that of Dr. Lyman

Abbot, I1My Democracy", from the New York Outlook. Abbot was a prominent

exponent of the social gospel in the United States and put forward a

Christian. basis for social democracy. 49

40. The Leader, February 1, 1913.

47. ~torial, GOO, July 3, 1912.

48. Editorial,,ggg, December 4, 1912.

49. GOO, January 8, 1913.
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In 1916 it used articles of Washington Gladden, the "dean" of the

social gospel in the United States, to provoke discussion of the role ot
50

the Church in the prairie community. The Guide Is concern paralleled the

m.ushrooming interest in Church union and the establishment of eOJlDlunity

churches in the mid-west. In requesting letters on the subject, its spirit

was typical of the union movement and of the social gospel: tlie don It want

dissertations on creed or doctrine, but practical ways and means by which
to 51

the rural church can help ma.nld.nd live uP;l\the ideals taught by Christ."

The most extensive attempt in the pages of the Guide to relate

Judao-Ghristian concepts to the great issue of the tariff was mdertaken by
52

A.5. Handicap in two articles in 1919 on "The Tariff and lational Morals. 11

He held. that "from the beginning of the Christian era two ideas of world

government, two ideals of social organization confronted each other - the

Roman and the Hebrew." The Roman was based on conquest and doJDination, upon

admini.stration for the benefit of the rew, with everything bent to the

efficient operation of the state. On the other hand were the "ideal of the

Hebrew Commonwealth, n amplified by "the Great Prophet of the New Judaism, n

among whose principles were the following:

1. all authority and law is derived from God.

2. the ruler is as much subject as the peasant•

.3. power is li.mi.ted by the constitution of the cODlllonwealth.

4. taxes are fixed at a given percentage of the product.

50. ggg, June 7, 1916, p.7.

51. ggg, December 20, 1916, p.S; also Letters.

52. GOO, March 19, April 2, 1919.
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5. landed aristocracy is prohibited.

6. private ownership is non-existent; everyone is a tenant of God.;
land is redistributed every fifty years.

7. discrimination between rich and poor is prohibited.

8. religion is simple and its message is "to do justice, to love
mercy and to walk humbly with God."

Whether or not i twas fair to compare Roman practice and Hebrew ideals, and

whether or not there wa.s a. strong thread of truth in the generalization that

the political history of Europe has been a conflict between Roman and Hebrew

approaches to social organization, the points about the Hebrew ideal were

sound and their application clear to Handicap.

"The history of protection is one long story of injured manhood." It

makes men "deficient of self-respect, regardless of national honour, indiffe

rent to the dignity and inviolability of Parliament, weak in self-reliance

and willing to bribe, barter and juggle, •••• " By removing competition it

lowered the quality and raised the price and fostered. disregard for the

worker. It encouraged the worst kind of polities, for tariffs were set, not

by scientific procedure but by bargains which amounted to "an industrial

•Teutonic raid I on the peoples I treasury. tI

A new public morality was needed which would provide a basis for oon-

d.emnation of present practices and the construction of a new social order.

This basis Handicap fotmd in the ideal of the Hebrew Commonwealth sketched

above.

Such was the final court of appeal in which the "New National Policy"

of the Farmers I Platform. vas justified by the leaders of western agrarianism

and by the press which most faithtu.lly supported them.. How many of the rank

and file followed them into this court of appeal must be conjecture. But
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most of the e~dence points to the conclusion that the majority found the

justification of their motto flldth equity for all and privilege to none tl in

the canons of a social gospel fom of the Christian faith.

4

From such people poured letters combining appreciation and regret when

Bland's "Valedictory" article appeared in the August 20 issue of the Guide in

1919. It was to the predilection of "the average man today" for an ttapplied

ChristianityfJ that the Battleford Press attributed the eager reception of Dr.

Bland "as an exponent of modern religious thought. n

For all his emphasis upon the ethical and the social in Christianity" he

was not Wlcritical of widespread resentment against creeds. He had too much

respect for the human mind either to let creeds assume an authority they could

not in themselves possess" or to let them. lapse as careful statements of that

which is iJlplieit and central in one's attitude to the world. Creeds had to

be believable in order to be believed. We "m.ust cease to teach that which

cannot unquestionab~ justify itself before the divine~ constituted court of
5.3

human intelligence, n yet systems and creeds do have a value for us, - "like

the sod. huts which a homesteader dwells in until he can build a frame cottage,
54

or the tramecottage until he builds a spacious. home."

ChristitUlity, howeTer, wa.s not an arduous intellectual exercise, but

the exercise of tru.st in a person. But here, too, it· was important to have

some idea of why this person, Jesus, was worthy of being trusted. This was

the beginning of Christology. It was also the beginning of Higher Criticism,

5.3. Salem. G. Bland, "The Deeper Life, fI ,ggg, March 20, 1918.

54. ~., February 1.3, 1918.
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for "a.n.yone who tries to find out the truth about the Bible is in effect

a Higher Critic" (that is, criticism the next step above the comparison of

manu:1l.scripts). However, the trust was the saving thing, not the idea. In

this sense... could say that there were no intellectual difficulties in

Christianity.

The i.Ilplications of trust in Jesus Christ spelled out Bland' s social

gospel. The Incarnation revealed not only the nature of God as Love, but

also the true nature of man. Jesus Christ was the true type. Because God

became man two great errors were overcome: that matter and flesh are evil,

and. that human nature is unworthy. This did not mean that there was not

Ita terrible perversity in the human will, It nor that the cross of Christ did

not reveal as well the power of selt-will, in every m.ani.festation of which
56

slumbered deicide. But if Jesus were the true type, then Bland was intoxi-

cated by the possibilities for humanity this seemed to open up. "All pro-

gress begins in dreams, whether the dream is of better wheat, fine cattle,

more comfortable homes, quicker travel, mastery of the air, happier Blen and

women." Greatest of all was sa dream of human perfectibility" such as pos-

sessed st. Paul. He seemed. to reverse his argument when he stated. that "to

lose faith in men is to lose faith in God," but the word "men", at bottom,
57

meant Jesus Christ. "If one is to permit oneself to despise a single human

soul, I find it difficult to stop." AMoral choice alone determines moral

worth," but this was difficult to classify because it was hard. to sort out

56. .lli!.., Harch 27, 1918.

57. Ibid., February 26, 1919.
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58
elements of conditioning and choice. Nevertheless, Bland. had always

clung to the belief that children were born good and that the conditioning of

a life in the fallen community of mankind was responsible for the individual's
59

separation from God. With Horace Bushnell, therefore, he believed tha;t

through a suitable religious education program. and an adequate community,

there was no reason why each person might not from birth "grow in wisdom and

stature and in favour with God and Man."
But maintaining individuals in grace was not a negative and indivi-

dualistic process of keeping them apart from an inherently evil world, nor

was it the promotion of a kind of inwardness which characterised evangeli-

calism.. The primary concern. of Jesus had been with relationships of people

in the world. Therefore, to Bland, man could not, "apart from the relations

involved in being a farmer, doctor, merchant, etc. be a religions man in a

Christian sense at all. f1 "Christ must be put into grain growing and rail

roading, and housebui.1ding, and city and national llOllSekeepingor he cannot

be given to men at all." "True spiritual fellowship is to be found in the

processes of indllst17 and commerce. Co-operation in commerce and industry is
60

the real Holy Oommunion."

Nature did not stand against this. Bland considered nature a dark: and

doubtful reve1atioll of God, but he felt with Thoreau that, nan nature would

be affected and the sun's brightness fade ••• if any man should ever for a
61

just cause grieve." Although histo17 was as dark a glass as Ilature, the

movem.ents in all realms of life toward. collectivi_, solidarity and

58. Ibid., July 3, 1918. ,

59. Horace Bushnell is considered the father of modern religious education.

60. Salem G. Bland." "The Deeper Lite," Q9Q, June 5, 1918.

61. 1!2!!., May 22" 1918.
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brotherhood seemed to be indications that the world was open, as it never

had been, to the spirit of Christ. Furthermore, developments in Christian

life and thought of the last fifty years ,had seen the beginning of a new

Christianity, for which "the reign of Christ on earth will mean nothing
62

less and nothing more than the triumph of Christian Democracy."

Bland did not carefully define the particulars of Christian democracy.

It was "the translation into terms of present conditions of the great

Christian principle that the souls of men are of equal value, for all have
, 63

been redeemed by the precious blood of Christ." Wealth vas just and good

only insofar as it was shared by all, giving equal access to "religion,

education, polities, culture and refinement, - and all natural and legitimate

human delight." Otherwise it estranged men from one another, creating bar-

riers whose very difficulty in surmOtmting was an indication that their very

existence was against the will of God. We have seen that he believed in the

single tax, free trade and the largest measure of public Cllmership that couJ.d J.

safely be handled. But he was not a drafter of political programs, preferring

to promote the more general movement of thought which supported them.

For the accomplishment of the goal of Christian democracy he was pre-

pared to use all avenues of reform. It was not sim.p~ a "Churchlt objective,

but a Christian one. Furthermore, all m.ovements toward greater democracy

and brotherhood were not secular, but were the work of God. It was in this

send~J~~~~~h~k~;dz;)r~~~;j:-~S:'western agrarianism as"the

62. Ibid., November 13" 1918.

63. ~., September 18, 1918.
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64
eliYinest thing that Canada has yet produced. II To impregnate all realms of

society with the kind of ethical and social concern which characterized the

agrarian movement, he felt that a political Christianity was called for. By

this he seemed to mean a Christianity which would provide a new conscience

to cope with the corporate sin of society, and orient the economic life of

the nation, for example, to worthier e~ds than that of private profit. Much_

of the basis for this political Christianity would be found in the Law and

the Prophets of the Old Testament. Bland observed that on the basis of the

New Testament alone, a thoughtless reader might divorce religion and polities.

This was because early Christians were excluded from state service and in any'

case were in a despotic empire. It was difficult to fall into t.his error if

the Old Testament backgrotmd were kept in view. To the Jew, religion and

politics were inseparably intertwined. Jesus himself, felt Bland, turned

from the "artificial, unreal, industrial and mechanical" late Judaistic

apocalypticiSlll to the prophetic and organic view of life of the main Judaic

tradition. Bland did not intend that the Church should Ilgo active" politically,

but he did intend that it should be voeal, and that its members should be ac

tiva in all works of reform. "Let the idea sink deeply... that the precise

m.easure of our Christian faith is the measure in which it controls our social
65 .

and political life. 11

Bland believed in the idea of progress - not because of any inherent

inevitability in history, but. because of his belief that Jesus Christ was

64. Ibid.., November 13, 1918.

65. ~., June 26, 1918.
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the "true type" tha:t God. intended for man. But, both vision and struggle

were called for. If in the last fifty years in Canada problems were

developmental, in the next fifty they would be problems of living together.

"Canada,sl he felt, Uwith all the western nations is entering a belt of

storms. Only politics saturated with the spirit of Jesus can save her from.
66

strife, and it might be, from wreck. 11 But such times were full of ])Os8i-

bi11ty. This was no less true for Christianity than for society. The

Church was not fashioned for sheltered waters, and Christianity Itis of all

religions the one that bears the deepest marks of struggle, the dirt and
67

the blood of a desperate fight." Peace was found in the midst of the

struggle, in doing tithe works of Him that sent me while it is day."

On Janu.ary 1, 1919, .he wrote that "to the conversion of Canada from a

nominal to a real democracy it is altogether probable that the coming year

will make a large contribution. The greatest and most fruitful of Canadian

struggles will have begun. It He counselled those who would struggle for a new

order:

He who would fight for a holy cause must fight holily. The wrath of
man worketh not the righteousness of God. None should search their
hearts like those who champion justice and brotherhood. 68

The social gospel that Salem Bland week by week preached to the largest

congregation in the West from December 1917 to August 1919 by courtesy of
~

the Grain Growers' Guide caught and amplified the ideology of the Guide

itself and of agrarian leadership. He was not the originator of the social

66. I!2!!.

67. I!2!!., April 30, 1918.

68. I!2!!., January 1, 1919.
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gospel of the agrarian revolt~t - indeed, no single person was. But his pre

eminence among its exponents is demonstrated 'by repeated invitations to ad

dress the Grain Growers' conventions of Manitoba and Saskatchewan in the

years 'between 1912 and 1919. He had. been prominent in all ma.jor western re

form movements from 1907, in the course of which he had worked closely with

many leaders of the agrarian movement. His position on the war, less ex-

f treme than that of Woodsworth, enhanced his i.nf'luenee among the Grain

Growers at the end of that conflict. By providing the younger ministry of

the West with a viable gospel for their peopl~ he added a coherence and

strength to the base of western movement, which his own prominence as a

person and power as a public speaker compounded. Although for numerous

reasons the Progressive Party which emerged from developments in 1919 fal

tered and faded, when the new surge of agrarian socialism spread through

the West in the 1930's the heirs of Robertson, the two Woodsworths, Gordon

and Bland - in short, the United Church - contained the highest percentage
69

of its supporters. Lipset described the backbone of the movement in the

69. S.M. Lipset, rarian Soeialism. The C.C.F. in Saskatchewan (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1950 , p.1S. Lipset cites a survey
of rura1C.C.F. delegates to a pre-1941 Saskatchewan convention in
whieh 54.5% were United Church, while the denomination on4r formed
34.8% of the rural population; p.)Ol cites a survey in 1945 of
Church support for Saskatchewan political parties, indicating that
52% of the United Church Toted C.C.F. In the working class leader
ship of the party, the United Church was by far the largest source 
53.8% (p.189J. By contrast, Anglicanism was overwhelmingll.q opposed
to the C.e.F. (p.l?3).
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" "<l~ "ali dthirt1esI\ eomposed of persons who saw Christianity and SOC1. am as sacre
70

and secular forms of the same philosophy. If that be true, then the

fathering of the social gospel as the ideology of agrarian reform in Canada

must to a considerable degree be attributed to Salem Bland.

70. ~., p.136.



PART THREE

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL BETVvEEN TWO WARS



CHAPTER VII THE NEW CHRISTIANITY IN POST-WAR TORONTO

1.

A country to which Canadians would never return lay

behind the year 1914. The industrial system which the wars

of the mid-nineteenth century had fostered in Canada had

been matured by this first great war of the nation states.

Between 1911 and 1921, largely under the impact of war,

three times as many people had been added to the non

agricultural, as to the agricultural working population.

New industries had emerged with new concentrations of

industrial workers to stafr them. Primary industries such

as lumber and mining had risen to vast heights of production.

III the export of wheat Canada had become the leading nation,

and in the world of finance she had almost become a creditor.

Peace, prosperity and democracy were the themes that pulsed

through the nation. As ,Lloyd George hailed the dawn of a

new Britain, 1 and Woodrow Wilson affirmed the birth of
2positive government in the United States, Canadians were

wont to see the beginnings of a new Canada.

If the possibilities of the new age loomed large in the

idealism of most sections and classes in the population, the

tribute which each brought to the new Caesar had about it an

omino~.ly different character. The new Farmers' movement

1. Article, The (Regina) Morning Leader, Feb. 15, 1919.
2. Woodrow WilsoD,The lew Freedom, pp. 282-g~; quoted in

John. H7rman Randall,-:Tr., The Making of .:y!!. Modern Mind
(CambrJ.dge, Mass., Houghtoii"liitrin Company, 1940>7p:--6;8.



brought a hope that a new politics was emerging from the

"death" of partyism, a concern for an element of protection

themselves, but a program of progressively freer trade on

the world market, and a desire for a considerable measure

of pu.blic ownership of utilities and basic resources. While

Jnot hostile to industry and the city 1tself, it deplored the

drift to the urban centres.

Canadian manUfacturing interests brought a concern that

"the Canada that has been saved by sacrifice and valour must

not be destroyed by rash legislation" that would endanger

tariff, national credit and investment. 3 The democracy

the post-war era promised was to the manufacturers "not a

system but a spirit." They wished to "harness the new

idealism" so that "we could make a song of our work instead

of a dirge of our grievances. Capital on the other hand,

must realize the duty of caring for the welfare of all

those associated in industry, and labour must b.e ready to

eo-operate to the fullest possible extent in a spirit of help-

"fulneas." q. If there was acknowledgment of the personal and

human aspects of production and the existence of a labour

problem, there was no approach to this suggested other than

patterns of eo-operation in individual plants, general plans

were specifically rejected.

4..

Advertisement, Grain. Grower's GUide, February 26, 1919.
(Hereafter in this chapter this publication will be
abbreviated to G. G. G. )
S. R. Parsons, .. address to the Canadian Manufacturers'
Association, M~ntreal, June 15, 1918, G. G. G. July 31,
1918, pp. 20-30.
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Idealism in government had a distinctly pre-war note.

By and large, it assumed that Canada would continue where

she had left off in 1914. A renewal of the surge of pre

war immigration was both expected and promoted, with the

backing of industry and agriculture, the latter being

concerned however, about more careful selection. Rehabil

litation of veterans took the form of hospitalization,

pensions, and land settlement.

The federal government relaxed its grip on the complex

system of industrial controls it had instituted during the

war, utilizing primarily those war measures enabling it to

cope with sedition and subversive propaganda. Small steps

in labour legislation concerning minimum wages and workmen's

compensation were among the rew signs of positive provincial

or federal government action in regulating industrial policies.

As the Union Government began to disintegrate, the old
to

party spirit began~frequent again the haunts of Canadian

politics. The liberal party,in search of a successor to

Laurier)brought into the new Canada the author of Industry

and Humanity, a book which combined the concerns of the

Canadian Manufacturers Association and the right wing of the

Social Service Council. William ~yon Mackenzie King wished

to see "Labour and Capital unite under the inspiration of

a common ideal, so that human society itself will be



transformed." 5 The ideal he proposed was that of "social

service," in whose pursuit he hoped they would together

"roll back the stone from the door of the world's sepulchre

today, and give to humanity the promise of its resurrection

,'to a more abundant life." 6

The Canadian Labour Movement in the immediate post

war period was still in the wilderness of inadequate

organization, torn between national and.1.i.nternational

unionism, craft or industrial organization, and bewild

ered by the appeal of a profusion of Labour and Socialist

parties. Most workers were probably a-political. The

Trades and Labour Congress, the chief instrument of

organized labour, numbered 248,887 members in 2,274 locals

in 1918. It followed the Gompers'" tradition of political

independence, but in 19l7'hadgone so far as to recommend

the formation of .an independent labour party. Canadian

Labour, as never before, however, had heard the call of the

new day when the workers of world would lose their chains,

and entered a period of militance. Repressed war-time

grievances, post-war increases in living costs and the
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example of,~e Russian Revolution triggered the One Big

UnioD movement. When in their drive for collective bargain

ing rights they met obdurate employers arrayed against them,

6.

w. L. Mackenzie King, Industr
quoted in Stewart Crysdale,
Protestant Ethics in Canada,
1961), pp. 7-8. -
~.

and Humanity, p. 528;
e-rDdustrial Stru~e ~
Toronto; Ryerson rass,
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they were prepared, to us. the syndicalist weapen of the

geaeral strike. This fundamental opposition of labour

and capital did most to disillusion Canadians of their

high idealism in the post-war years. The cries of

"Bolshevism" and "Revolution" which attended the outbreak

of the Winnipeg General Strike in May of 1919, marked the

earnest beginBings of the battle in Canada between Big

Business and Big Labour. Industrial Canada had arrived.

2.

Before coming to Toronto, symbol of the new industrialism,

Bland had developed marked sympathies for labour. He had

worked closely, at times, with the editor of the labour

/paper, The Voice, whose considerable, respect he had. Its

~new editor in 1918, William IKens, had been his student

a dozen years earlier. Early in that year h,e- had shared

the platform of the Labour Temple in Winnipeg with Ivens,

who is alleged to have said, explaiaing his syndicalist

~iew., "All you have to do is to walk into~ industry,

tell the owner you are going to take it over, and it is

done." 7 The Canadian Annual Review was disposed to lee
II

"certain int.11ec~uals mf the type of Rev. Dr. G. Bland

as 'the leader 51 of the strike. The incriminating phnrqei....

was made 80 of'ten in coming years that Bland came to call

it "the old soup bone boiled seven times out of desperate

7. Canadian Annual Review (CAR), 1919, p. 461.
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necessity." 8 He had moved to Toronto early in the spring

of 1919 and was not again in Winnipeg until August, when
~om~ of

he arrived to close his affairs there. Atbe strike leaders

were ttii~H in prison, bail had ,been refused them; 'Q.r'\d

deportation: Nmou~edr',. Woodsworth, who had taken on the

publication of Western Labour!!!! up0n Ivens'imprisonment,

was also in the city. On August 17, he and Bland together

addressed a mass meeting, denouncing the refusal of bail

v and urging better treatment of foreigners. Woodsworth

apparently "dealt at some length with the evil work or
those who were trying to crush the Russian experiment

in democracy.- 9 Although not deeply involved in the strike,

there is little doubt as to where Bland's sympathy lay.

He was opposed to violent measures, but in all probability

felt that the strike did not imply their use. When a

measure of it did arise, it was not by the intention of

the strikers. 10 But such was the panic it caused in many

circles that Bland, in replying to later charges, was less

than candid about his small measure of complicity.

In the ecclesiastical equivalent of the Winnipeg General

Strike, however, Bland was deeply involved. He was perhaps
Methodist

the leading figure in the 1918AGeneral Conference in the

v formulation or the most radical statement regarding the socia

8.
9.

10.

Articlel .... The. Toronto Daily Star, July 12, 1933.
CAR, 19 9, p. 479.
~, D. C. Masters, Ih! Winnipeg General Sttike
(Toronto ~ U",ive\"s",ty of Joronto PW'"es~J .q~"o), p~. <93 - "2. •
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order ever made by the offioial body of a National Canadian

Churoh. A statement of progressive principles by the committee

on Sooial Service and Evangelism had already been presented to

the General Conferenoe. It had condemned special privilege,

all unearned wealth and profiteering because they deprived

I' labour of its proper reward and because tithe people are

virtual partners in every business enterprise"; it had advocated

democratic industrial organization, Old Age Insurance, the national

ization of natural resources, public utilities, transportation and

v communication; and it had expressed its sympathy with labour. ll

Later in the Conference, a still more radical statement emerged

from the "Committee on the Relation of the Church to War and

v Patriotism. n Bland figured prominently in th:e drafting of the

report. 12 It declared the urgency of the church using her

prophetic gifts to discern the hand of God in the great social

changes that were apparent before the war, but which war had

accelerated. It invoked the Nethodist tradition of "revolt

against sin and social extravagence and corruptiontt and the

Methodist aim of spreading "scriptual Holiness throughout the

land, n and went on to submit the following radical theses:

·1. The present economic system stands revealed as one
of the roots of war.

2. War has made apparent the moral perils involed in
production for profit.

3. Democracy must spread into industry before politics
can be truly democratic.

11.

12.

Report of the Commdttee on Social Service and Evangelism,
pp. 341-42; quoted in Stewart Crysdale, 2£.~.' p. 29.
Letter, The Toronto Daily Star, March 21, 1931.
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"than a complete social recollstruction. tt

Although the Guide hailed the Report as tta sign •••or
the quickening spirit of democracy and of the ethics of the

Founder of Christianity," there was bitter denunciation

of it in other quarters. Shortly after the conference, S. R.

v Parsons, past-president of the Canadian Manufacturers

Association, said, in an address in Central Methodist Church,

Hamilton, "that while he was willing to take his theology

13.

14.
15.

Quoted in Salem G. Bland The!i!!: Christianity, or The
!9i~fi.n oithe Hew Age {Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,

, p.'4.
CAR, 1918, pp. 602-3. ~
Article, G. G. G., November 6, 1919.
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and religious instruction from his 'ministerial brethren,'

he wou.ld not accept instruction frcnR th'em in economics." 16

In a remarkable piece of self-disclosure, he went on:

Because it had failed to deliver the true gospel the
Church had lost the active support of the working masses.
Its latest venture into the realms of economics made
it probable that it would lose the support of the men
of wealth, from whom the Church drew its whole ·support.
Many,'many laymen•••were today seriously asking, is the
Church economically worth while?

Although the hierarchy of the Church were not as radical as

Bland, they were not disposed to accept theological

instruction as to the true gospel from a businessman, and

continued to press the point that all social and economic

questions are at bottom moral and spiritual. 17 But their

application of this principle was severely hampered by the

Parsons of Methodism.

Bland expected the other Churches to follow this lead,

but the next year at the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

ChurCh, the Report of a special Committee on the Present

unrest, presented a moderate document which "adroitly

vsupported labour without alienating management!' 18

In the summer of 1919, Bla.nd confessed that he had

often in recent years been criticized as unduly optimistic

and idealistic. For some years he had felt even more

strongly that the only conditions under which the Canadian

16. Editorial, G. G. G. November 6, 1918.
17. ~,1922, p. 439.
18. E. A. Christie, "The Presbyterian Church in Canada and

its Official Attitude toward Public Affairs and Social
Problems, 1875-1925," (unpUblished Master's thesis,
University of Toronto, 1955), p. 77.
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people could find itself would be those of a national trial

and danger. Not only did he feel now that ultimate peace

would be as easily won as he had expected, but that even the

trial of war had "not materially modified the selfishness

of our business life nor the irrespons~b11ityof our

national government." He anticipated that difficulties and

troubles and dangers would increase in Canada until men

at their wits end feel that nothing can save Canada, but

whatta Frenchman by a stroke of genius has called a new
o

explosion of Christianity. 19 It was both to stimulate

and harness such an explasiom, and to chart the path behind

and before that he had been writing~ The New Christianity. 20

Now finished, it but awaited printing in the spring of the

next year.

w His intention in ~he New Christianity~as to try to

discern amid the turmoil of the age where God was creatively

at work, He tried to trace the background of those hopeful

social movements of the day in order both to see their impli

cations for thecburch and to outline the primary characterist~es

of the new social order and the new Christianity which

might emerge. He was hopeful that Canada might be the

first to find this new social order and this new Christianity

"and so be a pathfinder for the nations." 21

19. Article, G. G. G. July 2, 1919.
20. The title was by no means new. A century earlier

Saint-Simon had written a book entitled, ~ Nouveau
Christianisme.

21. Salem G. Bland, 2£.~., p. 6.
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Mos~ of the turmoil of socie~y in his time he attribu~ed

~o "the overflow of democracy and brotherhood" into regions

where they had previously been excluded. He traaed the path

of democracy from the universities of the 12th century into

religion in the 15th and 16th centuries, into politics in

the 18th century and into economic life in our own era.

Any pre-Christian democracy he felt was restricted, since

true democracy could only proceed from the base of a

religion that saw men as "heirs of God and joint heirs with

Christ." How is it possible, he asked, to reconcile such

august titles with servitude or subjection?

His strongest words, however, were reserved for brother-

hood, "the master passion of the day".

Christianity is a torment. It is a fire. It is a
passion for brotherhood, a raging hatred of everything
which denies or forbids brotherhood. It was a brother
hood at first. Twisted, bent, repressed for nearly
twice ~2thousand years, it will be a brotherhood at
last.

As was usually the case with the liberal theologians of

Bland's time,Paul and John were blamed for introducing a

"perverse exaltation of dogma and orthodoxy," which dampened

the fires of brotherhood that Jesus had kindled in men's

hearts.

The major force seen impeding brotherhood in the modern

. world was business competition. And when Bland called it

"conceivably as great an evil as ever intemperance was"

22. Ibid., p. 34.
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one has an idea of ~he magnitude of the battle to which he

was summoning the church. 23 "There is only one way to

Christianize a profit-seeking system, ••• abolish it." 24-

He proposed as initial steps toward replacing it, ~he

encouragement of co-operation, specialization, the union

of competing businesses,and primarily, public ownership.

The measure of his opinion of public Qwuership can bee

seen in this sentence: "to discredit and attack public

ownership is to discredit and attack Christianity." 25

Why? Because pUblic ownership "teaches men to think

so cially." 26

What was the New Christianity which must face this

unparalleled challenge? Bland first distinguished between

the changing and unchanging elements of Chr~tianity:

dogmatic and institutional Christianity which are subject

to the same influencesas fashion the changing social order,

and devotion to the Lord Jesus Christ which may be expressed

in many ways but in itself is a constant.

A lengthy analysis of the interaction of faith and

cul~ure followed, with three periods discerned: the

aristocratic and feudal, 700 to 1500; the bourgeois or

plutocratic, 1500 to 1914; and the labour period begin-

ning 1914. This was probably heady material for many readers.

23. Ibid., p. 43.
24. IDra., p. 47
25. !bId., p. 4~.
26. Ibid. J p. 49.
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Harnack's History of Dogma, Troeltsch's The Social Teaching

of Christian Churches and Groups, Weber's The Protestant

Ethic !!&~ Spirit 2! Capitalism, all of which broke

grou,d in this field had not by 1920 been translated, and

Tawney did not give his celebrated lectures until 1922.

The earlier books, of 'course, had found their way into Horth

American theological colleges. Beside them, Bland's sketch

was modest and his thesis simple, but this kind of social

and historical analysis of the church was in all probability

quite new to most of his readers. In application it was

radical.

~ Like Weber, Bland saw Protestantism fitting the business

class like a glove. On the other hand, looking into the

future, he saw the new age dominated by the antithesis of

the business class, that is Labour. It is no wonder, he

declared that "during the severity of labour's struggle,

Protestantism> ••• gave no assistance ••• tc what was the most

profoundly Christian movement of the Nineteenth Century." 27

Yet to-day [1920] labour is the m.ightiest force ill the

world-despotic ruler in Russia, uncrowned king in Great

Britain, recent victor in a contest with capital in the

United States.

The Christianity that would succeed Protestantism

,'would be a labour Christianity. It would inherit some of

27. ~.J p. 90.
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the characteristics of prior wings of Christianity, "but in

promise and potency; the coming Christianity is more fully

and truly here in the labour movement than in any of the

great historic organizations." 28 Labour's prin£iples are

,three: 1) every man and woman a worker; 2} the right of

every worker to a living wage; 3}union. To be a fit

instrument for the new Christianity, the labour movement

must 1) broaden to include all productive work, and 2)

recognize the Christianness of its own principles. It is

the prophetic task of this hour "to interpret labour to

itself •••Ta turn away from Christianity now would be for

labour to turn away from the throne. But it will not.

Mankind is in the grip of divine currents too strong to

be resisted." 29

Underlying labour Christianity would be "American Christ-

~ ianity", the successor in North America of Jewish, Greek,

Latin and Teutonic Christianity. With Jewish Christianity

he expected it would emphasize simplicity of creed, ethics

and practice; with the Greek, curiosity and speCUlation;

with the Latin, a genius for organization and catholicity;

and with the Teutonic, non-ceremonial worship, laity-based

organization, and liberty. It would reject Jewish apocalypticism

for a "progressive and aggressive amelioration", believing

in this life and its possibilities as has no prior Christianity.

28. Ibid., p.91,.
29 • Ibid., P. 100 •



It would reject late Greek orthodoxy and Latin episcopacy and

contemplation. And it would primarily be a social religion,

interested in the human and emphasizing morality. Its

single statement of faith would be "I believe in the Lord

Jesus Christ", and its purpose, "to establish the Kingdom of

God on earth." 30 Beyond American Christianity Bland looked

forward to the "Great Christianity" in which all traditions

would find their place.

He concluded: the task before the West is the greatest

that civilization has ever encountered, and nothing but a

pure, full Christianity can carry men through the crisis.
~

It must be~Christianity with "roots deep in the common

earth; treating institutions, even the most venerable, as

the mere temporary contrivances they are; with the faith

of Jesus in the human heart and in the ultimate triumph of

love, and a willingness, like his, to rind a throne in a

cross.- 31

Published in late spring, 1920, it "excited deep interest

and created considerable stir in ecclesiastical circles,"

according to the ~, following a survey of Toronto clergy.

The Methodist ministry tended to be equivocal in their

reception of the book. The emphasis on brotherhood was

acceptable, but the suggestion that Protestantism was

,bourgeois Christianity met with Rev. T. Albert Moote~

30. Ibid., p. 134.
31. Ibid., p. 168.



disapproval, and Dr. W. H.Hincks felt Bland had not "read

enough economies to have an historical perspective on the

evolution of capital in society." 32 The Dean of St.

Alban's Cathedral, Rev. A.E. Ribourg, however, agreed

with the central thesis. H. D. Ranns, who had taken up

where Bland~._l.eft.orf in the Guide, reviewed the book with

great praise, but felt Bland idealized the labour move

ment •. That this was not Bland's intention is clear in a

preview in the Star Weekly of his coming sermon on June 20.

Half in jest, he remarked that he was going to venture to

pUblish the banns of marriage between Labour and Christ

ianity. He went on to comment that Labour was often

narrow and held inadequate social theories, that it had in

vit an element of "materialism••• to match the selfishness

of the employers." 33 But he did not say this in the

book.

A more curious omission was the lack of reference to

the agrarian movements. Perhaps farmers were included in

the term Labour. A more probable explanation lies in his

knowledge that W~,. Irvine was publishing a book that year

whi~h would attempt to rationalize the role of !!! Farmer

in Politics. The book was an explanation ·of Woods' theory

of national government by the co-operation of class groups.

Irvine was to develop this further in another book ten

1'5

32.
33.

Hews item, The Toronto DiilY Star, June 2, 1920.
News item, !!! §.:!?!!. Week I, June 19, 1920.
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years later. 34Bland contributed the "Foreword" to the first

book, expressing .. sobstda't'i)tll; agreement with Irvine's

argument. In his own book, he was trying to lay the ground

work for the emergence of a labour movement that would make

a creditable contribution to the nation. He saw the seeds

of such a movement, and it was those seeds he watered.

Bland was aware that in both church and labour there

were a great many who wished to have as little to do with

each other as possible. However, 'he saw in the nine

. Labour Churches that had grown up in Winnipeg following

the strike a hopeful sign that church leadership was prone

to condemn as factious. 35 These Labour Churches had

begun under the ~rrepressible I~eitS; in 1918. After

the 1919 strike, these spread to Brandon, Calgary, Edmonton,

v Vancouver, Fort William and Port Arthur. Toronto had had

a previous history of such churches. Prior to the turn

of the century, Rev. S. S. Cra.ig had established a Labour

. Church there. 36 C. S. El>y, a former Methodist missionary

had formed a socialist church in the years 1910 to 1914. 37

34.
35.
36.

37.

Wm. Irvine, Co-operativa Government (Ottawa: 19,2.9).
Editorial, The Star, JUly 30, 1919.
Bland Papers; Victoria University Archives, Sermon,
St. James, Bond Church, October 31, 1937.
Eby, in a book, The World Proble~ and the Divine Solution
(Toronto: William Briggs, 1914), has a ,curious but
interesting preface describing the encounter of the
Old Methodism and the new intellectual movellents of the
middle and late nineteenth century in his own development.



SUbs.quen~1y,W. E. S. James, established ~he Church of the

Social Revolution 1914 to 1917. James had been Ontario
the

General Secre'tary ofAC~ristian Socialist Fellowship,

a Canadian extension of an American organization. A. E.

Smith attempted, 1923-41 to bring the Labour Ch~rch to

I Tore>nto, but failed. Smith had left the Methodist ministry

and adopted Marxism as the gUide and the communist party

as the means to the New Social Order. 38 The Labour Church

Movement had an extensive history in England from 1892 to

~l914. 39 There, Labour Party. meetings and Labour Church

services merged into each other. By the post-war period,

however, the non-conformist ehurches generally had become

a more significant ally of the Labour Movement. 40 In
itae

Canada, five years encompassed the life ofAmovement.

177

econQmic recovery in the nation at large, in

1924,and the lack of widespread class consciousness among

workers seem. to have worked its downfall.

In 1919. however, both Ivens and Woodsworth were hard

at work in the Labour Churches of Winnipeg.

The creed of the Churches was:

~ I am willing to support an independent and creedless
Church that will be based on the Fatherhood of God
and the Brotherhood of Man. Its aim shall be the
establishment of justice and righteousness among men
of all nations. 41

This was less than Bland's requirements for a minimum creed:

38.
39.

40.
41.

yide, A. E. Smith, All Mt Life, ~ Autobiography.
Vide, David Summers, The L~r Church, (an unpublished
Doctoral thesis, University of Edinburgh; \'JS'5").
Interview, Graham Spry, June 2, 1961.
Ivens papers, Legislative Library, Province of Manitoba.
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"I believe in the Lord Jesus Christ," In spite of this, and

although Bland was happier with the more comprehensive com

munity churches which were spreading in the West, he felt

that the Labour Church, in spite of its class character,
If

would be a readier seed-bed of the new sociological ideas

and ideals which ••• are destined to capture the older..
"churches •••~IThe older churches were all exclusiv8 f and until

the true Catholic Church came, the Labour Church could be

of great value. Together with the Community Church, it marked

the slow development of -a Canadian Ghurch, in its creed

and constitution and worship and activities, fashioned by

Canadians to meet Canadian needs and to express Canadian

convictions and Canadian ideals." 42 At the least, the

Labour Churches ~ere not like much of the Church--propellors,

••• racing out of water ••• ~ 43

The Religion of the New Age, "The New Christianity"

faced the nineteen-twenties with its finger close on the
the

pulse of the nation. Bland saw emergingAcollective character

of Canadian society, and in a combination of the solidarity

of the Labour Movement and the Christian faith in Jesus Christ

and His teaching, the possibility of a pot~nt response to the

Beeds of the "New Canada". Unlike Mackenzie Kil1g's vision,

it was not compromised by the Great Depression of tbe thirties,

but by the Great Prosperity of the late twenties, which took

its toll of many progressive efforts. It was the ttunquiet,

Article, G. G. G. October 15, 1919.
News item, The Toronto Glo8e, October 18, 1920; a sermon
at Charlton-xYenue Methodist Church, Hamilton
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distressful, incalculable Canadaft , he anticipated, and like

the prophetic, ·stormy peopleGfhistory," he distnnbed many

by preaching "that great conception of a God who cared more

for the righteousness of his people than for their prosperity

or their independence." 44

3.

The Toronto press of the early twenties was full of

the storm that accompanied the coming of Salem Bland. Those

who invited him to take the pulpit of Broadway Methodist

·-Tabernacle had done so in full knowledge of his views.

Approached during a visit to fulfil a preaching 'engagement.

December 6, 1918, he had been assured that the emphasis

would be on preaching and that a Christianity with a social

message was desired from the pulpit. When appointed by

Toronto Conference he took the precaution of asking if there

had been any expression of dissatisfaction over his appoint

ment, and was told there was none. 45 Yet by mid-summer bitter

controversy had broken out at the church.

The occasion for the outburst was a request from Bland

that he be permitted to spend a month in Winnipeg closing his

affairs. At the same time an invitation had come to him

to be one of two representatives of Canadian Methodism at

vthe "Centenary of Methodism" in Cleveland early in the fall,

and to undertake a lecture tour in connection With it.

4~. Article, G. G. G., July 23, 1919.
45. Interview, Bland and The Globe, July 28, 1919.



Bland was eager to accept. Some of the leading figures

of the church felt the requests were excessive and a

slighting of his pastoral duties at Broadway. A meeting

of the Quarterly Board was called, apparently illegally,

/for July 17. Of twenty-eight members, thirteen were present.

On a motion refusing permission, ten voted, and only six

registered negative votes. Bland there upon tendered his

resignation. 46

Bland's opposition, however, Drought a wider range of

charges against him in the press. J. T. Baker of the Toronto

Hat Company accused him of making the pulpit a forum of

labour problems. M. A. Sorsoleil, Principal of the Model

School, informed the press that Bland asked for a two monta

holiday to go on tour for labou~J). Another wished more

theology and less sociology in sermons. Mike Vokes, of Vokes

Hardware Company, and member of the Boa~d for thirty-seven

years, stated, "It is the disloyal utterances that mignt

cause a disruption of society to which we object." 47 And

v WI.. Vokes, contractor, charged ,"He f s a rank Socialist." 48

Following on the heels of the Winnipeg Strike, these

charges put the controversy in perspective. Pressed by the

Star to name "objections to specific statements in Bland's

preaching, none would name any, and all showed a singular

100

46.

4-7.
4-8.

Rews items, The ~, July 28, 29, 1919: Telegram, July
28, 1919.
News item, !!! Star, July 30, 1919.
Ibid.
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reluctance to express themselves on the suqject of the kind of

preaching requ~red in the modern world. Bland had apparently

made a remark about Ivens being a martyr. But the

Yokes brothers consistently plied the line that nit has

come to a fine state of affairs when an employer cannot

speak to or censure its employee for that is all Dr. Bland

vis to the Board." They pointed to general dissatisfaction
If

in the congregation -- especially among those who pay.n 49

Moderates on the Board either felt that the whole matter

was a misunderstanding, or that, while Bland was saying

some good ~hings, they weren't politic in Toronto.

Bland's reply to the charges waS"; that he had never

referred to the Winnipeg strike in sermons but only when

asked by the press, that in three months he had delivered

at the most four sermons of an industrial or pelitical

character, that he had only spoken three times at outside

meetings --at the open forum of the Labour Temple, at a

Labour rally at Queen's Park, and at a meetioq Ot the

Independent Labour Party. In his address at the Labour

vTemple, as reported by the Globe, May 12, in addition to

putting forward his general views and referring to recent

moves of the church, hei.had said that there were two dangerous

classes in society -- these obstinately for the old order

and those for violent change. He questioned Labour's ability

49. Ibid., July 29, 1919.



to cause a revolution, although he could see it involving

the country in great misery. To him, the issue at Broadway

vwas "whether the Church is a club maintained for the comfort

and pleasure of its members or a batallion to be flung

into the fight at any risk whenever the supreme command

d · ft 50J.rects •.

Taking the issue before the congregation, Sunday even

ing, July 27, he found the congregation overwhelmia,ly with

him. Interviewed in August in Winnipeg he expeeted the

controversy to b10w over, and benevedthat "the ,conception

of Christianity which I have been led to embrace •••will

find a cordial reception in that city." 51 By and large

the ministry and the hierarchy were with Bland in the

controversy, and since, in fact he could only resign

~to the General Conference and not th~ Board of Broadway

Tabernacle, his position was secure. Dr. Chown made it

unmistakably clear to Church Boards that fta minister of

the Methodist Church is not 'employed' to preach what his

v Beard of Management asks," 52 Intervention by the District

Chairman failed to settle the controversy, however, and the

wealthy pillars of the church took independent action,

,effectively witholding Bland's salary at the end of July.

At a December meeting to break the deadlock, the District

50. News item, The Globe, July 28, 1919.
51. News item, The Star, August a, 1919.
52. News item, The Star, July .30, 1919.

lea
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v Chalrman, Rev. J. J. Fergusen,in the chair, a compromise

solution wa.s worked out whereby Bland would stay for the

current year, salaries would be paid up to the ability

orex!sting funds, a special campaign to recoup the financial

position of the Church would be la.unched, and the pu~pit

supply committee would arrange for the provision of the sub

sequent year's pastorate.53

In January, however, another controversy arose in which

tbe same parties questioned whether ttthe pastor, Dr. Bland"

vwas ••• as pro-British as he might be."54 Again an uproarious

meeting was held in which Bland refused to accept dictation

as to the nature of his prayers. By this time many members

of the Board were objecting to the tactics of the dissident

group in general, and specifically to being put in the position

of having to vote for or against prayers for the King. Bland's

opposition now was in the position of attacking the loyalty

of a majority of the Board. Faced by Bland with the issue as

to whether it was subject to the tyranny of the wealthy few,

the congregation fell behind him.

The best case that can be made for Bland's opponents

is that they sincerely felt the~ were doing their patriotic

duty. Such words as Arthur Meighen's probably rang in their

ears:

,I Dangerous doctrines taught by dangerous men, enemies
of the state, poison and pollute the air.

53. News item" The Star, December 2, 1919.
54. News item, The Star~ January 3~ 1920.
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The plain duty of the hour is to resolve that we will
have none of the nostrums of the political theorists
and agitators. 55

In spite of their attacks, Bland had won, in the unfavourable

climate of post-war Toronto, a significant victory for the

freedom of the pulpit.

Invitation~to speak and preach continued t<> flew to him

from labour meetings, churches, church conferences and

miscellaneous groups. 56 He was active in the election

campaign of 1921, in which the Progressive and Labour parties

vworked together in Ontario. He spoke support1b~ James

Simpson, candidate in Parkdale, Waronto; S7 Ray Palmer,

candidate in South York; and although it grieved the

minister, Rev. J. D. Ellis, in support of the candidate G~

«1: Smith,Falls, his old charge. ~~ In all probability.

he spoke in other constituences, of which we have no record.

He used his pulpit in October 3 te explain the Progressive

platform and elucidate the views~ of the West. ~9' The election

results must have been particularly gratifying when in

December the returns showed sixty-five seats for the Progressives,

and electoral victory for his friend, J. S. Woodsworth and

his former stUdent, William Irvine, as well as many others.

These outside activities seemed to occasion no further

alarm in the congregation. In fact, Broadway Tabernacle had

55. G. G. G., October 6,1920.
~6. News items, The Globe, February 27, 1920; October 18, 1920

April 7, 1921.
57. CAR, 1921, pp. 507-8.
58. lews items, The Star, November 29, 30, 1921.
59. lews item, The Toronto Daily Star, October 3, 1921.
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become very fond of him., and was disappointed when in 1923

,- the stationing committee refused to consider a request

that he remain another year. The inflexible Methodist rule

of four years to a charge was upheld, even though the:!'

Committee was unable to find an alternate station for Bland.

Same felt again, that he was being sacrificed to the

wealthy and to the peace and comfort ot the church. 60

Although he would have preferred a chartge, Bland was prepared

to see in the situation the possibility that his work

lay in some other form of the ministry at large, and wrote

requesting the stationing committee for a leave of absence. 61

The "New Age" was not of one mind. Elements in it had

struck back at Bland and had suffered a defeat, but they

were still very much alive. Added to their forces was

the growing weight of theological reaction.

The reaction in North America t~~odern liberal

revolution in theology, and by implication to modern science,

centred upon a series of little boeks, The Fundamentals, !

v Testimony ~ ~ Truth. Printed in 1910-1912 with the money

of two wealthy laymen, they listed five fundamentals of

Christianity by'which the sheep could be separated from the

goat'. They were ~he Virgin birth of Christ: the physical

resurrection; the inerrancy of the scriptures in every detail;

60. Letters, The ~, June 13, 15, 25; July 28, 1923.
61. Bland papers.
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the substitutionary doctrine of the atonement, and the
c()m~t\<j

liinrnnment, physical seeond",of Christ. Both political and

theological reaction tended to ally behind the position•

.. thasr staked out. Much of tine::; appeal of this fundamentalist

reaction lay not .a11 in the. attempt to recover old certainties,

but also in the desire for a genuine place of refuge where

the things that divide mankind, the strife of war and the

puzzling problems of industrial life could be left behind
62

~ "in overflowing gratitude at the foot of the cross."

The arch-fundamentalist of Toronto, Rev. T. T. Shields,

. had given The New Christianity a sarcastic reception in 1920:

" •••Dr. Bland's views ••• should be useful to many for the

reason that in my judgment, the truth is generally to be
63

found in the opposite of what he says." H$ was still

more bitter when in September, 1923, the~ Weekly reported

a conflict which had arisen over a series of lectures given

by Bland to a summer school of the Southern Methodist

Episcopal Church in North Carolina. The lectures were on

"the origin, nature and abiding worth of the Old Testament."

Their intention had been to. "show that the modern view of

the Old Testament did not impair faith in its inspired

character, nor in the divine authority of Christianity, but

62. P. A. Carter, The Decline and Revival oJ ~ Social Gospel
(Ithaca, New York:Cornell--nIi'iversity Press, 1954)
p. 57.

63. News item, The Toronto DailI~, June 2,1920.
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ra~her libera~es and s~rengthens i~." A minority and one

of the Bishops had objected to ~he views presented, al~hough

they represented the s~andard approach ~atlght in Southern

Methodist Theological Colleges. 64 Baptists, Shields

declared, most s~rongly apposed those "who would offer

v modern criticism as a substitute for faith. n Bland could

not hold the views he did and still believe in the dhti'nity

of Christ. "But it was not known as yet whether Dr. Bland

had learned to think logically." 65 In 1925 Olivet

0' Congregational Church refused permission to the Toronto

District Association of Congregational Churches to use

its church building if Dr. Bland were to be speaking.

Olivet later stayed out of union because of its fundamentalist

lec('nings. 66 Throughout the decade, letters in the Toronto

press spmke the mind of those who considered him an "apostate"

and a "sniper at religious ideals." 67 Although such attacks

were occasionally vicious, he was calm and clear in response:

"I accept the miracles of Jesus as recorded, but •••fai'th in

'the miracles of Jesus is not essential to faith in Jesus as

our Divine Lord." He based his faith in Jesus rather, "on

his power, attested by nineteen centuries, and as real and

manifest today as ever, to save men from their fears, their

64. Article, The Toronto Daily Star, September 17, 1923.
65. Article, The Star Weekl!, September 22, 1923.
66. Article, I!!~ WeeklY, April 14, 1925.
67. An interesting flurry of such letters in early 1928 are

in The Telegram, February 24, and 27; The ~J February
27; The ~, February 27.
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sorrows, and their sins.ft 68

However many were prepared to denounce Bland and all

his works on the basis of prejudice and such knowledge as

the press provided, there were perhaps more, especially

those who knew him personally, who were always prepared

to give him audience. In the summer of 1923 he was asked

to conduct a three day retreat in Muskoka for Methodist

ministers. A few months later he returned to Kingston to

address the Queen's Alumni Conference on "The Prophet in

the Church of Today." After his wedding in 1926 in

New York, conducted by Harry Emers~n Fosdick, 69 eighty

members of Broadway Tabernacle surprised the newly-wed

couple with an evening of pleasant rejoicing. The previous

year ne'lhad been inducted a.s the minister of Western

United Church (formerly congregational). Three years later,

at the age of' ~,,:sixty-nine, he requested and was granted

superannuation. With but a pause for a trip to Europe in

the summer, he resumed another career he had initiated in

the West. Approached by the Toronto Daily Star to contribute

regular articles for its editorial page, he began twenty

years o£ journalistic activity. To his multitude of readers

~, he was known as "The Observer." The social gospel, far

68.

69.

Letters to The Toronto Daily Star, and The Telegram,
February 270928. .. -
Three yea.rs earlier, Fosdick had been the central figure
in the defeat of fundamentalist forces in the American
Northern Baptist Convention. His books, especially I!!!.
Manhood of the Kaster, were widely read. Bland had.
apparently, developed a ~Q:i"lyclcse friendship with
Fosdick.
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from beaten by its opponents of wealth and exclusive funda

mentalism had become established in the heart of the largest

newspaper publishing business in Canada.

Other forces than reaetien were at work, howe'ter,

undermining the challenge of the social gospel, some of

them inherent in the social gospel itself. At the same

time new currents were actively preparing its re-emergence;

~ In the Student Christian Movement, both could be seen

at work. Bland had a considerable following among students

at the University of Toronto. 70 He was sensitive to the

fact that "our colleges had been strewn with the wreckage

of those whom the Church has falsely compelled to choose

between religious faith and intellectual integrity••• l' 71

For many years he had been attempting to make up for that

failure. When the student YMCA and YWCA united in 1921

to become the Student Christian Movement, he viewed the

~ .. develoIDet1't with great hopes. 72 Although it contained

within itself a tension which was reduced when conservative

elements went over to the Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship

in 1928, the general religious and social position of the

S. C. M. approximated that of Bland. Its first national

70.
71.
72.

Interview, Rev. T. W. Langford, Toronto, September 1959.
Article, Canadian Ctl"- •... (title. iUe~,ble,".d., To"o~toSttkV' ell" pmtts ).
Article in The Toronto Daily Star, January 6, 1923.
For theForum~ s~pathetic view of the founding of the
S.C. M., see Editorials, III, 25, October 1922; and
III,. 28, January 1923.
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J conference in 1922 set as its theme, "Building the City

of God." 73 Its pre-occupation in Bible studies was with

the person of Jesus.and the analysis and critical comparison
74of the Gospels under Dr. Sharman. Study courses such

as Rauschenbusch's The Social Principles 2! Jesus, gUided

members in their social analysis and application. 75

Probably the primary national student organization in the

nineteen-twenties and;thirties, it became a major vehicle

of the social gospel in Canada. In its ranks much of the

new leadership of a re-fashioned social gospel found their

beginnings.
other-

TheAelament within the S. C. M. (apart from the

conservatives) can best be illustrated by turning to the pages

of the Canadian Forum. The striving in Bland's mind over

the years to find positive social values in Christianity

and his attempt to find in nature and history, forces which

undergirded the expression and development of such values,

was repeated in slightly different terms by many within

the S. C. M., and in the pages of the Forum. People like

,. S. H. Booke at the time wrote articles for both the Forum

and the S. C. M. periodieal, !!! Canadian Student. 76

73.

74.

75.

76.

Vide, Student Christian Movement of Canada. Building
the City!! God (no publisher cited, 1923).
Vide, Student Christian Movement of Canada, This
One Thing (Toronto: Thistle Printers,
waIter .auschenbusch, The Social Principles .2! Jesus
(New York: Association Press, 19101. Other studies
in the series were, H. F.• Ward, Poverty and Wealth;
Ward and Edwards, Christianizing Cammunity Life.
s. H. Hooke, "The S~udent Movement and the nnllrch,"
The Canadian Student, I, 3; also II, 5, p. 29.
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Hooke expressed his belief in a kind of monism, "That One Face,"

to which others had given the name Creative Evolution. In

this scheme Jesus was a signpost of the direction in which

life was tending, the pioneer of the new realm awaiting

humanity, and a demonstrator of its possibilities. 77 The

resurrection of Christ proved the tenacity of a good

individual's life. 78 "The true mass, the body of God,

is the universe of knowledge, beauty, order, and love." 79

This was representative of most of the radical religions

writing that found its way into the Forum, especially in

the early 1920's. 80 There were others, who tilted against

these views, ot course. 81 Although Bland was a prominent

part of the force of progressive opinion which the Forum

set out to mobilize, his only contribution to it was a book
82review in 1922 of Socialism~ Character. The

77.

78.

79.

so.

81.

82.

s. H. Hooke, "That One Face", The Canadian Forum, III,
27, December 1922.
M. K. Ingraham, "The New Humanism," The Canadian Forum,
II, 20, May 1922.
S. H. Hooke, "The Saving of the Church", The Canadian
}Parm' III, 30, March 1923, see also "1 Modern Lay
~.~__g~i~a," III, 35, August 1923.
Articles in this vein were D. Ketchum. "The Case for
~uman Mutation" II, 2~. September 1922, in which Jesus
15 called the "Great Pioneer of the Evolutionary Age";
M. Fairley, "Creative Evolution", II, 16, January 1922,
S. H. Hooke, "Religion of a Scientist", V, 52, January
1925.
i,ernest Thomas, "Insurgent Jliovements in the Church". ~
Canadian Forum, III, 29, February 1923; also letters
from F. H. Brewin, F. J. Moore, D. D. McKay, III, 32,
May 1923.
The Canadian Forum, III, 26, November 1922.
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significance of what has been sketched, however, lies in the

degree to which this point of view was an extension and

almost complete secularization of fundamental elements

in Bland's own thinking. It further redueed the tension

between the secular and the saered, whieh, however it

was expressed, gave another "world" leverage en the present

order, and constituted the germ of the radicalism of the

social gospel.

At the same time, as Canada climbed out of the trough

of depression in 1924, general interest in religioas

questionsI slackened. Wea.lth began to take its usual

,toll of ethically demanding religion. And a religious

expression that relied more and more upon ethical sanctions

th~mselves and less upon the divine jUdgment of God upon

all human society, found the erosions of wealth difficult

to withstand.

Furthermore, another erosion was occurring on the right

wing of the social gospel, partly due to the efforts of
Q,S

~~ ,Salem Bland. The Social Service CouncilAlate as 1923

still seemed to be a potent instrument. Both the Forum

and the Canadian Annual Review concurred in this view. 83

However, there were others to whom the domestication of

"soeial service" in the church was an unhappy marriage of

83. Editorial, The Canadian Forum, III, 29, February 1923.
The Forum note'd, however, the council's slight attention
to basic financial and economic reform.
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"the current of ecclesiastical verbiage now
84flows ••• !, On the other hand, churchmen sometimes

felt that the bulk of secular organizations in the Council

prevented the churches from acting on social issues as the

church -- a reflection of the problem Woodsworth faced

a decade earlier as to how the church should be "present"

in the social order. Church Union added another problem,

reducing the co-operative character of the council. In

. the same year, 1925, Dr. Shearer died, whose child the

council had largely been. But more fundamental problems

than these afflicted it. In the first place, it had ful

filled its task of stimulating interest in social work

and social ~egislation. In the second place, its piece

meal approach to social reform had been overtaken by the

demand for total social reconstruction in the social gospel

of Salem Bland. In such circumstances, the Social Service

Council lapsed into a withered state of existence. 85

The direction in which Bland had pointed was expressed

by WoedswQrth in an address in 1924 to the American National

Conference of Social Work meeting in Toronto:

In the old days we met as a Conference of Charities
and corrections; as ou.r vision enlarged we became
a conference of social workers. One day perhaps we

Davidson Ketchum, "The Saving of God," Th' Canadian
Forum, III, 31, April 23. Ketchum was prominent in
founding the S. C. M. in Canada.
Silcox', Church Union in Canada (Ne-w Yorkt Xn~t'ltl1te of
Soc,'" I 'Vld. RQO"'tQus Rese-o.~c..h, \Q33), p.
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will regard ourselves and become recognized ftg
the proponents of a new type of polit~cs•••

Almost a month earlierW.odsworth had master-minded a

manoeuvre that had separated wheat from chaff in the parlia

mentary membership of the declining federal progressive
87

party. The "Ginger Groupft which crystallized itself in

the process under the leadership of Woodsworth and Irvine

became in many respects the political expression of the social

'gospel in its indictment, not of a region or class, but
88of the entire economic and political system. As the

political lines cleared subsequent to 1924, Bland turned his

support to the minority political grouping which centred upon

J. S. Woodsworth.

The 1920's was a bewildering decade. Agrarian Progres

sivism, just when it offered the hope of deliverance from

the wilderness of the 'bId party system," failed and left

little more than the broken bottles of the old system in its

wake. Labour's early post-war clashes generated a legend

and a spirit, but, if anything, disrupted union organization

-in the following few years. The Methodist Church had

entered the period with a declaration for radical recon

.struction, but the ecumenical and co-operative bent of

86.

87.

g8.

National Conferences of Social Work, Proceedings, (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1924) p. 92.
Kenneth. McNaught, AP91phet in Palities (Taranto: University
of Toronto Press, I95 pp.~lO-12.
Ibid., pp.213-16.
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prairie protestantism had somewhat dampened the fires of

social radicalism in the deep waters of Church union in

'1925. 89 Wealth and fundamentalism mounted their attack

upon the social gospel with fresh vigour, just as,its

right wing was waning in influence and inner problems

plagued centre and left.

In the midst of these cross-currents, the man whom

"Jimmy" Simpson had called "the brainy little minister"

had stood his ground as a Christian radical. He had attem.pted

to bring Progressivism to grip the hand that destiny

seemed to offer. He had worked out an historical and religious

perspective for Labour and the Church, and preached it fear

lessly, although it was not, as some had averred, the sum and

substance of all his preaching. He had campaigned for Labour

and had run the gauntlet of Toronto wealth. Theological

reaction had assailed him. If the United Church for which

'he had spolen so often was less amenable to his social views,

it did not the less prOTide a forum, -- even battleground --

for them.

At the beginning of the decade, The Star saw Bland

"looming as one of the most unique and interesting figures

in Canadian Methodism•••1'90 When a. socialist street corner

speaker was arrested for disturbing pedestrians, Bland, the

next night and for some time thereafter, went with his canes ,

to the same spot and spoke to whoever would listen. He was
91

not arrested. At the same time, he preferred the "preacher

89. G.E. Silcox, Ope cit., pp. l.t-57-8.
90. Article, ~~, May 22, 1920
9L Interview, Wm. Irvine, May 15-16, 1961.
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damning plutocrat" to the "converted tramp" because at

least he was doing something. Some, listening to him,

compared him with Bernard Shaw, "but the cold relentlessness

of the Shawian(sic) argument is replaced by a reasoning

that takes into account the myriad imperfections that 1the

flesh is heir to,.n 92 His impact upon the 1920's is

difficult to gauge. The superficial prosperity of its

"later years, combined with a creeping disillusionment under

cut radical causes of all kinds. By virtue of his tenacity,

his resourcefulness and the colour of his figure he held

the attention of perhaps a reluctant populace upon the

real character of the new industrial Canada in which they

lived, and upon the malaise which lay at its heart.

92. Article, The Star, May 22, 1920.



The Canadian 'ship of state' entered Bland's predicted "belt of

storms" in the winter of 1929-30. As the months or 1930 and 1931

passed and. the cri8is deepened, it was apparent that the irresponsible

union of collective industrial enterprize and theehhies of individ-

ualism had bred disaster. Those that had ears, but heard not the radi-

cal criticism of the social order a decade earlier, found themselves

listening with a sudden awareness of the issues involved.

The moment of truth, however, mixes fear with hope. Those possessed

of the former went about searching for danming evidence against those

whose criticisms struck at the root of the established order. Early

in 1931 the po1ic'econmissioners of Toronto engaged in an investigation

'of Bland's "questionable" activities in the West prior to 1919. Some-

one had been sent to Winnipeg to investigate the circumstances surround-

ing his "retirement" from the staff of Wesley College. In a letter to

the press, he volunteered all the relevant information: 1

As here in Toronto I had condemned our competitive and profit
seeking order as clumsy, wasteful and unchristian. I had deplored
the undue influence of money in our political' and Church life, and
the withholding f'J:-om the producers of wealth on the farm and in the
factory of their fair share of the product. I had been sunmoning
the church to the imperative and glorious task of Christianizing
our economic and political systems.

Some, of course, wished to postpone the "moment of truth" as long &s

possible, and apropos of Bland's columns and addresses presenting a

1Letter,The Toronto Dailz star, March 21, 1931.
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Christian socialist a.nal7sis of Canadian ills, castigated him for

announcing that ttcapitalism is on its death bed." Civilization, the

Ottawa Journal announced, depended CI'l capital. Therefore, Bland could

not know what capital was, or he would not go around giving socialistic

addresses. 2 Capitalism. might yet be saved by techniealitiesZ

The hopeful aspect of the depression was the degree to lilich it

brought a new sense of rea.lism to many of the opponents as well as the

proponents of liberal capitalism.. '1'0 attempt -to trace this new realism.

as it made its impact upon the social. gospel and the radical movements

of the 1930's let alone give an account of the interaction of the two,

is far beyond the scope of the present thesis. Even tog!ve some pic

ture of the "grand old man" of the social gospel in the midst of this

turbulent decade is to raise issues with which we cannot cope without

further mensive research. • shall.{"si.m.ply" pin-point his inYolveaent

in the many opporttmities for speech and action tha.t presented them

selves to him, and which, for all his seventy years, he readi.ly acceplied.

Of all audiences, he probably enjoyed those of young people the

most. In addition to speaking to innumerable church youth groups, he

addressed such bodies as the model assembly of the League of Nations Club

2The Ottawa Journal, quoted in The (Toronto) Mail, June 12, 1931.
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meeting in Toronto in February, 1930. 3 An overflow audience at R1.1DI'11'-

made Collegiate. Toronto, in November, 1935, heard him contrast the old

education with the new. Then "children were made to be broken"; now they

were taught to think for themselves. Nothing was more essential. in an

age 'When an old order was dying than to "refuse to support orthodoxy

merely because it is orthodox•••• n 4. The measure of the appreciation

young people had of him lies in a red leather-bound book, containing

twenty-five pages of signatures, and inscribed, "To the Rev. Dr. Salem

Bland from. the Youth of Toronto. If 5

Both in his general capacity as a preach,er and in the particular

activity required to bring the church to face the new crisis, he con-

tinued. to think out new approaches and to participate in newr~s

to the social challenge.

Except in some Conferences, the United Church did not officially

return to the post-war stat8ents 0I! the social order of its constituent

members. The Saskatche'Wat'l Conference in May, 1931, was an exception to

this in adopting a resolution ~eh essentially reflected Bland's radi

, cal position. 6 On the floors of·Toronto Conference and of the General

3News Item, The (Toronto) M9.U, February 22, 1930.

ltNews item, The Toronto Daily Star, November 9, 1935.

SAt the household of Mrs. Bland. The occasion of its presentation and
the organizations behind it are not clear.

68. Me Lipset, rarian Socialism The C.C.F. in Saskatchewan (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1950 , p. 135.
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Council, heat.ed debate racked many a session. '!'he Canadian Forum noted

the restiveness 'in the church and the deDand from many that the church

declare for ttsweeping changes in the whole Canadian scheme of things. tt 7

At the Toronto Conference in June of 1933, Bland occupied a central

place in the debate. He himself felt that the Conference had "defeated

the strongest opposition such awea.1thy conference could muster. n Some

attributed the strength of the radical forces to Bland's influence,

which he played down, admitting, however, that "I was once conspicuous

in If'f3' arraignment of the present social order twenty-five years ago. n 8

Two years later he was one of seyeral who induced the same Conference

to adopt a still more radical statement. Someone later suggested that

it was his speech, a IJmixture of stinging satire and fervent appeal,·

which turned in a majority vote, in spite of the opposition of some of

the most prominent men in the church. 9 King Gordon, who j:8rticipated

in the debate, BaTS, however, that this does not do justice to the debate

'as a whole. 10

The height of Bland's stature within the church, however, was attested

by the invitation to give the sermon at the General Council of the church

'in Kingston, September 16, 1934. II His text was, "They need not depart;

7Editorial, The Canadian Forum, Xlll, 146, November, 1932.

8The star, June 21, 1933.

%.ditorial, The star. February 7, 1950•

.10J • King Gordon, Letter to the author, August, 1961.

llBland papers.
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give ye them to eat." (Matthew nV:16). He repeated his usual call

for a humane and relevant Christianity, but expressed a concern that

had been growing in him, that, if once the great need of the church

had been to move from the old inwardness of evangelicalism into a

positive outwardness, a newdistinetiveness was now required of the

christian in the world-a distinctiveness wiser than abstinence. He

himself never lost the tension between the inward, Goo:ward tendency ot

his Methodist past and the outward, manward emphasis he tried to inject

(

into the Methodi8Dl of the ruture. His criticism. of the former had been

its urm.eeessarUy e:xclusive, individu,aJ.ist, bourgeois and probibitive

'- character. He seems to have been a'Ware of the dangers of social Christi

anity in itself. In 1917, writing on "The fhurch in the New Canada,"

he had. looked forward to a s1l1thesis of the two, for Christianity was

not sociology; the Gospel was not politics; and religion was not ethics. 12

But the call in 1934 to the cpest of a new holy worldliness was set in

a picture of a world in which Karl Marx, having "organized the spirit

of the Beatitudes and the psalmist" was reaping the "revenge of a

neglected truth. It In such a world, a Christianity 'Which was not socio-

logical, a gospel which was not political and a religicn which was not

ethical had lost its place in God's will. for the world.

In the fall of 1931 an association for the promotion of a "radical

Christianity" was formed, calling itself the I'Movement for a Christian

J Social Order,;' the precursor of the "Fellowship for a Christian Social

Order. It 1.3 Together with the "League for Social. Reconstruction:' founded

12Bland papers.

13Articles, The star, November 16, 1931; The Star Weekll" February 13"
1932.
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in February, 1932, it .contained. many, if not most of the outstanding

intellectuals of the political left. 14 Both were soon established on

a nation-wide basis. According to Graham Spry, Secretary of the C.C.F.

in Ontario in the 1930 t s (and corroborated by others) F.C.S.O. was to

the church 'What the L. S.R. was to the university. Many of the same

leading individuaJ.swere in both, and the student Christian Movement had

close relations ldth the t we organizations. 15

The F.C.S.O. felt a kinship with, yet was a departure from, the

S) c1&l ~ spe1 of Salem. Bland. Professor John Line ccnsidered the social

gospel to be:

Utopian and optimistic. Its co-ordinate was the idea of progress•••
faith in which induced in men the confidence that all their hopes
would be realized through an increase that would come in the nature
of things. ••• But the World War and the subsequent disorder and
disillusionment shattered this mood.... A temper of realism was
forced upon them•••and they came to see that man's salvation would•••
require some radical reversal of his concepts and habits. The
present state and by reason of the tmity of life, fundamental,
spiritual reorientations, involve in their very beginnings the
regenera.tion of the individual spirit and the recreation of social
life. Thus, as against the complacencies of Liberalism, Religious
Radicalism would restore the essential deep-lying coneems of Evange
licalism but l«>uld go beyond it in bringing other factors that
qualify man t s life within the range of religion t s redemptive action. 16

This judgement of Line was accurate in the trend and emphasis it found

in the social gospel of the previous generation. It does not do full

14F~ H.Underbill, The Canadian Forum, Xll, 139, April, 1932, pp. 249-50.

15Interview, Graham. Spry, T.C• Douglas, June 2,1961. The substantial
overlap in the contributors to the L.S.R. 's Social Planning for Canada
and the F.e.s.o. 's Toward the Christian Revolution is a good indication.

16John Line, "Theological Principles," Toward The Christian Revolution
(rhroG~: Wil1ett,nClQ,f1t.amt;.l\q., 1936). 11
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justice however, to the social gospel and the assumptions lItlich ex

ponents like Bland brought to it. The comment errs in the same direction

as that of a later writer in his estimate of that radical Christianity

of John Line and his associates:

They suffered from a.n underemphasis on the extent and consequences
of sin, and the need for total salvation•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Thus the old idealism of beneficent "laissez fairer! CB pitalism gave
way in the minds of many Christian intellectuals to a new idealism
of the socialized state. Techniques and methods were exalted, and
the western dogma of inevitable progress was given a renewed
Christian sanction. 17

A comparison of this statement 'With that of John Line is a good example

of the simplifying process of hindsight in which they both shared. In

any case, the underlying similarity of the social gospe1 of Bland and

the radical Christianity of Line is a.pparent. The radical Christians

were more penetrating in their analysis and in the resources they

marshalled behind their remedy. Their primary doc~nt, Toward the

J Christian Revolution, was to Christian social thought in Canada., 'What

the L.S.R. IS, Social Planning for Canada, was !o socialist realism. S,

the radical Christians of the F.C.S.O., however, Bland was considered.

a precursor. At a banquet the Fellowship held in his honour in early

March, 1938, the chairman described. him. as its "father and patron saint." 18

In the course of its work he was involved in its meetings, addressed at

least one of its armual conferences, and gave it 'What publicity he could

through his

17stewart Crysdale, The Industrial struggle and Protestant Ethics in
Canada (Toronto: Ryerson Press, 1961), P.90.

i9 News itern, The Sta.r, Mt\rch Z) 19j8.
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columns in the Star. 19

others at the banquet paid him tribute which refiected his v~ied

activities. John Mitchell, president of the Ontario Section of the C.C.F.

expressed the party's high regard and affection. Alderman stewart Smith,

son of A.E. Smith, on behalf of the communist party saw him as Ita tower

of strength to the progressive people of Canada•••• " 20 These were more

than the exaggerations of a public occasion. Bland was read by perplexed

working men who addressed the.i.r thoughts and questions to him. 2l In his

articles, he exposed the intimidation by city and police authorities of

those who attempted to arrange public meetings of protest. 22 He was in-

volved heavily as a speaker in the resurgence of political activity on

the left which culminated in the founding of the C.C.F. 23 When the C.C.F.

191t\terview., Revc M~\lton Lrtt\e; CU'"ttcle!lrh~ SttlV'$ Kovember \b,

'931<-) ~ta.\"" weeklYj Feb,..tA.o..~'f \3 , 19=3;l. •
-2.0 News item, The Sta..r, Mtlrch ~) 19j8.

~'Article )"The Sta..r.., t:'ebru..o..ry '3~ '932.

22:Editorial, The Canadian Forum, nll, 154, July 1933. Article, The star.

23News item, The star, June 13, 1931: Bland presented a series of acceptable
resolutions to the York Township Labor 'Party, June 12. The press rumoured that
he ndght be a candidate for parli.aD.ent. In his own column, November 13,
1931 he described recent developments toward a farmer-labour- movement in
which he had been involved.

24Edi.torial, The Camdian Forw:g., nu, 148, January, 1933. The other
speakers were J. S. Woodsworth, lin. Irvine, GardiYter and Agnes McPhail.
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and the Globe warned readers against tfthe particular brand of Socialism.

'or Cormmmism preached by the Woodsworth, Irvine, MacPhail, mand group. tt 25

The Attorney-General of <htario added his condemnation: tiThe C.C.F. could

only be understood by going back to the pernicious work of Dr. Woodsworth

and Dr. Bland in the Winnipeg strike. It 26 The facts were amplified in the

legend, but the attention given to it in certain quarters indicated the

importance that officialdom. attached to Bland's person and influence.

His activity with the C.C.F. did not cease with its founding. As

he had with the Grain Growers' movement, and with the Labour movement

later, he saw the C.C.F. as an essentially religious movement em.ergingin

" an hour of desperate need. To emphasize his point, he often neglected

the tension between the essence and the substance of the party. Even in

his own thinking he did not gi.ve Ellough weight to the reality of the self

interest inherent in the cry for an equitable society. 27 However, there

was a very large a.nd important religions dimension to the C.C.F. which

could not be ignored. When in Saskatchewan the C.e.F. Research Review

printed an article by a Marxian socialist of the British Columbia section,

charging the clergy with conservatism and satisfaction with half-measures,

J the C.C.F. leadership promptly repudiated it and urged the editors to

25Editorials, The Mail. The Globe, quoted in the Star, December 2, 1933.
,

26Interview with The. Varsity, quoted in The Star, July 12, 1933.

27Article, The Star. October 4, 1933: News item, The star, September
17, 1935.
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resign. 28 This was more than a matter of deference" it was a recopition

of the essence of much" if not m08t,of the ideology of the C.C.F. at large.

Bland" feeling that the conscious development of the religious aspect of

the C.C.F. had been ignored" seems to haw taken a step toward this ob-

jective following the disappointing results of the 19.35 election. One

of his papers suggests that he attempted to establish a "Christian Social-

,ist Church" in the Masonic Hall on Balsam Street near Queen" in Toronto.

On December 1" 1935" he preached a sermon there on this subject" declaring

that there would be no victory for a C.C.F. banner carried by people who

have no interest in religion. 29 One observer has estimated that Bland

addressed hundreds of meetings in the course of the 1930 ts. 30 He figured

,. in the protest surrounding the Regina. Dominion Day Riots. The "R liefe

strike Citizens t Committee put his name forward as one of the members of

a proposed public inquiry into the riots• .31 A JIBSS meeting was called

for September 29" 1935 to protest the arrest of Arthur Evans" leader of

the strikers" who with three others" faced for their action" twenty-years

imprisonment under the infamousftsection 98ft of the criminal code. Bland

was the featured speaker of the evening• .32

One of his engagements the next year, 1936, was to address the

, Communist Party Victory Banquet at the Labour !qceum.. Two communist

288. M. Lipset, Ope cit., p. 131.

29Bland papers, Sermon, ftA Christian Socialist Church, ft December 1, 1935.

30A.A. Macleod, letter to the author, July 10, 1961. :MacLeod was executive
editor of the World Tomorrow, in 1931, in association with Kirhy Page,
Reinhold Niebuhr and Professor (now Sen\or) Paul Douglas.

A

31The star, July 23, 19.35. 32Bland papers, an advertisement.
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candidates bad been elected in the civic elections of December 7.

stewart Smith saw in the victories a "clear call for a People's Front in

Canada against the gathering attacks of reaction. It 3J The invitation to

Bland was a part of the common front policy then being followed inter-

, nationally by the Communist Party in the face of the growth of fascism.

He offered the party both his praises and his warnings. His warnings were

not printed in the party paper. His praise 'WaS that comnunism was Iftea9hing

the church that it is necessary to bring the Kingdom of God on earth,

>' and not simply to act as an immigrants 1 aid society to heaven." 34 In

his column he had acquainted readers with this argument by reviewing books

such as H. G. Wood, The Truth and Error of Communism. 35 Tim. Buck com-

mented after the speech:

How significant it is that he could so come to us, that he could
encourage us and at the same time he could warn us. He has shown
that those with divergent views can find common goals, while pre
serving the right to criticize and present their ove point of view. 36

So it appeared. A period of common front against a common eneJV began, and

organizations such as the"League against Foreign Fascism," the League for

Peace and Democracy, n and the "League for Spanish Democracy" came to in-

habit the Canadian scene.

Bland was particularly involved in the latter organization with

, people like T.e. Douglas, Ben Spence, A.A. MacLeod, Sam Carr and ma.ny

others who rose to protest the cause of the Spanish Republicans. 37 Lert-

3.3News item, The Clarion, December 28, 1936.

34Ibid.

35Article, The star Weekly, July 22, 1933. 36me. item, The Clarion

37Interview, T.C. Douglas, June 2, 1961. letter to the author from A.A.
MacLeod; News item, The Star, Jlme 20, 1938.
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wing meetings across the nation rang with the song of the international

brigade in Spain:

Spanish heavens spread their brilliant starlight,
Far above our .trenches in the plain;
From the distance morning Comes to meet us,
Calling us to battle once again.

Refrain:
Far off is our land
Yet ready we stand,
We're fighting and w:i.nni.ng for you,

FreedomJ

Among the results of their efforts, there was established in far off

Barcelona, a home for Spanish children left homeless by the struggle.

The name that graced its precincts was that of Salem Bland. 38

3.

Although he contintltd to write for the star during the 1940's and

remained as active as his years would permit, 1939 closed the last creative

decade of his life. His words about struggle, conflict, and crisis still

bore a message for the time. But it was with reluctance, and with no

sense that it was engaging in a battle in which the soul'; or the nation

would be won, that Canadians entered the second World lvar. Both the ir

repressible optimism with which Bland viewed the final destinJ or mankind,

would men but let the challenge of the time seize them. and. in turn grasp

the opporttmity time offered, and the terms in which the challenge had

been couched, seemed, after 1939, to be echoes from. another world.

Although some progressive forces praised Bland am the Star during

the thirties for their defence of the underprivileged, the unemployed,

38V. L. Vlastos, "The Salem Bland Home," Saturdaz Night, November 12, 1938.
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and those actively' seeking redress ,,39 as early as 1931"'• .w. found

the~ to be "a study :in what is wrong with liberalism, "-Aot that

its views were wrong, but that its editorial writers" flhamstrung by

potions c1 an earlier liberal era,," could not fight. It was apparently

" "unable to secure writers learned enough in liberal lore without the

handicap of the frock and collar." This liability was not that they

were clergyman, but that "clergymen cannot write editorials, and s er

mons are out of place on the editorial page." 40 B..B.Y. Scott, co-

editor of Toward the Christian Revolution, reflected som.eth:b g a: the

same feeling with regard to Bland himself. He felt that Bland rs chief

work had been done by the mid-thirties:

It seemed to me that he took an over-simplified 'liberal theology t

position about Jesus and the Gospels and that his public utter
ances often-not alwalS--were more sensational than well argued.41

. By the 1930's time had orertaken much of Salem Bland f S thought" aJ.

though ~ts kernel was preserved in the m:i.nds of many people lilo voiced

their criticism.

39 Editorial, The Canadian Forum.

40E. A. Baker, ''The Toronto Press, tf The Canadian Forum, XU, 13.3"
October, 1931.

41R• B. Y. Scott" letter to the Author, July 8, 1961. Scott was Professor
of Old Testament at the :McGill Divinity School and is now William H.
Danforth Professor of Old Testament at Princeton l.Jni.versity.
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On February 6, 1950, time also overtook his body. Hundreds

gathered at College street United Church to pay their final trib

ute to him and to his vision, singing the hymn that had come to

be known as "Salem Bland's Hymntt:42

These things shall be; a loftier race
Than eter the world hath known, shall rise,
With flame of freedom in their souls
And light of knowledge in their eyes •

.......... .. ...... ................. .
Nation with nation, land with land,
Inarmed shall live as comrades tree;
In every heart and brain shall throb,
The pUlse of one fraternity.

42. A. A. MacLeod, letter to the author. The words of the
hymn are by J. A. Symonds.
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Salem Bland's life exemplifies the emergence of the

. social gospel in Canada, the method and form of its popular

ization, and the difficulties it encountered in the course

of its attenlpt to address the needs of modern Canadian

industrial society.

The theological openness of the Methodism in which he

grew up enabled an unusual variety of influences to play upon

his mind. This, coupled with the bias of his church toward

ethical questions provided a fertile field in which the

social gospel could grow. The personal struggle with the

~current negative expression of the Methodist ethic bred a

more positive attitude to the world and its possibilities,

which was not unrelated to the Evangelical quest for personal

perfection. In addition to these, was the vision, possessed

by Methodist and others alike, of a Church from sea to sea

building a nation where the mind of Christ might become the

political sense of the nation.

The impact:of the Christian socialist tradition, already

established in England and Europe, the obvious social

problems that confronted the young nation in the process of

industrialization, the example of the social gospel in the

-United States, the Darwinian Revolution under.girding the progressiv

and evolutionary views deriving from the enlightenment, and the

new Biblical and theological scholarship~ together combined

to establish the bent of his Methodist mind toward the problems
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of the Canadian people as they grew into nationhood.

In his preoccupation with the Canadian Nation, he

contributed to the growth of a sense of Canadian Nationalism.

He inherited in the M!d-West a concept of the Church as

a conscious culture -- bUilding force. He filled this

concept with the content of Christianity which took its

starting point in the social teaching of Jesus and the

Prophets. The correlation of the western agrarian movement's

concept of co-operation and brotherhood with these teachings

provided a dynamic idealogy which did not betray the social

andrl'tlfious past of the prairie by going beyond it. In the

preparation of the social gospel in the West, Bland joined

'hands with the primary leadership of the agrarians. Probably

more than any other, he brought the church to a constructive

response to and role in the revolt of the West.

In his steadfast criticism of the old party system,

he contributed to the re-alignment of parties during and

after the first World War.

It was axiomatic to him that the social gospel should

find its fruition in political action. As labour found an

ever larger place in the maturing industrial system of the

post-war years, he attempted the first extensive rational-

vization aD a Christian basis both of its role and of the

respo~se required of the Church. Under attack ~. the church

from wealthy and fundamentalist factions, he provided an

example to many ministers and lay persons in standing his

ground in the face of the onslaught. That he won these
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battles personally, was due to his conviction that he must

stand for what he considered to be the gospel with which

he was ~-entrusted,and to his skill as a controversialist and

to his personal magnetism.

If the social gospel which he preachedbeeame daten

as time passed through the latettwenties and'thirties, he

did not cease to struggle with what was problemetical in

his views or with the political issues which arose in a

depressed Canada. He had found and lived what he had

sought in the early years of his ministry, a gospel that

positively engaged life in all its realism. An optimistic

child of a liberal age, his socialism never lost the marks

of its beginnings. When the challenge of the industrial

order strack Canada with full force in 1929, a foundation

was ready on which the structUre a£rmore~realisticChristian

social action could be built.
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Appendix A.

Polltical Righteousness.

'!'he 01t7 lIaU,Kingston, Oat. Februarr 20, 1887.

If there be a good man acquainted with the present condition ot
part1' politics in our cit7 and satisfied with it, I have not met him.
I do not believe in his existence. On the contrU'.f I believe there
exists widespread dissatisfaction among good men ot both parties aDd
ot all religious beliefs. 'Jad increasing gro_d for nch dissatisfaction.
A. very slight enqui17 contiras[tae] .remark of a prominent polltieian
that Kingstoa is a rotten constituency, (or of another not so. praainent a
politician that. politics is generally gone over to the .en]).l. In [the]
seething of pa.rty strife [there are aJ good many ingredients not tr_
above. To intensity however slightly that dissatisfaction is the object
of the present meeting, and in pursuit of this objective I believe ..
have' the s111lpatb7ot good men, Reformers and CORsenatives, Catholics
and Protestants.

So let us sink political and rellgiousdissatistactions tonight
and ...t together 'in a c... platform. of our beliet in the supreme
obligation of righteo_ess, confessing what we all know pertectlJr well
that neither party is as black as it is painted, that there are good
MIl in both, though untortllDately, far too tell, and tar too easy-going.
That it is not a verr eaq tbiBg, to keep clean hands act1ve17 _gaged
in polltics, but nevertheless God and the constitution of things ill
perative17d-.nd polit1.cal righteousness•

•••with whom should .. be discontented? With [therReformed or
Oonservatlveparty? With general run of candidates? No, prillari17
electors should b. dissatisfied with themselves. With democratic
government such as O\lr nn, parliaments fa!thtull.7 reflect the charac
ter of the electorate. Host right-thinking men are agreed we should.
have good leglslators. Present ,8I1es are as good. as average men who
elect thea, if not better. The stre_aust be purified at the fOUlltain
head. The tree Blut be aade good that the truit be good.nectorate
aust be puritied. betore .Parliam.ent can be.... Electors aut beco_
disaatistied w1th theaelves. The first duty is seIl-retora. All
tb:lags tend to l1Riformity - aoralit1' of gover.maents, Bloralit;y of people.

I do not wish to arraip. parties or candidates, but electors of
Kings'ton, [toJ t17 certain types of th_ b7 the law of right8owmess,
t1'P8S that Deed to be reformed. I will speak as it DecODeS a 1'0UDg
man, ditfident17, and remembering that in reterence to nothing more
than to politics is it true that it is Il\1ch easier to 8&7 ....t is right
thaa to eto it. Politics 18 a s11ppe17 thing to walk in. I want to

1. Words struck out, as if to be omitted.
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criticise ll_b~ 'but taithtw..l7 anel charitab17 - bat hope that the feeliJags
of some might be hurt J tor they greatly Deed to be.

(He went on to enticise] •••difterent classes of the electors un-
worthy of their power. .

4. Hen who sell Totes. [Bland had gathered
statisticsJ - 2; in one subdi:v:ision" 200
in· one_rEi" 509 iD the city - bri'be17 and
corrapticm - the present election eclipsed.
all in mcmey spent - $1 - 10,000.

This rigllt of franchise did Dot always belenc to the people. GoTern
.-at belonged onl7 to ling or to neblas· and clerD. And... ot the IIlOst
inspiring pages or Intie hi8to17 are those which tell of struggles .ere'b7
power was wrested. from the tew and shared also w.1.th tne JIU7. LThis power]
is an ennobling dignity_ It is a crOlm ot manhood.. Bow ldghJ.y' should men
prize it 1 How religi.ousl¥ should tBey exercise it I With what scorn should
the7 repulse the dema&ogue and the briber 1••••••

<.lar. ci'dlisation enj078 DO .g1I4ranMe ot perpetual prosperity.Immoral
it7 tdll·ennre decq witlWl 8117 70ung nation, as with nati_ atter nati..
that has gone dQWl1, sunk in the sllae ot its own corruptioa.

Oceasi•.tor just apprehension. .. awakening to it in neighboriDg
republic, where all seeu otgoodaad enl haTe ripened taster than witD.
us. (Townshend' ~ Bible in 19th. CentV7, PP 8O-S4.)

Se1d.ng wind we shall reap the whirlwind. Induce men to sin for 70uJ
and the,. will sin against 7°11. _•• Is \here not enoup elishonesty- and
lmscrupulousne.s in builtes. without aldng politics the hotbed ot .uch
peisOD.oll8 grovt,hs?

ear country is a Christi. nati. .. Tes J our churches naero. and
cos1;17" and. our people throng there aDd protess to reverence the Bible,
b11t it out of churches _n go to earrr on d_oraliziq practices at
electionsJ what ue in churches .. salt is good etc. Dut)" ot a goed. _
Dot m8re17 to abetain trom sllch practices, but denoace aad oppose them
with all their Jlight. Power of a tew good men .. superior!t7 of right.
One good JW1 in right a _teh tor i tiozen 1D. voq.l'.1ngslq and weak
aess of wrong.

1. Hen swqed b7 pe\t7 aotives - e.g. it Candidate didntt
call en to cajole - not a sease ot nationfs interest.

2. Ken who are mere partisans -
Partisanship, like eharit7, COTers a Dl\1ltitude of sins.

[Of the merely partisan it ean be said taat he was] bom a maD., and died
a Gnt or '1'017.

Politics in a democratic co_try ap'tq styled. ·people's Ulliversitya.
Citizen is called upon to assmae great responsibilities to discus govern
..tal subjects; to decide where great interests are at stake. Few
things are more indgorating to tne life ot a cOJlllllUDity than 8\teh diSC118SioD;
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the ....17 clash ot opposing. vien. Lifted out .r priTate interesta,
heighterd.ag, larcer atmosphere, an election might be a trainiDgschool
for JU.D.hoecl. But all good. eftects of tree astit.tiODs are neutralized

.07 pan7 apirit•••wh1eh is iJljur1olt8 to the countr1'i even more deatrae
t,iTe to th~ ad!vidual. tlTru.th, jllstice, candow, tairdeal.1D&, soad
j11.d.gJlent, self-control, __ ldDd. attect101ls are it. natural .'per-
petual preY'."

Part7 spirit creates 'blilld bigots. laaeceanble to reason,
\Dlalteraole in their prejuci1ce.,swayed 'b7 party crises and watch
words, blinc1l,y obstiBatA17 l07al to their partT - "Vecan put iD. ·a
(CGIlsenatift) dOl ill tid. ricl:1q it we lik.- (8. Lanark), supportiag
party jut because father elid, arrr candidate however objectioaable to
them rataer than .ppos. partY'. "I 8uppose':'L:tll;·U<,it! we lIUt swallow
that brate (Le.s) again- - reading 0D1T the p&rtY"'paper, belie'l'.f.q 0D17
partT statements,opeDi.ng the aiad. te Botb1ag but 8rgaeata that wlll
tortitt part7prej11d1ces, lookitlg aot tor truth, llnlt 8XCWJea•

.All honor to the bolters and indepa.deut MD. Ken greatlJ" aeede. 
80t 80 IlllCh a tldrd partT with a third ..t of partiaans, "b\tt independent
......[Tluq] JII&7 be di8trusted b7 parti•••, "viiecl b7 .side (th.,.·haT8).
lett, but [they retain tlle1r] lI&llhood. .. whe we will yet de11gllt te
laoaour.

Appeal to 70l1D&-n exerc1siDg franchise tor t.e tirat tiu - ·Aa
70. TOte DOW, so tixed tor all lit.- they say. Vote according to enclace
eTe!7 time, it 7ft do 11a.,. to jap about a little.

Pan,.· .pin'li truittal _other of m1.repreaentati011&, ClIDDiq halt-
tratb.8 - .worat or all lie.:

'or a lie \Rat i& all a lie
Xq be foupt and 1d.llecI .outript
Illt a 11_that is halt a tratll
Is a harder utter to tight -

.,.01_ fallacies .4 all _er ot".repre••tati_, cal8ll7 aDei aDue.

A c.sicleratioa ot the Ta8t pewr wield.e4 b7 tne pre.s iIlspires
proto_d rearet that 80 otten. tlae pre.. c_...t. to pader to d.epravecl
spirit. Oa. carmot .refraiD. fr_ upress!Dg the wish taat this p-eat power
were 1l8ed alW&7S ill tne Doble81;· 11'&7. ne 8re one appreciatea the ian._c. ot the press I the .ore keenl7 ••sitive doe. OIl- becou to 8D7
perrersion or·proatitltt101l .ot tllatintlunce.

While tAere are parti••, 'Utere will be part,. journals, arael it there
-..t alWV8 be parti.. (or which JI&D7 wi.. .. are aot Are) taeremut
alv..,. of .ecea811;7 De part7 jO'Vllala. Bna part7 jou.rulaq preserYe
it. h•••t,.. It .BI&7 'be lair. It need .ot B1iarepres.t Dor colour Bor
put torth £r01Uldle.8 as.erti.. .d· pe••ea tor trath. On journalists
otC.ada a great re8ponei1dl1tl' reata -a preciou pewr i.theirs 
thel' more than arrrotJler CD repre.. this fth__t partisanship, _d
spread abroad candour· and maDl7 iadepend.ce. And the .... path1f&7 to
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3. lIeD. "olla..,.. aa axe to grind. - Tote and. work not lor priDcipl.
'but for profit, who attach theta8elft8 to a party, net with 1rltel.liget
coanotion but in hope of gOTera.eat patronage. ·So ud eo"lt iesaid.,
"can aftord a liDeralcontribution to caapaip funds Deca..e he JBak•• a
good thing govermaent contract. 1t There'. the spriq of all eanteriBe.s
an. enthuiaSlt of .-.. lift - how far aboTe un who yote. tor tlO except
thet are J)8ic1 a larger lUll?

The .,..stea of giYiJag .. govemJl8l'lt jobs to love~nt supporters ls
cempting and d.egrading. BriDel7. a large seale. GoYeraaent jobs
should be thrown open to pahlictender, equ1 tavor to all (_81;
gOYemDBnt contract. are let o. bT tender). Positions,h_ver, are
Iiveil as rewards to gOftmJallt supporters.

Let good _1'1 assenthe••lft. - Trouble, a.Eaters. s8.7s, hOBest
aen Dot so bold. a. ropes - nor so aggressive.Edl walks with nagger,
and \00 .tt. l00dness ti:midq is. CGAt_ted. to get out of the W&7 and.
walk in peace tho' in -.cl otethel (gutter?). Intrinsic u.jesty. ad
nperiority otrigbt - .at 8 conscleaces beariDg witness. nniLe7t s
word. - on Ript and Wrong.... A

COlle _, men who are lI1l.l.iDg to t81l,_ who .._'t bow knee to Qed
ot necess. Like Jlldas Haccahaeu, tacing with 800 patriots, U,OOI
STria••••"It our .tiae be co. let l18 eli. -ntul.17 for our bret1lren and.
not stain ov hOllovu "With TOur shield or on it· - pro11d.l7 lfCNld. 8&7
a Spartu .other, - "not a d.uty sldrld.ng.n NothiRllI.ON shaaetll1 ·tllaa
dialu..orable nceess. 1.lt118 or llisrepresent or cheat - 40af t he
torced. into tricq sophistl7,· bribe1'7, d.ouble-d.ealiDg, BOWyer· loud. the
crT, "You aut or 7O\11d.ll tail.tt 1&11- not so grievous••••Betterfar
failure with hOROV _stained.. World .aved by failure - John Baptist,
Paul.. ChristlaUed, 80 did Ridley. (?) and Lati.ller, so eiid grand old
slave17-hating .loP BrfMl, and Haddock.. Prohibition DJartyr of Iowa - DO

BoDler role than failures. "leaven for those who have tailed OR earth.·

Lowell t S lin.e - (Careless ....the great Avenger;
Histo17'. page. but recoN
Orae death-grapple in the darme.s
tTldxt old. 818t_8 and. the word;
Truth forever on the scaffold.,
Wroq torever on the thr.. -
Yet that scaffold sways the future,
And, behilld. the d1a unlm.oa,
Standeth God within the sh&<1ow"
K:.epiDg watcl1 above his ....J



Appendix B.

Ilapid Population Growth and. Its Etfect Upon
Church .d Sect Kemberships

eCIIJD.8Dt

l
VictOria was the most
stable e1ectozal
d1strlctin B~C.- still)
probably not a gooci exsnple..

36.....and 1000 unspecified
6171. ~.• including 1304 pagan

379
3491

349 (large Dumber Greek
1073 ... lOrthodox

{
poor tabulation, but

103 se_a to have attected.
271 all

162;
2782

5275 4949 4281
18430 6923 773'

6854 4310 5952
10115 '741 10172

207' 1717 2253
4'337 36;8 4720

24032 16'91 14726
24029 19152 1707'

6160 2216 3228
7.95 3252 4056

7.301
18538
2.3688

1881
1891
1901

Nipiseing

Toronto
(West)

Wimdpeg

(1)) Victoria

Sampl•• of (a) rapidly' gr01d.Dg, (b) fairlT stable city populati0Il8

B1ectoral District Year Population Anglican Jletnodi.t Preabyteriu Sects

(a) Berard 1881 8417
1891 24360
1901 42060
1881 7985
1891 25639
1901 42340
1881 3043
1891 17970
1901 36'51

1881 385'5
1891 73827
1901 81712

Kingston 1881
l.891
1901

l4091
1926'
17961

5030
4387

4321
4133

31;6
3'02

~t. c1tie. show remarlt
227 1~~ly small _oat of
30:3 sectarian activit1

The proportion of .ectarians increaaes as 10U proceed westward, which in the west may only
indicate the influence of ••cts and strange sroups from American sourc•• - with European
groups like Kennonte. on the prairie., and Oriental groups on the .at coast. N

~

o
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Appel1dixC.

Belief and Declaration ottha
Social Service Council" 1914.

The Social Service O_oil hel1evesthat righteousness can be realized
in the coaplex conditions of modem lite 0Il17 throU&h the .applicatiOD to
all alfairs ot the principle. or 'ihe D.ng4oa ot God.

The Social Service Co.oil 4eclares tor:

I the appl1catioa of Christi_ priDciple. to the operaU.. of industrial
I ..sociations .ether of labour or of capital.

a aore equitable d18trilnttioa of wealth.

the abolitioa of poyen,._

the protection of childhood.

the sateguard. of the J*Ysical aael aoral health of ..... ·in inclllstrial
life.

the ad.eq\1&te protecti. of worldrlg people in cae8 of iDclutnal
accid_ts and. oocupatiOllal diseas•••

the S1Ultla7 rest of eve!7 worker.

concil1atiOll and arbi'iratiOD. in iDdustrial disp11\•••

proper hous1lli.

the adequate care ofciependent md detective pers.a.

the reol...t1. of cr1ld.nale.

wholesale recreaU...

the protedticm of society troa contqiou disea.e••

intematicmal peace.



Appendix D.

The Deeper Life: Sal_ Bland's Valedictory
Article in the Grain Growers' Guid., Aup8t 20, 1919.

!he Deeper Life

Valedicto17

DJ' Rev. S. G. Bland, D.D.

It is with a pang that I address a tew words of farewell to the
readers of The Guide. When, in 1l0'VUlber.. 1917, 'tIJ7 friend the ed!tor,
asked me to l1Ddertake a".k17 religious article, though the. large ad
varied character of the congregation natural.l7 inspired .om_ hes!tati01'l,
st11l the opportUDit1' made .a very strong appeal to _ and I emhraced it
with enthusiasa. I have greatlT enjoyed. the work, and realize that the
opportUDity is greater and more appealing now than then. It is the
drawbaok of the writer that he cannot see his readers and Dote their
faces and their att!tUdes. I have been able to meet very few of Jq
congreiat~on. Still one ccae. with tiM to a sense ot 110re intimate
acquintance and a greater CDDtidence. And DOW I feel as if I were
taldng leave of triends.

Ina quite untorseen way I have be. led. to accept the pastorate of
a church in Toronto. '!'he duties ot a pastorate, in sose 1f&78, perhaps,
rather unusully exacting, and the outside claims of the cdt1', which no
pastor can *0ll7 excuse hiDlselt fra regardi.ng, and Jq distan.ce tr01ll the
West,have led .. to reel very- regretf\1lly that I should withdr.. frca
this 4eep17 interesting work.

I do not suppose tkat all .,. articles haTe received UDinrsal assent.
It is not an eaSY' thing in this age of t ransitl. to discuss religious
questions in art7 congregation, even though 'bearing a daCllinational name
and presUllaol)" holding t.he same re11gi0118 views. The difficult,. and.
delicaq are enorsaousl3' increased whenad.elressina a congregatioa of .1I8Jl7
thousa.d.s attached. to all ld.nds ot ·churches and to none. It is onl7 the
broad, toler_t, kincll7 spirit of the West that giTeS ODe centidence to
attempt such a task.

The views expressed in the.e col.... regardiDg the BiDle aDd re
11&1011, I have no doubt, have seemed cOIls.native and backward. to ....
Probab17 to a larger naber the,. have s._d adul7 radical. Perhaps as
s... of those WO telt at first most critical nave read on, it the7 are
patient enough to read OIl, the7 have ccae toeee that the chaqed vi...
in regard to. the Bible and certaiD d.octrines have not. attected the hea~

of thiDgs. fital Ch.r1stianity has not been iapaired 'but strengthened..
As tar as I can understand the aoveaents of religious thought iJI our cia7,
taey 118m aboTe all thiDgs the exaltatiGD of the Lord. Jens Christ. Out
ot all the criticia and contusion and chage is being bora such a sense



as the Christian CDQOft. haS ReTeI' had. since the first that Christiaai'7
1. Jesus .Chriat•. He is .'tbe ... yesterdq and todq and for eTer, aDd
allel.. inChristiuit7 is but the chang1.Bg Testure, galWDta that
Illlstbe altered to .et th. changing· tiJaes and. which, all of til_, in
tia. JItlSt grow old. and wear 0\\'.

So I Yel'lture .to laope that the reacters *0 haftN_ Boet hostile to
what the7 thougDt were depart.we.·.trca tb.e old. faith·have cae to ...
thatI .. inteaselylqa1 to _at I thi:ak is the old.est Christian taith,
the faith which creat.clthe cAveR, ldd.eh has Deea a..tiMs prJ.eveulT
overlaid aud alaost.. aaotb.ereci with thiqathat belOll&e. to. tat_ but ._re
Rot faith, .1lt wbich ......rth.l•••. aaa aeverdied. througD all the tr••1etl
c.attlriea, aad wtdc1l, I belie.,.., is SpringiD, up, n8ftr so pare17 .ul ao
truit.tull7 arGll1lfl U ael all oyer theworlel todq.

Like the dawn, like the spr.iBg, a new fatth 18· colli.il&-a napler ad
a ao1'8 real and vital.faita. !postici_ and mat8riali_ ·carl Dever hold
Bore than a 't'8Z7 brietautllorit1 •. over the h_ heart•. EYeIl·..re iDtitte..
enceto 1'81111_ eoOl1 c.asea to he possiDle. It 1s not a 1l0ruJ.·cOI1ditlOD
ot th1a&e. ieligio\l8 pe,ople ha.... .-.t1aes.8pekea as if it wre and have
bl.... h__ natll'N.·iD general for it... 1t sllch tiaes .. are ·begbldng to
.88. that it is the re1i&1OD 1C1chis at fault qui. as _en &s people,
proDaD17 .*ore. .!h.e right. religion tor tlI17 age wlll Dot 1081 find .tI1.
peeple ind1ttereat.. !hq lI&7 De tri-d1T or they JIl&7 be hostile ln1t tae7
will 'De a\erested.

!he churche. aret1adiDg. their 1181' 81-17 (pjmapa teo alw17) n.t,
surelT to a real &lld vital. reli&1OR.·and a Dft areat ace o.t faith,. a faith
d.eep and paBSi_H. as ill those _ii.val centuries wldcll ha.... heeacall.
the age of faith, •• far aoHht.ell1gent. and. practical.

With the clearer dlli. ot Jesus the churclle. at last are reco.r.iBg
Ii. great ....age.St. Harkts Gospel, the earlie.t aaci .a08t accurate,
eqa,"Iow· an.er JOlm was delivered up, .re.. CaM uato Galilee,preacld.q
the .gOCMi 11_ of God, and. aaJiq, t.he t1Jae. i8 hltillecl, sael the I'iqd.
ot God. ie at haIld: Ckage your JdDds, anelbe11eve in the gOM De....•
(Kark I., 14).

'or the first \im.e ill arrr ,.eral.,. sillee the tiratc-t1U7 'the
_phasi. is HiDe lai4 _ Jesu. Christ H1Juelf, and Mcoad to that for
the t1r8t ott., perhaps, since Je.... Biuelt, the ea}ilaeie is beiq laid
_the fiqd_ of God.

And there.i. a grow.l.q con8._ otopirdoll, hdeed, I thi:ak. I Ba7
8qtae real 'Vital tn:t'IJ1d .1 .f tMaT 1s 'tIholl7 for the idea that the
I'iqd._ of God OIl earth ...s Dotld.q 1es8 thu a new socialoreler, a
reconstru.et&cl social aad eeOllOJl1c aad hdutrial aadpoliticalSJ8t-,
ia which· haa lite shall be tirst and walth secoad, i.D. ldldcb all shan
work but .0 man shall work ter pq,iD wid. 110 man shall ..ek to t.ate
tra Ids '-rathet wh.&t Ide brother need.., 1.11 which _11 1I&1c_pete ter hOller
but Dever tor ll:YelihGoci, ill which DO .... shan tear aotherlaoocl" &II1no
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worker shall tear 81olate.s or olclage, ill which. .. ahall 10Te eqaalit.y.,,
as theT love li.enT aacllove 'brotherhood Deeaue it __8 both, h wldeh
after so 10118 cal] iPS Ja..., Lord, Hia tiseiple. will .et tA..el.,.. as
tae7 have dOBe never in urr general aad Q'atematic aud thoroucDlo1q 11&7
to ad.o the tb.hgs- wldeh Besaid.

It is that cODceptioa of Cl'lristi.m.t7which I have _deaTore.,
through the last etpteea a.ths to set forth. I am grateful that I
have had the privilege. Other .. aiPt have ued.it 110re xlsel1', n.e
could have valued. it more. For it aas be_, at least, all opportUDitT to
iBtll18llce • class whica .I have loqbelievecl 1s d.••tined to plq a
premier part in bringi DI 'that Qqcla of God to Cana4&..

There are tru-heartect _11 ad...... ill &1l clas.e. of Canada DO
seek the ICingdoa of God. But it is -r CGft'V:i.cti. taat there ia no class
in Caacla .ere there is .•CD an intelligent and. wid.espreaiad. pablie
spiritecl1D.terest in soc1al.recoa.truction as ill the orgudHcl crain
growers of the West. Lildtati.s thq"Dl&7 have. '!'heir ideal:isa 11&7
Dot alvq8 be tree tr-. .eltiahaess and. class uterest. Yet· it ia .,.
ccmvictiOIl that DO ClaS8 1s tocla7 8. fitted to play a great pan in the
Chr1sti&D1satiOA of our *ole social and ec_.s.o and. poliUcal lite.
I hope ad. .prrq that their acti. i.B cOll1D& 7ears ..,. 'be .obler ......
than .,. faith, aad if ....rda of Idne, spoteD or writteD... have helped.
evell in the slightest degree to clear the vision or streqthea the faith
of those *-. rsh.all always regard as ., triads and ccmarades, it will
be to _ a las\iq .107.
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1. Sample Titles of Articles bY" "The Observer.·

October 2" 1928 A Glimpse of the Battlefields.

December 24, 1928 ~ MOnks or Nuns?·

January 10, 1931 A High Challenge to Canada.

April 15" 1931 The Reverence of Our Age.

November 18, 1931 A Mustard Seed that May Become a Tree.

July 4" 1932 Must There Always Be War Between
Catholicism and Protestantism.

July 20, 1932 Protestantism or CatholiciSlB - To
Which the Honour?

Janu17 16, 1933 What Angers the Common People?

April 22, 1933 A Rational Ideal for Canada.

J~ 12, 1933 Two Much-Boiled Soup Bones.

October 18, 1933 Is Conflict Inevitable?

March 24, 1934 Can a Catholic Write a Novel?

October .3, 19.34 As to Inefficient Ministers.

Kareh 16, 19.35 This Continent Ordained for EqualitY"_

September 4, 1935 The Good of Upsetting Times.
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2. A Mustard Seed That Hay Become a Tree
"The Observer", Toronto Daily Star,

November 13, 1931.

A m.eeting is to be held in Toronto on Saturday, November 28, which
may become historic. It is to 'be an all-day meeting in the lecture
room of that hospitable church "The House of Friendship" on Carlton
street, just east of Yonge. It will be open to farmers, labour people,
Christian ministers and other representatives of the Church who are
interested in finding a way of escape from the present distressful
conditions in town and country.

It will constitute a third landmark in the development of a m.ove
ment which first took shape as the North York Parent Industry Conference
at N~ket, on the 22nd day of last August, andfomd expansion in a
second conference representative of a large area in the same town on the
last two days of October.

This third gathering represents a much bolder venture. It is, I
should be inclined to fancy, the first, or almost the first, deliberate
and definite effort of the farmers to acmeTe 'entente cordiale1 vi.th
Labor. In general, hitherto, farmers and Labor have looked upon one
another as natural enemies. Labor men have distrusted farmers as capi
talists and the enemies of Labor in its long and difficult and often
baffled struggle to secure human conditions. The farmers have been re
sentful of the added difficulty of obtaining necessary help because of
what they feel were the unduly high wages obtained for the towns by Labor
organizations and the protective tariff.

One of the few not unhappy features of the present distressful con
ditions is that farmers and workers find themselves for once in the same
boat. They are both dissatisfied with things as they are, and the farmers
have shown themselves statesmen in proposing an alliance.

The ideal movement for social reform is, of course, one supported. by
the whole people without distinction of classes or interests, but it does
not always seem practicable to secure for any reform, such· a sweeping
support at the outset. Almost all reforms begin in suffering, and usuaJ.1y
it is a particular section or class that feels this most acutely, or some
times that feels it at all. So it haPPens often that an unquestionably
just and reasonable reform must begin as a class movement if it is to be
gin at all.

Distrust is som.etimes expressed for class movements, not very con
sistently by manufacturers or bankers or lawy~rs or medical men, or urban
populations generally who rarely show ~ hesitation in. seeking class
legislation tor their own class, but any defects that may inhere in class
movements are in inverse ratio to the size of the class. Therefore, the
least objectionable class movement is a movem.ent of farmers. As the most
n_erous class they have the strongest claims for consideration, and as

the most numerous and most basic class any advantage which increases their
functioning power is diffused most quickly through the whole community.



The class therefore whose interests should be first considered
should be the farmers. Second to them and very near to them. should be
the workers, because of their numbers and purchasing power. Usually, I
think, so far I think they have been the classes last considered by
national governments. And they have only themselves to blame. Either
class, if it did allow itself to be distracted and divided by trivial or
outworn issues could probably secure justice. But together they 'WOuld be
irresistable. And no one not belonging to either class will have any
just cause for fear, for anythin~ which would raise the living standards
of farmers and workers would be m the true interest of all.

Sooner or later such an alliance m.ust come to pass in America and all
over the world. The part of wisdom, therefore, would seem to be not to
try to obstruct it but to make sure that from. the outset it will be a fair
and carefully considered, that is, a Christian movement. And the grati
fying feature about this young movement is that it is definite1¥ and
whole-heartedly Christian, as was only to be expected considering its
origin.

In the growth of a great tree, roughly speaking, two things are
essential. One is depth and. sufficiency of soil; and the other openness
to the gifts of the sky. So for a movement like this two things are
essential. It m.ust first be rooted in material conditions that are
Justly felt to be intolerable. Who will deny. that both farmers and
~nd.us~rial workers have good cause to 'be seeking more efficient and
equitable methods of. production and distribution? Secondlyl it must be
open to the sky, to the influence that comes from above. It must be
bathed in the religious spirit, and for us in Canada that ean only mean
the spirit of Jesus.

Such a movement ought to become very soon more than a farmers' and wor
kers' movement. A Quaker editor commenting on it utters these words:

tlWithout a doubt all the primary producers - the women who bring
faith and nurture the race, the teachers who train and develop
faculty; the thinkers and writers who create thought and ideals;
the designers, the inventors, the artists and architects who focus
beauty in comfort. and convenience; the wage earners whose labors
produce the articles and conditions which vehicle life; the em
ployer under whose· aegis so lI1allY' of the conditions and articles of
lite are being produced - all these should join with the men of the
soil) the forest and the mine, and be interested in the issues
whicn now are matters of concern wi.th them. n

Fanners and workers should be not the whole ~, but the spear
head of an a.rmy of a national and. Christian reconstruction.
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